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I. EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
Business and Human Rights in Asia: Enabling Sustainable Economic Growth 
through the Respect, Protect and Remedy Framework (B+HR Asia) is a joint 
action of the European Union (EU) and the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP). The action promotes and facilitates the implementation 
of the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 
(UNGPs), and in the process, contributes to stronger human rights conditions, 
inclusive economic growth, and environmental sustainability. The project 
is implemented over the period of 48 months starting from January 2020. 
Project programming countries include India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mongolia, 
Myanmar, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. 

This progress report covers the period from 1 January to 31 December 2022. 
The report also includes sections and annexes pointing to the direction of 
work in 2023. 

In 2022, the B+HR Asia project made steady but uneven gains in the face 
of	supply	chain	vulnerabilities,	inflationary	pressures,	and	geo-political	
uncertainty. Progress on national action plans, a key signal of national 
commitment,	struggled	to	get	past	the	final-draft	stages	in	key	economies,	
namely, India and Indonesia. Still, interest in the BHR agenda grew 
dramatically among all stakeholders across all programming countries. (See 
B+HR Asia: Digital Data Assessment). Engagement levels were robust on 
policy task forces, in trainings on human rights due diligence, and during 
consultations on national baseline assessments. As described in the pages 
that follow, these efforts led to tangible outcomes. Indeed, a mid-term 
evaluation published in August this year, found that the project “consistently 
delivered at a high level,” and “has already achieved considerable impact 
in furthering the BHR Agenda in the region and raising awareness of the 
UNGPs.” 

Under Output 1, the project made halting, but still discernable progress 
on policy development. National baseline assessments were conducted in 
Mongolia and Malaysia with governments from both countries announcing 
their intentions to launch national action plans (NAP) in 2023. Thailand is 
now	working	on	finalizing	its	second	NAP.	Indonesia	is	refiling	its	final	draft	
of its NAP and proposed Presidential Decree with the State Secretariat, 
after	encouragement	from	the	President’s	office	and	the	National	Task	Force	
on BHR. In India, the Ministry of External Affairs is considering options for 
the	final	draft	of	the	NAP,	in	consultation	with	other	ministries,	the	National	
Human	Rights	Commission	of	India	and	the	UNDP	country	office.	Overall,	350	
working days of expertise were provided to support Output 1 targets. 
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https://undp.sharepoint.com/:f:/r/sites/BHRKnowledgeManagement/Shared Documents/Regional Office/Monitoring %26 Evaluation/2. Reporting/v. Progress Reports/Progress Report 2022/Evidence_Progress Report 2022/Regional_BHR in Asia_Digital Data Impact Assessment?csf=1&web=1&e=ZGGrY9
http://c/Users/sean.lees/Downloads/Final-Revised-Evaluation-Report-BHR-Asia-EU-10-06-2022.pdf
http://c/Users/sean.lees/Downloads/Final-Revised-Evaluation-Report-BHR-Asia-EU-10-06-2022.pdf


Under Output 2, engagement with the public was substantially increased and 
the	visibility	of	the	EU-UNDP	partnership	was	significantly	enhanced	through	
38 communication products and 29 social media campaigns at regional and 
national levels. Over 350 events were hosted, involving over 7,775 attendees. 
To assess the impact of our digital communications work, a data-driven 
approach was more formally integrated into all communication and outreach 
activities. To expand the reach beyond regular project stakeholders, closer 
partnerships	were	cultivated,	resulting	in	a	significant	growth	of	followers	on	
B+HR social media accounts and higher utility of knowledge products. These 
efforts have not gone unrecognized. As also noted in the mid-term evaluation, 
“The project is very rich in data and as such is very evidence based. This sets 
it apart from other projects and can be considered a best practice example for 
other projects within the BRH as well as other UN/DP entities.”

Gains were made under Output 3 on due diligence and remedy. Small grants 
were awarded to 11 CSOs, to support access to remedy for people and 
communities negatively impacted by business operations. In Sri Lanka, B+HR 
Asia provided support to women working in free trade zones and in Myanmar, 
the project advised workers seeking redress for labor rights violations in 
Rakhine State. In all programming countries, B+HR Asia responded quickly 
to a surge of interest in its human rights due diligence (HRDD) trainings. 
Leveraging our training guide and our early positioning in this space, the 
numbers of stakeholders trained on HRDD nearly tripled from 2021. 

Under Output 4, UNDP ramped up its efforts to raise awareness of the nexus 
between the environment and the BHR agenda. B+HR Asia launched a major 
report and digital platform on air pollution and BHR. During COP27, the 
project also launched the Climate	Change	and	BHR	Briefing	Note. These were 
complemented by the Asia in Focus webcast series which brought regional 
experts together for challenging discussions on priority environmental and 
human rights topics. The number of views and downloads of these products 
was impressive, evidencing strong interest and relevancy. 

In keeping with our commitment to excellence in reporting and monitoring, 
the	Progress	Report	that	follows	reflects	on	the	above	highlights	in	vastly	
more	detail.	This	year’s	report	has	big	shoes	to	fill.	Last	year’s,	2021 Progress 
Report was one of the most popular project-reporting documents for the 
UNDP	Asia	Pacific	Regional	Bureau	in	recent	memory,	reaching	nearly	1,000	
downloads by the end of the year.1 This was likely due to the report’s unusual 
focus on data collection and analysis.

And still, our 2022 report is our most data-driven progress report yet. The 
B+HR Asia team hopes you enjoy the pages that follow, and thanks you for 
your continued expressions of support.

1 B+HR Asia, ‘Progress Report 2021’. Available from: https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/bizhumanrights/publications/bhr-asia-
%E2%80%93-progress-report-2021
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https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.undp.org%2Fasia-pacific%2Fpublications%2Fasia-focus-clean-air-and-business-and-human-rights-agenda&data=05%7C01%7Cjiahuan.yuan%40undp.org%7C1912b6e3089a475b319808daff67147d%7Cb3e5db5e2944483799f57488ace54319%7C0%7C0%7C638103115441601411%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=C0OQwQWvDHrGkF%2FP3IEbrGt8bkBfyeg0kZU6Uo2rHYU%3D&reserved=0
https://bhr.cleanairinasia.org
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.undp.org%2Fpublications%2Fclimate-change-and-business-and-human-rights-agenda&data=05%7C01%7Cjiahuan.yuan%40undp.org%7C1912b6e3089a475b319808daff67147d%7Cb3e5db5e2944483799f57488ace54319%7C0%7C0%7C638103115441757655%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=A6vzhCEB%2BG4te%2BNg1JzCPCV%2BXQqqmx2Je%2FjnCIMmXMY%3D&reserved=0
https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/bizhumanrights/publications/bhr-asia-–-progress-report-2021
https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/bizhumanrights/publications/bhr-asia-–-progress-report-2021
https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/bizhumanrights/publications/bhr-asia-%E2%80%93-progress-report-2021
https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/bizhumanrights/publications/bhr-asia-%E2%80%93-progress-report-2021


PROJECT PROGRESS OVERVIEW – YEAR 3 OF 4

Outcome 1

86%
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71%
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2100 
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NAP consultations 
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Thailand
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Indonesia
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India
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Trainings

Sri Lanka
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4 
events
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2 
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Human and 
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Rights Due 
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II. INTRODUCTION – 
REGIONAL VIEW
“This draft national action plan [on Business and Human Rights] is a peacetime proposal,” thundered the joint secretary 
in	his	office,	“and	this	is	not	a	time	of	peace!”	It	was	not	the	first	closed-door	meeting	with	a	key	stakeholder	to	
disappoint in 2022, only the most dramatic. 

In	a	year	defined	by	rising	food	and	fuel	costs,	labor	shortages,	household	indebtedness,	and	geopolitical	instability,	
Asian policy makers might be forgiven for taking a second look at initiatives introducing new costs to business linked to 
international human rights norms. In 2022, a cautious embrace of the Business and Human Rights (BHR) agenda would 
be considered prudent by many measures. 

And yet, in 2022, demonstrable programmatic progress on the BHR agenda in Asia was realized, albeit at an uneven 
clip. In Malaysia, a national baseline assessment on BHR was launched after several months of deliberation. A national 
baseline	assessment	(NBA)	was	finalized	in	Mongolia,	which	had	been	in	the	making	for	over	a	year.	In	Thailand,	the	
government	commissioned	an	assessment	of	its	first	NAP	and	began	drafting	a	second,	while	also	initiating	a	study	
on	mandatory	human	rights	due	diligence	(mHRDD).	In	Indonesia,	a	final	draft	NAP	made	forward	steps,	but	along	a	
complex	pathway,	eventually	making	its	way	to	the	President’s	office	for	cabinet	approval	in	the	final	days	of	the	year.

Quantitative	figures	under	other	programming	headings	tell	a	more	straightforward	story.	In	2022,	UNDP	country	offices	
registered a three-fold increase in stakeholders trained on HRDD. Users of our online training guidelines and software 
tools	on	HRDD	increased	from	1,200	to	7,300	users	(520%	increase).	B+HR	Asia’s	flagship	event	of	the	year,	the	EU-Asia	
Dialogue on HRDD, attracted over 96,000 views on YouTube over 3-month period.

In 2022, progress was furthered by UNDP’s efforts to strengthen partnerships, leverage relationships, raise awareness, 
and	execute	plans	in	a	timely	and	professional	manner.	Significant	gains	in	managerial	efficiency	were	helpful	in	this	
regard. (See Mid-Term Evaluation). But admittedly, other factors were also instrumental to progress, including the many 
commitments expressed and actions enforced at the bi-lateral, regional, and international levels.

In February, the European Commission (EC) published the long-anticipated, proposed Corporate Sustainability Due 
Diligence Directive (CSDDD) and then in September, the Government of Japan issued its own Guidelines on Human 
Rights Due Diligence. In June, the G7 announced a commitment to an “international consensus on business and human 
rights.” A few months later, the EC announced a proposal to prohibit products made with forced labor on the EU 
market,	echoing	legislative	developments	in	Australia	and	Canada.	These	announcements	and	publications	sent	a	firm	
message to business leaders in all regions: an international commitment to responsible business practices would not 
wilt, even in the face of dramatic economic pressures. 

Trade	action	was	also	a	significant	factor	giving	lift	to	the	BHR	agenda	in	Asia.	The	U.S.	government’s	enforcement	of	
its forced labor import ban and use of Withhold Release Orders against longstanding trade partners captured business 
news	headlines.	The	emphasis,	too,	on	the	quality	of	trade	over	market	access	in	the	text	of	the	Indo-Pacific	Economic	
Framework for Prosperity, attracted attention. 

Concerns over climate change also energized interest in BHR in 2022, with calls growing more loudly for greater 
transparency in corporate sustainability reporting, including among supply chain partners in foreign jurisdictions.2 
Growing scrutiny by the regulatory authorities in the ESG asset class also helped buoy attention, as the sustainability 
claims of fund managers faced increased skepticism. In 2022, “transparency” and “accountability”, both familiar terms 
to BHR experts, were key features of conversations involving corporate sustainability in international business circles. 
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https://erc.undp.org/evaluation/evaluations/detail/13812
https://commission.europa.eu/publications/proposal-directive-corporate-sustainability-due-diligence-and-annex_en
https://commission.europa.eu/publications/proposal-directive-corporate-sustainability-due-diligence-and-annex_en
https://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/economy/biz_human_rights/1004_001.pdf
https://www.meti.go.jp/english/policy/economy/biz_human_rights/1004_001.pdf
https://www.bmas.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2022/g7-employment-ministerial-meetingm-communique.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2
https://www.bmas.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2022/g7-employment-ministerial-meetingm-communique.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2


Upon	further	reflection,	perhaps	the	joint	secretary	who	railed	against	the	idea	of	a	NAP	as	out	of	synch	with	the	times,	
was simply over-stating his case. Perhaps the joint secretary sensed that the BHR agenda would disrupt settled, but 
still fragile economic and political arrangements in his country, and that efforts were needed to temper enthusiasm for 
sustainable business in the face of a looming global recession.

Indeed, the year 2023 will be pivotal. Consumers and shareholders will likely dictate the pace and direction of travel 
on the BHR agenda, weighing-in through their purchasing practices and voting decisions. Will the fear of economic 
pain overwhelm, inducing them to press for a control of prices even if that means going soft or ignoring human rights 
and environmental concerns? Or will the fear of a dead planet guide them, and sharpen their demands for business to 
integrate the values of social and environmental responsibility more deeply in their operations, no matter what the cost?

In the year ahead, the B+HR in Asia project will wade deeply into these waters, engage in the most pertinent 
conversations, and otherwise do its part to strengthen momentum towards greater human rights and environmental 
sustainability in Asia. UNDP is in a unique position to play this role given the organization’s robust in-country presence 
and longstanding relationships with government, business, and civil society stakeholders. UNDP will also press forward 
on its commitments to data analysis, knowledge building, multi-stakeholder dialogue and awareness raising. In so 
doing, the B+HR Asia joint action will make an indelible imprint on the opinions, policies and practices giving shape to 
the BHR challenge in Asia. 
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2 According to the explanatory memorandum of the Proposal for a Directive on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence, value chains outside the Union constitute 80-90% of the environmental harm of EU 
production. See Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence and amending Directive 2019/1937, page 7.
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III. PROJECT PROGRESS 
UPDATE
This joint EU/UNDP action promotes the uptake in Asia of the BHR agenda and the implementation of the UNGPs 
through the development of policy instruments (Output 1) and communications and visibility efforts (Output 2). It 
enhances the rights of stakeholders and prevents human rights abuses through support to access to remedy and due 
diligence practice (Output 3). Lastly, it strengthens the connections between business, environment and human rights 
through greater public dialogue and outreach through research products (Output 4). 

During the reporting period, the EU-UNDP partnership on this action realized programming gains, and setbacks, under 
each	output	as	demonstrated	in	the	country	profiles	that	follow.

COUNTRY PROFILES

 INDIA

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

 — Partnership strengthened with the Institute of Indian Corporate Affairs (IICA), a research and training facility of the 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs. IICA will now design and roll-out a curriculum on Business and Human Rights, ensuring 
sustainability of training efforts beyond the B+HR Asia project lifetime

 — Industry-specific	Human	Rights	Due	Diligence	Trainings	provided	to	187	private	sector	representatives	in	the	
Extractives, Automotive, Textile, Construction and Real Estate Industries. Partnership with TATA Sustainability Group 
on HRDD strengthened

 — Data	analysis	reflects	a	481%	increase	in	engagement	with	private	sector	in	2022	due,	in	part,	to	an	increase	in	
sector-specific	human	rights	due	diligence	trainings

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In 2022, India’s progress on policies and regulatory action related to Business and Human Rights remained positive. 
A	final	draft	of	the	NAP	is	currently	under	consideration	by	the	government	for	an	impending	public	release,	though	
the contours of that release remain unclear. Also in 2022, B+HR Asia turned more of its attention to the private 
sector, particularly on the subject of HRDD. In this context, the project was approached by one of India’s largest 
conglomerates, indicating strong support for continued and enhanced engagement with businesses in 2023. In 
furtherance of access to remedy, a CSO grantee leveraged geo-spatial data to demonstrate human rights impacts. 

Starting December 2022, India’s incumbent G20 presidency presents an opportunity for engagement with the 
government and private sector to prioritize business and human rights agenda for India. To this end, India’s B20 
engagement will be prioritized with active collaboration with the Confederation of Indian Industry (B20 Secretariat for 
India. UNDP B+HR Asia is a member of the Action Council for ESG in the Business and Task force Inclusive GVCs for 
Resilient Global Trade and Investment. 
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PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS 

Output 1: Policy and NAP support 

Output 1.2: Skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or 

other policy instruments is reinforced. 

Activity 1.2.1: Raise Awareness of the UNGPs with governments, making the normative and business-case for adoption and 

implementation; host and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best practices on UNGP implementation

B+HR India has continued to provide support to different ministries, namely, the MCA and the Ministry of External 
Affairs (MEA), as well as other relevant partners. B+HR India provides regular updates on BHR issues to its stakeholders 
through its India-focused Quarterly Newsletter. The B+HR India newsletter sensitizes audiences to the relevance of the 
UNGPs to India and enjoys a readership of 1,104 subscribers.3

In 2022, B+HR India held nearly a dozen conversations—some formal, some less so—with MCA to share best practices 
on	NAP	drafting.	B+HR	India	assisted	MCA	in	preparing	technical	notes,	briefing	and	presentations	on	the	NAP	for	
consideration of the Minister of Corporate Affairs. A strategic partnership was further leveraged with the Institute of 
Indian Corporate Affairs (IICA) to institutionalize training and continued capacity building on the UNGPs. The drafting of 
curricula	is	ongoing,	with	the	first	set	of	trainings	set	to	begin	in	early	2023.	Collaboration	with	IICA	also	provided	the	
impetus for the creation of a 12-member Expert Committee on Business and Human Rights. This committee will provide 
strategic and operational direction to the Centre for Business and Human Rights at IICA.

Activity 1.2.2: Provide technical assistance to government ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National Action Plans 

Approximately 504 hours (63 working days) of technical support was provided to the MCA in the drafting of the NAP. 
The	draft	was	officially	handed	over	to	the	MEA	for	further	legislative	processes.	In	October,	the	BHR	Specialist	in	
Bangkok	held	a	meeting	with	the	MEA,	further	affirming	B+HR	Asia’s	commitment	to	provide	technical	support	to	
conclude the NAP adoption process. UNDP made recommendations, through written inputs to MEA regarding the 
operationalisation plan of India’s NAP. 

Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the 

UNGPs and its positive impact on human rights, including women’s rights 

In 2022, B+HR India produced ten knowledge products aimed at increasing understanding of the applications of 
UNGPs on emerging areas of work. In an effort to localize understanding of the UNGPs, B+HR India published a 
Hindi translation of the UN Guiding Principles on BHR4, the National Guidelines on Business Responsibility5 and the 
Business Responsibility and Sustainability Framework6 in Hindi and Tamil. Two HRDD reports7 were released detailing 

3 B+HR in India Quarterly Newsletter:

 — January to March 2022. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/a139f59e7160/undp-india-business-and-human-rights-quarterly-newsletter-6635757?e=d9b9282a98

 — April to June 2022. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/a945174a696f/undp-india-business-and-human-rights-quarterly-update-2022?e=d9b9282a98

 — July to September 2022. Available from: E1_India Newsletter Campaign_July to September 2022.msg

 — October to December 2022. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/aadcae32c670/undp-india-business-and-human-rights-quarterly-update-7279357?e=d9b9282a98

4 UNDP India, United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights Translations:

 — United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Hindi). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/united-nations-guiding-principles-business-and-human-rights-ungp-hindi

 — United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Tamil). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/united-nations-guiding-principles-business-and-human-rights-ungp-tamil

5 UNDP India, National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct Translations:

 — National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct (Hindi). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/national-guidelines-responsible-business-conduct-ngrbc-hindi

 — National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct (Tamil). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/national-guidelines-responsible-business-conduct-ngrbc-tamil

6 UNDP India, Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting Framework Translations:

 — Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting Framework (Hindi Translation). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/business-responsibility-and-sustainability-reporting-framework-
hindi-translation

 — Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting Framework (Tamil Translation). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/business-responsibility-and-sustainability-reporting-framework-
tamil-translation

7 UNDP India and CII-ITC, Introducing Human Rights Due Diligence to Private Sector in India: An Analysis. Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/introducing-human-rights-due-diligence-private-
sector-india10
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B+HR	India’s	experience	in	conducting	industry-specific	trainings.8 B+HR India also produced ‘Environmental Laws: 
Application	and	Efficacy	in	the	Context	of	Human	Rights’9 in collaboration with Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy. This 
analysis was launched on World Environment Day with the aim of illustrating the strengths and gaps in implementation 
of	environmental	protection	in	India.	And	finally,	‘Artificial	Intelligence	and	Potential	Impacts	on	Human	Rights	in	India’10 
was produced in partnership with the Aapti Institute. This document explored the human rights risks associated with the 
deployment of new technologies. Collectively, these publications were well received, and recorded a global reach with 
downloads registered in India, Hong Kong SAR, Mexico, UK, Brazil, Uganda, Thailand, and Nepal.

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

8 UNDP India and Amfori, Human Rights Due Diligence Training for the Private Sector. Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/human-rights-due-diligence-training-private-sector

9	 Vidhi	Centre	for	Legal	Policy	and	UNDP	India,	‘Environmental	Laws:	Application	and	Efficacy	in	Business	&	Human	Rights’.	Available	from:	https://www.undp.org/india/publications/environmental-laws-application-
and-efficacy-business-human-rights-0

10	 Aapti	Institute	and	UNDP	India,	Artificial	Intelligence	and	Potential	Impacts	on	Human	Rights	in	India.	Available	from:	https://www.undp.org/india/publications/artificial-intelligence-and-potential-impacts-human-
rights-india

Social Media Reach & Localization of UNGPs

The project-initiated communications campaigns through social media 
platforms and in partnership with media actors to promote our areas 
of work. Relevant project milestones include published stories on our 
work by The Hindu Business Lines, Relevant project milestones include 
published stories on our work by The Hindu Business Lines, Economic 
Times, and the Ministry of Electronics and Technology. Relevant project 
milestones include published stories on our work by local news outlets: 
The Hindu Business Lines, Economic Times, and by the Ministry of 
Electronics and Technology.

Audio-visual materials produced in English, Hindi and Tamil addressed 
issues including: India’s BHR Frameworks, Human Rights Due Diligence, 
and UNDP’s EHRDD Journey featuring Tata Sustainability Group

Over 51,300 impressions noted through Twitter and 
LinkedIn channels.

Media Outreach to outlets with a collective 
readership of 110,4 million.

Animations made an online impression of over 
7,000 timeline deliveries.

Output 3: Access to Remedy 

Output 3.1: Access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts is strengthened through awareness raising and 

rights provision

Activity 3.1.1: Provide grants to civil society actors working with human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 

innovative approaches

Official Records on Iron More Mining in Jharkhand Geospatial Analysis

Map illustrating widespread loss 
of vegetation in areas surrounding 

mining operations.

Map illustrating the spill-over of 
environmental impacts of mining, 
with the red zone indicating sites 
for	unofficial	mining	operations.
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B+HR India engaged the civil society organization, Environics Trust, to implement an access to remedy initiative on legal 
awareness and legal aid services for communities impacted by Iron Ore Mining in Jharkhand State.11 Environics also started 
an assessment of registered mines, and production rates, using open-source geospatial data to assess which communities 
had likely been most affected by the mining operations. Using the levels of vegetation as an indicator, the results of their 
assessment	(below),	reveal	unofficial	mining	operations	with	significant	loss	of	natural	resources	in	surrounding	areas.

A launch workshop was attended by the community leaders, the Secretary of the Department of Mines and Geology, as 
well as members of the Jharkhand State Bar Association. The event was followed by site visits to mines in Noamundi, 
Joda	and	Kiriburu	to	assess	the	situation.	Key	findings	emerging	from	the	visit	include	the	following:

 — There is limited access to environmental and social impact assessments for use by tribal communities in relevant local 
languages or in English 

 — There is a need to empower local administrations (gram sabhas) with a rights-based approach to public participation; 
and

 — Based on discussions with authorities in the area, there is increasing concern that there is a lack of safeguarding by 
extractive companies operating in the area, and little understanding of the rights of communities that are impacted 
by extractive operations. 

Building	on	the	findings	of	the	visit,	Environics	with	support	from	B+HR	Asia,	will	launch	a	community	centre	in	Ranchi,	
which will provide legal aid services to workers impacted by iron ore mining, and seek to address the recommendations 
noted above. It will also conduct an Environmental and Human Rights Assessment, which will inform training of 
officials	and	extractives	companies	on	best-practices	to	address	the	impact	of	their	operations.	These	activities	will	be	
supported by awareness-raising activities for affected communities.12

Activity 3.1.2: Convene discussions and conduct trainings on the adverse impacts faced by vulnerable groups in the context of business 

operations, and potential remedies and prevention strategies

Sector-specific participation in HRDD trainings 
Textile, Construction and Real Estate sectors

 Manager

 General Manager

 Head of Department

 Director

 Vice President

 Managing Director
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 Owner/Co-Founder

70%

60%
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40%
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11 Telegraph E-Paper, ‘Delhi NGO project in Iron-Ore-Rich Saranda: Mining Law Training for Tribals’. Available from: https://epaper.telegraphindia.com/textview/421593/173229369/undefined.html

12 The Telegraph India, ‘Mining Law Training for Tribals of Saranda: Delhi NGO Project in Iron-Ore rich area of West Singhbhum’. Available from: https://www.telegraphindia.com/india/mining-law-training-for-tribals-
of-saranda/cid/1909574
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Human Rights Due Diligence Trainings 
India 2022

 Women  Men

Construction and Real Estate Industries

Automotive Industry

Extractive Industry

Textile Industry

Overview of HRDD

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

36% 64%

36% 64%

14% 86%

17% 83%

27% 73%

In April, B+HR India in partnership with amfori and the Indo-German Chamber of Commerce, launched a series of 
Human Rights Due Diligence Trainings which focused on the textile, construction and real estate sectors. Given the 
high demand of HRDD trainings, B+HR India in collaboration with the Confederation of Indian Industry, also launched 
a second series of sector-specific	Human	Rights	Due	Diligence	Trainings, aimed at increasing awareness among 
professionals working in the automotive and the extractives sectors. The Automotive sector was selected as a focus due 
to its high contribution to GDP, and the extractives, due to ongoing concerns on the impact of this sector on human 
rights. The trainings collectively provided new insights on HRDD in India, and further illustrated a growing demand 
amongst companies in different sectors to pursue alignment with the UNGPs within their operations.

The bar chart above illustrates gender disaggregated participation for the HRDD Trainings held by B+HR India 
in 2022. Given the dominance of men in leadership positions in India’s workforce, participation in trainings was 
disproportionately skewed towards men. The bar chart above provides sample data of the designation of participants 
in the textile, construction, and automotive trainings respectively. As shown, participants consisted of private sector 
representatives at the managerial and director levels. Efforts will be made in 2023 on steps that can be taken to ensure 
more even gender representation for future HRDD trainings.
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 INDONESIA

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

 — Focused	technical	assistance	leads	to	the	finalization	and	submission	of	a	draft	National	Strategy	on	Business	and	
Human Rights (NS-BHR) for purposes of a Presidential Decree

 — Sub-National	consultations	on	the	draft	NS-BHR,	engages	local	government	officials	from	34	provinces

 — Collaboration with the Coordinating Ministry of Maritime and Investment Affairs on environmental and human rights 
due diligence to address water pollution along the Citarum River

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In	2022,	Indonesia	made	significant	strides	in	promoting	responsible	business	practice.	With	support	from	B+HR	
Indonesia, the draft National Strategy on Business and Human Rights (NS-BHR) was submitted to the Ministry of State 
Secretariat for a Presidential Decree. UNDP provided sustained and focused technical assistance to the Ministry of Law 
and Human Rights (MoLHR) by facilitating dialogues among inter-ministerial members of the National Task Force on 
Business and Human Rights in preparing the National Strategy and draft Presidential Decree. 

Furthermore, UNDP in collaboration with United Nations of Children Fund (UNICEF), supported the MOLHR in building 
a common understanding of the BHR agenda at the subnational level through series of workshops attended by local 
government from 34 provinces. 

Stronger partnerships were also established with Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child Protection and 
Coordinating Ministry of Maritime and Investment Affairs in mainstreaming gender and promoting human rights and 
environmental due diligence (HREDD) with each ministry respectively. 

PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS 

Output 1: Policy and NAP support 

Output 1.2: Skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or 

other policy instruments is reinforced. 

Activity 1.2.2: Provide technical assistance to government ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National Action Plans 

In 2022, support was provided to the taskforce on business and human rights at provincial and national levels towards 
the re-submission of the draft NS-BHR. To this end, B+HR Asia provided technical support to both the taskforce and 
the MoLHR dedicating exactly 100 working days to this effort. In addition to the overall technical and advisory support, 
the project, in collaboration with MoLHR and UNICEF, convened a series of sub-national consultations and a national 
workshop to increase awareness of the NS-BHR and address related concerns.

Sub-National Consultations with Regional Taskforces on Business and Human Rights

B+HR	Indonesia	in	collaboration	with	UNICEF	engaged	local	government	officials	from	34	provinces	in	sub-national	
consultations, aimed at increasing awareness of the BHR agenda, including introducing the draft NS-BHR. Each 
consultation featured speakers from different ministries, business associations, private sector, and multi-lateral 
organizations. For example, the Kota Batam of Riau province training featured interventions from the ministries of 
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Foreign Affairs, Home Affairs, and the Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection, as well as interventions from 
private sector. In Kota Malang of East Java province, events included participation from the International Labor 
Organization (ILO) and in Kota Makassar of South Sulawesi province, with the Association of Indonesian Employees 
(APINDO). 

The subnational taskforces developed localized action plans for accelerated implementation of the UNGPs. Several 
actions have been undertaken at the provincial level including: 1) introducing the UNGPs to a provincial-owned 
enterprise by the East Kalimantan taskforce; 2) promoting PRISMA (the government’s web-based, risk assessment tool) 
to a food manufacturing company by the Jakarta taskforce; 3) hosting a consultation with the chamber of commerce and 
a Aceh BHR taskforce, and; 4) conducting a children’s rights workshops with UNICEF in Aceh and East Nusa Tenggara. 
The table below outlines the gender-disaggregated participation during the consultations. Overall, these activities were 
well	received	and	amplified	through	local	media	which	is	explored	in	more	detail	below	under	Output	2.

Sub-National Consultations 
(Gender-Disaggregated)
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Workshop with the National Taskforce on Business and Human Rights

The	MoLHR	submitted	the	final	draft	of	the	NS-BHR	to	the	Ministry	of	State	Secretariat	for	Izin Prakarsa (a fast-
track regulatory planning mechanism which tables policies for Presidential Decree). MoLHR aimed for the NS-BHR 
to be released under a Presidential Decree to solidify commitment at the executive level and to provide for an 
implementation budget. In September 2022, B+HR Indonesia facilitated a high-level dialogue among National Task 
Force member ministries to prepare next steps in the event of a response from the Ministry of State Secretariat with 
regards to the Izin Prakarsa. Despite the strong commitment and extensive efforts of MoLHR, it was advised to resubmit 
the strategy for further consideration in 2023.

As such, B+HR Indonesia provided support in the revision and resubmission of NS-BHR and the draft Presidential 
Decree, predominantly through the hosting of a Task Force workshop held in November. It was agreed that the MoLHR 
would resubmit the NS-BHR through Program Penyusunan, a regular-track regulatory planning mechanism for a 
Presidential Decree.
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Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

In 2022, B+HR Indonesia ran a social media awareness campaign focused on raising awareness of the nexus between 
business operations and human rights. The campaign received 1,662 views.

Among other campaigns, each regional consultation with MoLHR, described above, was cross-shared on webpages 
hosted by regional branches of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights (for example in West Sulawesi, and North 
Maluku), as well as at the regional level (for example, on the need to mainstream BHR at the local level, and the vital 
role that the regional taskforces play in implementation of the UNGPs).13 Among other campaigns, each regional 
consultation with MoLHR, described above, was cross-shared on webpages hosted by regional branches of the 
Ministry of Law and Human Rights (for example in West Sulawesi, and North Maluku), as well as at the regional level 
(for example, on the need to mainstream BHR at the local level, and the vital role that the regional taskforces play in 
implementation of the UNGPs).14 These garnered media attention with the efforts making national headlines (Antara, 
Tribun-Medan) and regional headlines (Sindo News, and Faljar Sulsel).15 Collectively, regional activities were covered by 
8 media outlets, with an estimated readership of 19 million.

Workshop for the National Task Force on Business and Human Rights

26
Government officials from the following ministries:

Ministry of Law and Human Rights | Ministry of Foreign Affairs | Ministry of National Development Planning | 
Coordinating Ministry of Maritime and Investment Affairs | Coordinating Ministry of Economic | Ministry of State-
Owned	Enterprises	|	Ministry	of	Investment	|	Executive	Office	of	the	President	|	Ministry	of	Cabinet	Secretariat	

 — Amendment to the draft NS-BHR to include a provision on environmental human rights

 — Amendment to the draft Presidential Decree

 — Consensus to resubmit the draft NS-BHR for Presidential Decree through Progsun in 2023

Participation

Outcomes & Decisions

13	 B+HR	in	Indonesia	features	on	the	Ministry	of	Law	and	Human	Rights	official	website:

 — Sub-regional consultation in West Sulawesi. Available from: https://sulbar.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/5558-kakanwil-kemenkumham-sulbar-faisol-ali-ikut-mengajak-pelaku-usaha-
ciptakan-usaha-berlandaskan-ham

 — Sub-regional consultation in North Maluku. Available from: https://malut.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/berita-utama/workoshop-bisnis-dan-ham-kanwil-kemenkumham-malut-ikuti-
langsung-di-makassar

 — Sub-regional consultation in Riau Islands. Available from: https://ham.go.id/2022/06/15/di-batam-dirjen-ham-gelorakan-program-pengarusutamaan-bisnis-dan-ham/

14	 B+HR	in	Indonesia	features	on	the	Ministry	of	Law	and	Human	Rights	official	website:

 — Sub-regional consultation in West Sulawesi. Available from: https://sulbar.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/5558-kakanwil-kemenkumham-sulbar-faisol-ali-ikut-mengajak-pelaku-usaha-
ciptakan-usaha-berlandaskan-ham

 — Sub-regional consultation in North Maluku. Available from: https://malut.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/berita-utama/workoshop-bisnis-dan-ham-kanwil-kemenkumham-malut-ikuti-
langsung-di-makassar

 — Sub-regional consultation in Riau Islands. Available from: https://ham.go.id/2022/06/15/di-batam-dirjen-ham-gelorakan-program-pengarusutamaan-bisnis-dan-ham/

15 Media features of B+HR in Indonesia:

 — Tribun	Medan,	‘Regional	Human	Rights	Office	North	Sumatra	attend	Business	and	Human	Rights	Workshop’.	Available	from:	https://medan.tribunnews.com/2022/06/20/kanwil-
kemenkumham-sumut-hadiri-di-workshop-bisnis-dan-ham

 — Antara News, ‘Regional Human Rights Workshops on Human Rights’. Available from: https://makassar.antaranews.com/berita/405013/dirjen-ham-ajak-pelaku-usaha-di-indonesia-timur-
terapkan-nilai-ham
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Output 3: Access to Remedy 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance 

mechanisms

On the 23 August, the regional team launched the Clean Water and the Business and Human Rights Agenda webcast, 
which featured a documentary on the Citarum River. The short documentary was produced in collaboration with B+HR 
Indonesia, and featured participation of the Coordinating Ministry of Maritime and Investments Affairs. The documentary 
opened up opportunities to work with the ministry and Citarum Task Force and an agreement was struck to conduct 
a study and hold trainings on HREDD with companies operating along the river. B+HR Indonesia began work on the 
mapping	study	and	hosted	a	focus	group	discussion	with	water	pollution	experts	to	translate	the	scientific	analysis	of	the	
levels of water pollution, to the environmental and human rights risks it poses. The study and the pilot trainings will be 
launched in 2023. These knowledge products have been incorporated as part of the ministry’s workplan.

16 UNDP Indonesia, ‘Women’s Inclusion in Infrastructure Development’ (audio-visual content). Available from: https://twitter.com/undpindonesia/status/1601396288007847938?s=48&t=FFhpP_fEbFBBlfzVFQIL9Q

17 UNDP Indonesia, ‘Women’s Inclusion in Infrastructure Development Animation’ (audio-visual content). Available from: https://twitter.com/UNDPIndonesia/status/1501109408595849219

Scientific Approach Taken

Scientific	Analysis	of	microplastics	in	drinking	
water sources from the Citarum River to inform 

consultations on assessment of human and 
environmental rights risks.

Source: Arlini Radityaningrum and others, ‘Microplastic 

Contamination	in	Water	Supply	and	Removal	Efficiencies	of	

the Treatment Plants: A Case of Surabaya City, Indonesia’ 

(2021)

Advocacy on Environmental and Human Rights Due Diligence

Images from Asia in Focus: Water Pollution 
and the Business and Human Rights Agenda 

webcast outlining efforts by different 
stakeholders to address water pollution along 

the Citarum river

Images from Focus Group Discussion with 
Experts	linking	the	scientific	analysis	of	water	
pollution levels, with human rights impacts

In commemoration of Human Rights Day 2022, the project in partnership 
with the Ministry of Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection, released 
a short explainer video highlighting the importance of women’s inclusion 
in infrastructure development.16 To date, this video has received 281 views. 
This is part of ongoing work in developing Guidelines on Women and 
Infrastructure Development to be published in 2023.17
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 MALAYSIA

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

 — National Baseline Assessment engages 139 representatives from government, private sector, civil society, and 
vulnerable groups, raising awareness and encouraging constructive discussions among stakeholder groups

 — Business	and	Human	Rights	themed	Judicial	Colloquium	is	hosted	in	collaboration	with	the	Chief	Registrar’s	Office	and	
the Human Rights Commission of Malaysia encouraging engagement from this often-overlooked stakeholder group

 — Launch of Business and Human Rights Mural in Kuala Lumpur, features augmented reality elements and increases 
visibility on the BHR agenda

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Against the backdrop of Malaysia’s membership to the United Nations Human Rights Council for the term 2022-2024, 
the governance structure for the development of the Malaysian National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights 
(NAPBHR) was enhanced in 2022. This included the formalization of a NAPBHR National-Level Project Committee 
led by the Director General of the Economic Planning Unit (now the Ministry of Economy), Director General of the 
Legal Affairs Division in the Prime Minister’s Department and the Resident Representative of UNDP. The formation 
of the committee strengthened the government’s commitment to the development process by assigning clear roles, 
institutionalizing accountability, and applying an agreed-upon timeline for the launch of the national policy on BHR. 

The project looked to grow stakeholder engagement across a wide spectrum of actors. It successfully kicked off the 
inaugural NAPBHR, with seven (7) key consultative sessions involving civil society organizations and business associations/
chambers between August and December 2022. UNDP also focused on actions under Pillar 3, organizing a high-level 
colloquium on the role of the judiciary in advancing the UNGPs that was attended by the Chief Justice of Malaysia and 
close	to	100	judicial	officers	at	the	state	and	federal	levels.	Additionally,	through	a	CSO	grant,	UNDP	also	organized	a	
forum	on	access	to	remedy	and	SLAPPs	in	October.	Finally,	public	awareness-raising	activities	were	amplified	to	socialize	
the aims of the NAPBHR. On Human Rights Day 2022, a BHR-themed interactive mural in the centre of Kuala Lumpur was 
unveiled in an event co-hosted by UNDP, the Human Rights Commission of Malaysia and the EU Delegation to Malaysia.

18



PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS 

Output 1: Policy and NAP support 

Output 1.1: Dialogue, training and knowledge sharing to encourage policy convergence with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1: Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant policymakers, prominent civil society groups and European and Asian 

business associations on the UNGPs

In partnership with the Legal Affairs Division of the Prime Minister’s Department (BHEUU), B+HR in Malaysia launched 
the National Baseline Assessment. 

The NBA will run for a duration of eight months from 2022-2023. It will measure and assess the BHR landscape 
across Malaysia through an improved understanding of the prevailing regulations and practices related to business 
accountability for human rights violations. The consolidation of comments from affected communities and relevant 
stakeholders will serve as the foundation for the drafting of the Malaysian National Action Plan on Business and Human 
Rights (NAPBHR) in 2023. 

Consultations held focused on the three priority areas of the NAPBHR, namely, governance, labour and the 
environment. The inception and interim reports for the NBA revealed overlap of the proposed NAPBHR with existing 
federal policy frameworks such as the National Action Plan on Forced Labour and the National Anti-Corruption Plan. 
Recommendations from stakeholders will help ensure complementarity between the NAPBHR and the current legislative 
environment for conducive and effective implementation once drafted and promulgated. Business concerns were 
registered regarding “rapidly shifting compliance standards.” Business also expressed concern at proposed language 
for the NAPBHR. Some company representatives claimed that human rights issues were already covered by reporting 
criteria in other sustainability guidelines.18

In addition, consultations were held among UN system actors on migrant labour rights held in collaboration with IOM 
and ILO, and rights of vulnerable groups such as women, LGBTI and People Living with Disabilities with OHCHR. 
Consultations with youth and the BHR agenda were conducted in collaboration with UNICEF. To date, participation has 
included discussions and consultations with vulnerable communities, government ministries, civil society, and the private 
sector as per the graph below. The recommendations will be presented in early 2023 as part of a validation exercise.

18 UNDP Malaysia, ‘National Baseline Assessment Social Media Campaign’. Available from: https://twitter.com/MyUNDP/status/1565970526186586112?cxt=HHwWgICq4bH5uLsrAAAA

19 *Preliminary data. Full set to be compiled in early 2023 with the completion of the NBA

Malaysia National Baseline Assessment Consultations19
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Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

In mid-2022, B+HR Malaysia launched the Business and Human Rights Mural – a large scale painting in central Kuala 
Lumpur to raise awareness on BHR. Ideally placed at the intersection of two busy streets, the mural depicts a broad-
spectrum of issues including labour rights, child rights and environmental issues. In commemoration of Human Rights 
Day 2022, a press launch was held to launch the interactive augmented reality (AR) features.

20 Media features of B+HR in Malaysia:

 — The Star Malaysia, ‘Mural Moots Good Business Practices’. Available from: https://www.thestar.com.my/metro/metro-news/2022/12/15/mural-moots-good-business-practices

 — Citizens Journal, ‘UNDP, EU and SUHAKAM launch interactive mural at Bukit Bintang’. Available from: https://cj.my/127107/undp-eu-and-suhakam-launch-interactive-mural-at-bukit-
bintang/

 — Head Topics, ‘Mural moots good business practices’. Available from: https://headtopics.com/my/mural-moots-good-business-practices-32895388

The AR features allow for potential viewers to explore each section of the mural and to learn more about how the image 
connects to fundamental BHR concepts such as access to remedy for migrant labourers, and business, human rights, 
and the environment in the Malaysian context. Furthermore, the mural launch was attended by members of the press, 
the EU Delegation to Malaysia, UNDP Malaysia, and SUHAKAM. The launch was covered in local media channels such 
as The Star Malaysia, Citizen’s Journal and Head Topics Malaysia.20
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Output 3.1: Access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts is strengthened through awareness 
raising and rights provision

Activity 3.1.2: Convene discussions and conduct trainings on the adverse impacts faced by vulnerable groups in the context of business 

operations, and potential remedies and prevention strategies

B+HR Malaysia provided a civil society grant to Collective of Applied Legal Realism (CALR) to organize a forum on 
access to remedy and strategic lawsuits against public participation (SLAPP) in Malaysia. The Forum was hosted on 
the 7th of October, and featured participation from the Malaysian Representative to the ASEAN Intergovernmental 
Commission on Human Rights and various justice groups. Key outcomes included an articulation of challenges faced 
by human rights defenders (HRDs) in pursuing remedy for victims of human rights abuses by businesses. The testimony 
provided by HRDs as well as outcomes of the multilateral discussions will be incorporated as part of the National 
Baseline Assessment as key actions for consideration in drafting the NAPBHR.21

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the 
context of business operations)

Business & Human Rights Mural

Review	of	historic	traffic	flows	against	the	geography	of	the	mural	
reveals a monthly average of potential viewers of the mural at 1,200 
per	month.	This	viewership	is	further	amplified	by	the	social	media	
campaign which saw the following results (left).

Approximately	113	users	logged	in	to	the	Artificial	
Reality Platform suggesting interaction with the 
mural and its features.

Over 6,789 impressions made through Twitter and 
Facebook channels.

Media Outreach through Press Launch to outlets 
with a collective readership of approximately 20 
million / month.

21 B+HR in Malaysia, Supporting documents for Access to Remedy and Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPP) Forum. Available from: CSO Low Value Grant - SLAPP Event

22 B+HR in Malaysia, Supporting documents for Judicial Colloquium 2022. Available from: Judicial Colloquium on BHR

On	31	March,	B+HR	Malaysia,	in	partnership	with	the	Chief	Registrar’s	Office	
(Federal Court in Malaysia) and the Human Rights Commission of Malaysia 
(SUHAKAM), hosted the annual judicial colloquium under the theme ‘The 
Role of the Judiciary in Advancing Human Rights through the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) and the 2030 Agenda for 
the Sustainable Development Goals’. The event included 100 judges and 
judicial	officers	from	high-court	and	supreme	court	levels	who	participated	in	
the closed-door session. The judges explored best-practices on adjudication 
of human rights cases, holding companies accountable for human rights 
violations, and assessing gaps and measures through which the courts can 
contribute towards the implementation of the UNGPs and SDGs.22 The 
session	provided	judicial	officers	the	opportunity	to	openly	share	their	
experiences, and further learn from best practices on mitigating the impact 
of SLAPP cases. The event recorded a satisfaction rate of 93%. By way of 
outcomes,	this	event	is	seen	as	a	first	step	for	greater	engagement	with	the	
judiciary on effective access to remedy.

21
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 MONGOLIA

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

 — Reached	over	2,100	direct	beneficiaries	of	trainings	and	other	events,	indicating	significant	levels	of	interest	in	BHR	
topic areas

 — Regional and national dialogues were held on the outcomes of the National Baseline Assessment on Business and 
Human Rights. Over 400 government at national and sub-national level, business leaders and civil society engaged.

 — Drafting on the NAP on Business and Human Rights begins in earnest 

 — Collaborations with business associations on human rights due diligence across supply chains in the food, textiles 
and cashmere, and extractives industries

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In 2022, the National Baseline Assessment (NBA) to inform a draft National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights 
(NAP)	was	finalized	and	cleared	by	the	government	task	force	under	the	leadership	of	the	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	
(MFA). Findings of the NBA were shared publicly including through a high-level National Conference on Business and 
Human	Rights	co-hosted	by	the	government.	These	processes,	with	technical	assistance	from	UNDP	country	office,	
helped prompt the initiation of the drafting of the NAP. 

The	first	rounds	of	prototype	initiatives	on	HRDD	were	implemented	jointly	with	business	associations	in	food,	textiles	
and cashmere, and extractives industries to provide them an opportunity to integrate human rights principles in their 
operations and across their respective supply chains. The initiatives based on a learning-by-doing approach encouraged 
selected businesses to conduct HRDD and act as champions on BHR. 

The project continued working with the National Human Rights Commission of Mongolia, CSOs, and justice institutions 
to trigger more engagement on access to remedy through dialogues and partnerships. 

22



PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS 

Output 1: Policy and NAP support 

Output 1.1: Dialogue, training and knowledge sharing to encourage policy convergence with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1: Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant policymakers, prominent civil society groups and European and Asian 

business associations on the UNGPs

B+HR Asia hosted a myriad of activities this year aimed at enhancing awareness and capacities of the UN Guiding 
Principles. At the top of the year, the team hosted a B+HR Awareness Raising Event at the National University of 
Finance and Economics as part of the International Women’s Day celebrations. Attended by 190 undergraduate 
students, this event was tailored to engage young people on business and human rights principles, and to further map 
out	how	the	voice	of	youth	could	be	amplified	in	a	growing	discourse	around	the	UNGPs.23

Similar open-air events followed with a B+HR Awareness Raising booth on EU Day, and during the SDG Open Day, 
which attracted 500 participants. The aim of these activities was to enhance public awareness and capacities among key 
stakeholders. These and other events culminated in a National Forum on Business and Human Rights. At this forum, 
participants	reflected	on	the	outcomes	of	the	National	Baseline	Assessment.	Consultations	held	at	the	provincial	level	
provoked discussion on human rights risks in various sectors. Importantly, the exchanges at the provincial level with 
business were refreshingly frank and open.

Output 1.2: Skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or 

other policy instruments is reinforced. 

Activity 1.2.2: Provide technical assistance to government ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National Action Plans 

Throughout 2022, B+HR Asia provided support to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in convening regular meetings held with 
the	Executive	Committee	on	Business	and	Human	Rights.	Members	of	the	committee	reflected	on	the	progress	of	the	
National	Baseline	Assessment	and	its	findings.	The	committee	also	charted	out	next	steps	in	the	drafting	of	the	NAP.

23 B+HR in Mongolia, Awareness raising event for Youth at the Business School of the National University of Mongolia. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/undp.mongolia/posts/2183483821801194
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The project hosted a series of regional consultations on the National Baseline Assessment ensuring participation of all 
provinces. Key human rights concerns were raised including the impact of environment risks on livelihoods and human 
rights, as well as the unique challenges brought about by the Universal Cash Policy (most notably the rise in labour 
shortages).	These	concerns	together	with	the	reflections	shared	during	previous	consultations	culminated	in	the	hosting	
of an inaugural National Forum on Business and Human Rights held in November 2022. The event co-organized by 
B+HR	Mongolia,	the	Office	of	the	Cabinet	Secretary,	the	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	and	the	National	Committee	for	
Human Rights, featured exchanges on best practices in drafting the National Action Plan, discussions on business 
responsibility	to	prevent	human	rights	abuses,	and	learning	on	how	to	strengthen	access	to	remedy.	Specific	outcomes	
of the forum include a public announcement by the State Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that drafting of the 
NAP on BHR would begin at the end of November and would be endorsed by June 2023. The forum also resulted in 
the	reaffirmation	by	the	Cabinet	Secretary	of	the	government’s	commitment	to	protecting	rights	in	business	operations	
through a revised plan to implement 2003 National Human Rights Action Plan and conducting HRDD in state-owned 
enterprises such as Erdenet Mining Corporation. The forum was attended by 260 participants of which 53% were 
business	sector	delegates,	reflecting	growing	interest	by	the	private	sector.	The	feedback	report	shows	that	85%	of	
respondents	benefitted	from	the	forum	by	improving	their	knowledge	on	BHR.	Seventy-six	percent	found	the	forum	
provided relevant information.24

Coverage of the forum was also well received by the public and the press. Livestreaming of the event garnered 1,400 
views. The event was also covered by local media agencies such as the Mongolian National Broadcaster (MNB World), 
and Eagle News.

Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

Communications and outreach efforts in 2022 were marked with events and initiatives highlighted on B+HR Asia social 
media	channels	and	amplified	through	media	features.	

Social media campaigns focused on increasing awareness of the UNGPs. Social media products cumulatively received 
60,521 views, and an impression rate of over 56,000. This campaign included the consistent posting of project activities 
and milestones on UNDP Mongolia’s Facebook and LinkedIn accounts. Press releases, and media placements in popular 
news channels such as the Montsame, Peak, and IKON news online, as well as, Mongolian Chamber of Commerce 
website, widened the cumulative potential readership to approximately 7,560,000 with messages shared in local 
languages on the nexus between business operations impact on human rights.25

24 B+HR in Mongolia, National Forum on Business and Human Rights 2022. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=1514421489030905

25 Media features of B+HR in Mongolia:

 — MNB World, Coverage of the National Forum on Business and Human Rights 2022. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1475342739609951&ref=sharing

 — Eagle News, Coverage of the National Forum on Business and Human Rights 2022. Available from:

 — Montame News, ’14 NGOs selected to for civil society programme’. Available from: https://montsame.mn/mn/read/298837

 — Peak, ‘Businesses should be leaders in respecting women’s rights in economic and social contexts’. Available from: https://www.peak.mn/news/ediin-zasag-niigmiin-khariltsaand
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Output 3: Access to Remedy 

Output 3.1: Access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts is strengthened through awareness raising and 

rights provision

Activity 3.1.2: Convene discussions and conduct trainings on the adverse impacts faced by vulnerable groups in the context of business 

operations, and potential remedies and prevention strategies

Launched in January 2022, Mongolia’s civil society grants programme in 2022 centered on the Leaving-No One-Behind 
Principle and sought to complement work in key industries conducted as a part of Output 3.2. below. CSOs awarded 
a small grant included the Human Rights Center for Citizens NGO and the Mongolian National Federation of the Blind 
(MNFB).

Human Rights Center for Citizens NGO26

The grant provided to Human Rights Center for Citizens aimed to assess the possibilities of recovering damages and/
or any other remedy for human rights impacts caused by business operations in Mongolia. A preliminary mapping of 
900 civil cases (2017-2022) found that the most common case types were (i) remediation for personal property loss 
and	(ii)	for	damage	to	employee	health.	The	top	human	rights	violations	per	case	filings	included	violations	of	labour	
regulations in relation to overtime, misaligned occupational health standards, and sexual harassment in the workplace. 
Based	on	these	findings,	the	CSO	consolidated	a	set	of	recommendations	and	created	a	roadmap	to	address	issues,	
both of which were shared with companies in the food manufacturing and wool, and cashmere sectors. 

Mongolian National Federation of the Blind (MNFB)27

As per the Labour Law of Mongolia: On Human Rights of Persons with Disabilities, companies and organizations with 
25 or more employees are required to employ persons with disabilities at a rate of at least four percent of the total 
number of workplaces. Building on this legal provision, MNFB worked closely with 100 corporate entities to design 
and disseminate a handbook on the labour rights of visually impaired people (this handbook was also prepared in 
Braille, and an audio version was made available to further optimize accessibility). The handbook was disseminated 
to 100 business representatives, and short surveys were conducted with each of their human resource managers 
on the incorporation of the recommendations into their operations. In order to share these materials widely, MNFB 
collaborated with local radio station BestFM.MN to broadcast 20 minute-programmes at peak hours focused on 
employment of people with disabilities. A follow up seminar will be held in March 2023, to assess incorporation of best 
practices among the 100 business entities who were part of the implementation of the initiative.

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance 

mechanisms

In	2022,	work	on	HRDD	in	Mongolia	took	a	sector-specific	approach	with	engagement	of	the	following	business	
associations: (i) Mongolian Food Industry Association; (ii) Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association; and the (iii) 
Women’s Association of Minerals Sector NGO (WAMS). Each of the business associations worked with a selected 
company to provide comprehensive Human Rights Due Diligence training and absorption of HRDD practices – this 
model is presented as part of a best-practices approach to HRDD and will be scaled up by the respective associations 
to their member companies.

26 B+HR in Mongolia CSO Report (Human Rights Centre for Citizens). Available from: Mongolia CSO Summary_Progress Report_HRCC.docx

27 B+HR in Mongolia CSO Report (Mongolian National Federation of the Blind). Available from: Mongolia CSO Summary_Progress Report_MNFB.docx
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Mongolian Food Industry Association (MFIA)28

MFIA worked closely with Trust Trade LLC to identify human rights risks, assess how likely said risks occurred in their 
operations, prioritize the human risks in its supply chain, and address and track the company’s response. To begin with, 
MFIA announced the HRDD initiative to its 450 members to enunciate the value-addition of HRDD practices for each 
company. Following the 4-step approach MFIA:

 — Corporate Actions: Assessed all corporate documents of Trust Trade LLC and held events with company 
management to familiarize them with the intricacies of HRDD, and to help them identify and prioritize human rights 
risks. This led to the signing of a company commitment and Human Rights Policy and to conduct the full HRDD 
process. 

 — Supply-Chain Management: In order to meaningfully address prioritized risks, MFIA conducted extensive interviews 
with	employees	and	additional	awareness	workshops	in	the	field	with	suppliers	and	small-scale	vendors	within	the	
company’s supply chain. Field trainings were held in Dornod Province with rural distributors and contracted livestock 
herders. 

Of the 10 risks prioritized, 9 risks have been integrated into the company’s human resources procedure and operational 
framework. 

28 B+HR in Mongolia HRDD Food Industry (Mongolian Food Industry Association). Available from: Mongolia_Mongolian Food Industry Association_Food HRDD summary report English.docx
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Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association29

The Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association (MWCA) worked closely with Snow Fields LLC. to launch a Human 
Rights Commitment Policy. The initiative focused on training of local communities who were a part of the production 
supply chain. Key results and actions were as follows:

 — Corporate Actions: MWCA supported knowledge sharing sessions on the importance of HRDD in ensuring a 
competitive and value-driven business. Then interviews were held, and trainings conducted with management and 
technical teams to identify human rights risks within the company’s value chain. Through this process, 12 human 
rights	risks	were	identified	and	incorporated	as	part	of	the	company’s	Human	Rights	Action	Plan.

 — Supply-Chain Management: During the analysis of the company letters, MWCA noted a concentration of local 
suppliers of raw materials in Dashbalbar Soum, in Dournod Province. Field visits were conducted to map out this arm 
of the supply chain, and further training provided to herders and suppliers alike.

The actions noted through this initiative are to be carried forward by the company in 2023 for further implementation.

Women’s Association of Minerals Sector NGO (WAMS)30

WAMS worked with managers and employees of one of Mongolia’s leading extractives companies to conduct HRDD 
in the sphere of labour relations as part of the company’s operations. A comprehensive initiative included the following 
activities:

 — The review and assessment of corporate documents in partnership with the established HRDD Working Group 
appointed by company management.

 — Interviews with employees and key personnel, to identify human rights risks; and

 — Tracking of effective measures to address adverse human rights impacts.

Key results included the signing of a Human Rights Policy leadership, and the incorporation of the policy in the 
company’s key documents including a child-care plan as part of Human Resources operations. Out of the 43 
recommended actions noted in the Corrective Action Plan, 13 were fully completed, 7 were between 50-80% complete, 
and the rest were included in the 2023 Business Plan as they required additional funding. Overall, this novel approach 
presents a good practice of one-on-one company HRDD Training which can be scaled up in future programming.

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of 

business operations)

Case	studies	were	done	on	two	human	rights	abuses	affecting	local	communities.	The	first	group	of	cases	concerned	
the adverse impacts of urban redevelopment projects in Ulaanbaatar. The second set of cases concerned the right 
to a healthy, safe and sustainable environment for a local community of 12,000 people in Erdenet City. The case 
studies concluded that despite their efforts to use non-judicial and judicial state-based remedy mechanisms, affected 
communities did not receive effective redress due to the underlying capacity challenges and lagging legal regulations of 
harm assessment and corresponding pecuniary estimations. A set of recommendations have been developed as a result 
of the study which will be published and delivered to relevant authorities by March 2023.

29 B+HR in Mongolia HRDD Textile Industry (Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association). Available from: Mongolia_Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association_Textile HRDD English -MWCA edited 12.7.22.docx

30 B+HR in Mongolia HRDD Extractives Industry (Women’s Association of Mineral’s Sector). Available from: Mongolia_Women’s Association of Minerals Sector_Extractives HRDD SUMMARY REPORT_WAMS.docx
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 MYANMAR

KEY RESULTS

 — Legal aid services were provided in 45 townships in Yangon, 15 in Rakhine and 13 in Ayeyarwady through civil 
society	grants.	Community	awareness	raising	sessions	reportedly	reached	over	879	beneficiaries

 — A Civil Society Community of Practice on Business and Human Rights was launched in late 2022, to strengthen 
bottom-up approaches

 — A series of Heightened Human Rights Due Diligence Trainings were delivered, reaching over 737 multi-national and 
local company representatives

PROJECT OVERVIEW

In 2022, B+HR Myanmar focused on engagement with the private sector to enhance capacities related to human 
rights due diligence. Further, B+HR Myanmar worked closely with civil society to increase access to remedy options for 
vulnerable workers. 

Trainings with businesses included both national and international business actors and covered UNGPs while also 
detailing current issues and challenges in operations facing multinational enterprises. In the absence of a tripartite social 
dialogue, UNDP provided a grant to a CSO partner, Legal Clinic Myanmar (LCM), working to address the lack of legal 
support for workers amid worsening employment conditions and at risk of exploitation. 

In addition, B+HR Myanmar launched the “Community of Practice – Understanding Business and Human Rights and the 
role of CSOs in Myanmar” with CSOs representatives to explore the options and feasibility of BHR tools, activities, and 
partnerships for CSOs in the current Myanmar context and a way forward.31

PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS

Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

31 https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/financing-smes-and-entrepreneurs-2022_b854dc2c-en

32 B+HR in Myanmar, ‘Animation: Legal Awareness – Legal Clinic Myanmar’. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=687043779722007

B+HR Myanmar in collaboration with civil society partner 
Legal Clinic Myanmar, produced a short animataion 
video on access to remedy options for workers based 
on their consultations in Rakhine and Ayeyarwady (see 
below). The animation published on 29 December and 
garnered over 300 views in less than 3 days.32
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Output 3: Access to Remedy 

Output 3.1: Access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts is strengthened through awareness raising and 

rights provision

Activity 3.1.2: Convene discussions and conduct trainings on the adverse impacts faced by vulnerable groups in the context of business 

operations, and potential remedies and prevention strategies

B+HR Myanmar partnered with Legal Clinic Myanmar to provide legal aid to workers and former workers in Yangon, 
Rakhine, and Ayeyarwady Provinces in Myanmar. The target group included migrants, vulnerable groups, and their 
families. The grant also provided for information sessions with CSOs and other informal sector groups representing 
shop workers and sex workers. The civil society grant initiative addressed the lack of legal support for workers amid 
worsening employment conditions and exploitation. Provision of Legal Aid Services was provided through in-person 
services and hotline services. The grant also provided for community awareness raising sessions. Both components were 
well-received by communities, paralegals, CSOs, and labor lawyers. Local authorities were also engaged to address 
access to remedy concerns, including through meetings with the Department of Labour to apprise them of the trends in 
labour-related cases reported in Rakhine.

Summary of CSO Grant Results

2
Labour Issue Help Centers

32
Trained Paralegal

173
Labour Rights Awareness Sessions

879
Attendees at Training Sessions

21
Consultations with respective stakeholders for 
Mediation

254
Legal Advice Cases Recorded

5
Legal Representation in Court

In addition to the results illustrated (left), the CSO Grant initiative trained 32 paralegals to conduct awareness activities 
and watch and report labor issues. The cases reported and mediated by the paralegals ranged from injuries and/or 
death in the workplace, unjust labour conditions, sexual harassment, and summary dismissals. High volumes of cases 
were	noted	in	the	fisheries,	agricultural	and	garment	industries.	Also	noted	in	the	implementation	of	this	initiative,	were	
reports from community paralegals stating that their clients and their families were simply unaware of their rights and 
legal	protections	under	the	law.	More	than	half	of	all	project	beneficiaries	were	women.	Women	made	up	62%	of	legal	
(telephone)	hotline	consultations,	59%	of	legal	awareness	beneficiaries	and	63%	of	paralegals	trained.	Conversely,	47%	
of legal consultations in person and 50% of court cases involved female clients.

To fortify efforts in this regard, the CSO in collaboration with LCM are curating a number of audio-visual and community 
flyer	campaigns	to	increase	awareness.	One	of	the	three	planned	videos	has	been	produced	and	will	be	launched	in	
early 2023. 
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Additionally, a supplementary event was held titled, “Community of Practice – Understanding Business and Human 
Rights and the role of CSOs in Myanmar.” The training session helped CSOs to better understand the UNGPs and 
the role of civil society in the BHR movement, and to explore the options and feasibility of BHR tools, activities, 
and partnerships for CSOs in the current Myanmar context. Forty-one CSO representatives from 15 organizations 
participated in the training session. A representative of the Business and Human Rights Resource Center presented the 
documentation of corporate-related human rights abuses. In the second part of the training, three CSO representatives 
led a panel discussion focusing on land, labor and environmental issues in Kachin and Shan states. There was strong 
interest from the CSO participants, particularly on how they might document cases of abuse safely, and how to report 
corporate	human	rights	cases	confidentially.

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance 

mechanisms

In 2022, B+HR Myanmar in collaboration with the Myanmar Center for Responsible Business and Yever conducted a series 
of Heightened Human Rights Due Diligence (HHRDD) Trainings. The series of six trainings attracted participation from 
business	associations,	civil	society,	and	private	sector	from	multi-nationals	and	local	companies.	Notably	the	final	training	
included presentations from the Head of Delegation from the European Union delegation to Myanmar, the Directorate 
General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs (DG-GROW) from the European Commission.

Brands such as Heineken, Nestle, Unilever, Bestseller, H&M, ATOM (former Telenor) attended the training which 
featured modules on: 1) developing Human Rights Policies and putting them to practice; 2) conducting heightened 
Human	Rights	Due	Diligence	with	lessons	taken	from	the	field;	3)	operationalizing	grievance	mechanisms	and	global	
trends related the HHRDD. Overall, the trainings were well received with an average of 96.8% of the attendees 
reporting increased knowledge after the trainings. 

 Private Sector

 Civil Society

 Multi-lateral Organizations

 Other

 Academia

 % Satisfaction Rate

Overview of Participation in Human Rights Due Diligence Training Myanmar

Module I: Developing Human Rights 
Policy

Module IV: Operational Grieevance 
Mechanisms

Module V: HHRDD – Lessons from 
the Field

Module VI: Global Trends and Recent 
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Module III: Conducting HHRDD in a 
Conflict	Context

Module II: Putting a Human Rights 
Policy to Practice
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 SRI LANKA

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

 — Over 1,000 stakeholders engaged through events, trainings, and civil society initiatives

 — Sector-specific	Human	and	Environmental	Rights	Due	Diligence	(HREDD)	Trainings	provided	to	companies	in	the	
agri-foods and textile sectors

 — The formation of a new government results in new opportunities for engagement in 2023

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In 2022, Sri Lanka faced a series of deep economic and political crises. Against this backdrop, B+HR Asia in Sri Lanka 
focused on leveraging soft entry points to explore a range of human rights issues in the country. The dialogue around 
responsible business has gained momentum slowly but steadily, even during the toughest periods for the country. 

The private sector in Sri Lanka continued to be a key ally in promoting responsible business practices, even amidst 
financial	hardships.	B+HR	Asia	Sri	Lanka	registered	strong	interest	in	sector-specific	human	rights	and	environment	due	
diligence trainings that were rolled out. This also complemented the grant support provided to civil society actors to 
advocate for the rights of women workers in the Free Trade Zones. Grants also shed light on issues facing women and 
women-led	businesses	in	relation	to	microfinance	institutions.	

In 2022, B+HR Sri Lanka also made inroads with the Ministry of Justice. The ministry showed interest in taking up 
the BHR agenda and expressed a willingness to explore cooperation on policy development and the setting up of a 
working group on Business and Human Rights.

Another key achievement was when the support was provided to the Ministry with the drafting of the legislative 
amendment to the constitution (Articles 29) which demonstrated Sri Lanka’s commitment to ensure right compliance by 
private sector. This is also in keeping with the increasing demand of the need to recognize the legal duties and obligations 
of corporates to protect fundamental rights and freedoms. The current constitutional provisions do not recognize 
the private sector as a legal duty bearer and therefore cannot be held accountable for rights violations. Although the 
amendment	submitted	did	not	lead	to	the	ratification	of	proposed	changes,	the	proposal	laid	the	groundwork	for	greater	
consideration from Government counterparts on policy and legislative reforms aligning to business and human rights. 

PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS 

Output 1: Policy and NAP support 

Output 1.1: Dialogue, training and knowledge sharing to encourage policy convergence with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1: Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant policymakers, prominent civil society groups and European and Asian 

business associations on the UNGPs

In February 2022, B+HR Sri Lanka co-hosted a discussion with the UN Global Compact Network Sri Lanka to identify 
opportunities and barriers to greater engagement with the private sector. The event was attended by representatives 
from the tourism, agri-foods, and ICT sector. Following this discussion, UNGC Sri Lanka invited B+HR Sri Lanka to make 
a presentation to their membership on the state of BHR in the country. The session focused on how businesses can 
better respond to the severe economic and social shocks the country is facing through a human rights lens.33

33 B+HR in Sri Lanka, Supporting documents on Consultation with the UN Global Compact Network. Available from: Sri Lanka_BHR UNGC Working Group Consultation_February 2022.pdf
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Output 1.2: Skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or 

other policy instruments is reinforced. 

Activity 1.2.2: Provide technical assistance to government ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National Action Plans 

In 2022, efforts were made to engage with the Ministry of Justice on activities to raise awareness on the Business and 
Human Rights Agenda. Though progress in this regard has been relatively slow given the socio-political shocks Sri Lanka 
experienced this year, continued discussions will be held in 2023.

Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the 

UNGPs and its positive impact on human rights, including women’s rights 

34 B+HR in Sri Lanka, ‘The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Women Garment Workers in Sri Lanka’s Free-Trade Zones’. Available from: https://www.undp.org/srilanka/publications/impact-covid-19-pandemic-
women-garment-workers-sri-lanka%E2%80%99s-free-trade-zones-ftzs

35 B+HR in Sri Lanka, ‘A Stitch in Time: Women Workers in Need of Better Safeguards in the Apparel Sector’. Available from: https://bizhumanrights-asia.shorthandstories.com/a-stitch-in-time-women-workers-in-
need-of-better-safeguards-in-the-apparel-sector/index.html

Submitted by
Professor Subhangi M. K, Herath
Professor in Sociology
Department of Sociology
University of Colombo

IMPACT OF THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC ON
FEMALE WORKERS IN FREE TRADE ZONES
AND GARMENT FACTORIES IN SRI LANKA
THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC 
ON WOMEN GARMENT WORKERS IN 
SRI LANKA’S FREE TRADE ZONES (FTZS)

Supported by:

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

Human and Environmental Rights Due Diligence was a strong programmatic theme in 2022. B+HR Sri Lanka 
commissioned the production of a short documentary ‘Creating Space for Responsible Business Practices – Good 
Market Sri Lanka’ to highlight best practices of companies engaging with human rights considerations from sourcing, 
farming, and to market.36 The short-form documentary was supported with a short photo-story published by UNDP 
Sri Lanka – ‘Beads of Change: Survivors of Abuse Rebuild their Lives’.37 To date the Exposure Story has received 427 
views. Further supporting these efforts was the publication of a blog, ‘A Lifetime of Fighting for Environmental Justice: 
In Conversation with Hemantha Withanage’.38 The blog seeks to illustrate the role that civil society and environmental 
human rights defenders play in advocating for human rights and environmental rights, going beyond a solely business 
approach, to an all-of-society lens.

Communications efforts in 2022 were strongly tied with project activities. 
The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Women Garment Workers in Sri 
Lanka’s Free Trade Zones34 was released in March 2022, with a corresponding 
webpage35 detailing how the pandemic impacted Sri Lankan women workers 
in a myriad of ways. 

Given the success of these products, and those produced in 2021, 
strengthening	country-specific	communications	emerged	as	a	priority	for	
implementation, and B+HR Asia engaged ROAR Media to further amplify 
public awareness of the different dimensions and relevance of the BHR 
agenda to Sri Lanka.
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Output 3: Access to Remedy 

Output 3.1: Access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts is strengthened through awareness raising and 

rights provision

Activity 3.1.2: Convene discussions and conduct trainings on the adverse impacts faced by vulnerable groups in the context of business 

operations, and potential remedies and prevention strategies

B+HR	Sri	Lanka	provided	civil	society	grants	to	two	organizations.	The	first	grant	was	issued	to	the	Women’s	Centre	
(WC) to raise awareness and knowledge on human rights as well as the UNGPs in the context of employment with 
women workers in the Free Trade Zones. Also, women were provided support through legal empowerment and 
access to remedy activities. The second grant was provided to Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) to hold community 
dialogues and increase understanding of the needs of rights-holders.

Women’s Centre (WC)39

Women’s	Centre	is	working	with	women	workers	in	the	Free	Trade	Zones,	specifically	those	in	the	apparel	and	textile	
sector, raising awareness on rights, supporting women workers seeking access to grievance mechanisms and advocating 
for decent working environments in free trade zones and garment factories. The intervention is targeting the zones in 
the Western, Southern and Northern province. A training of trainers programme as well as several awareness raising 
sessions will be conducted early next year.

Separately, Women’s Centre celebrated their 40th anniversary in 2022. In appreciation for the work done on behalf of 
women,	the	organization	presented	the	UNDP	Sri	Lanka	office	and	the	B+HR	Asia	project	with	a	special	recognition	award.

Women’s Development Centre (WDC)40

The work of the Women’s Development Centre was temporarily delayed due to some unrest in the target implementation 
locations.	Nevertheless,	the	organization	finalized	a	mapping	study	in	five	districts:	Kandy,	Hambantota,	Gampaha,	
and Jaffna, to unpack the impact of recent socio-political shocks on the enjoyment of human rights. The community 
consultations	engaged	109	workers	from	small	to	medium	sized	enterprises,	in	different	fields	and	sectors.	The	results	of	
this mapping revealed different push and pull factors of workers in different regions depending on the district’s economic 
make-up.	For	example,	Hambantota’s	Tourism	industry	saw	competing	spheres	of	influence	with	small-scale	farmers	
advocating for large-scale clearance of forest land to support increased agricultural production, and businesses dependent 
on the tourism industry opposing this move citing wildlife protection as an important draw for tourism. The culmination of 
these factors led to key questions on the value of local products in export markets, the role of government assistance to 
small-scale business owners grappling with multi-dimensional crises, and how best to recover and revitalize local markets.

The results of this assessment have been consolidated and will be shared as a Data Story in collaboration with media 
partner, ROAR Media.

Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA)41

The	Centre	for	Policy	Alternatives	(CPA)	is	implementing	an	initiative	focused	on	the	issue	of	unlawful	micro-financing	
which has had a disproportionate impact on women entrepreneurs. Focused in Trincomalee, Batticaloa and Nuwareliya 
Districts, the initiative includes community awareness raising sessions sensitizing women-headed households, women 

36 B+HR in Sri Lanka, ‘Creating Space for Responsible Business Practices – Good Market Sri Lanka’. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ijmyvk2_Fb8&t=2s

37 B+HR in Sri Lanka, ‘Beads for Change – Survivors for abuse rebuild their lives’. Available from: https://undpsrilanka.exposure.co/beads-for-change

38 B+HR in Sri Lanka, ‘A Lifetime of Fighting for Environmental Justice’. Available from: https://www.undp.org/srilanka/stories/lifetime-fighting-environmental-justice

39 Ibid note 40

40 B+HR in Sri Lanka, Women’s Development Centre Report. Available from: Community Consultations on C19 and BHR_Final Report _with track changes.docx
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led	small	and	medium	enterprises,	and	war	widows	to	the	dangers	of	micro-credit	financing	institutions,	and	referral	
systems.	To	support	the	sustainability	of	capacity-building	efforts,	CPA	has	engaged	government	officials	including	the	
Human	Rights	Commission	of	Sri	Lanka,	officials	from	central	and	local	government,	and	officials	from	the	Microfinance	
Practitioners’ Association. The objective of the advocacy meetings is to foster political will for the clamping down of 
illegal	and	unregulated	micro-financing	activities.	To	this	end,	60	case	submissions	and	one	public	interest	litigation	
case	have	been	made	filed	with	the	Human	Rights	Council	on	behalf	of	the	communities	engaged.	And	finally,	to	
further secure headway made in the communities, 440 women entrepreneurs have been trained and mobilized as part 
of a network to continue advocacy and awareness efforts after the end of the project cycle (January 2023). The 57 
networks were organized at the district level and were equipped with relevant information to report and refer cases of 
unregulated	financing	activities.

Additionally, key results included drafting a by law for the regulation and supervision of illegal and unregulated 
microfinance	institutions.	Several	meetings	have	been	conducted	with	the	Local	Government	Authorities	to	seek	their	
input as well their buy-in to formalize this law and set up a structure at the local level. Discussions are also underway to 
have the by law presented to other relevant Government actors, and to explore the possibility of the law to be taken up 
within a relevant committee at the Parliamentary level.

41 B+HR in Sri Lanka, Centre for Policy Alternatives. Available from: Report by CPA - Field Mission with Human Rights Commission-July 2022.pdf

Overview of Civil Society Initiative with Centre for Policy Alternatives

380
People provided with awareness training sessions

440 women
Part of the 57 community networks 

38 officials
Engaged at national and sub-national levels

Awareness Raising Sessions

Network

Advocacy for Policy Response

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance 

mechanisms

In partnership with the Delegation of German Industry and Commerce in Sri Lanka (AHK) and Löning, B+HR Sri 
Lanka	hosted	sector-specific	HREDD	trainings	with	the	agriculture	and	food	industry,	and	apparel	and	textile	sectors.	
The training of the agri-food sector featured a presentation from Hayley’s Agriculture Holdings, Sri Lanka’s largest 
agricultural supplier. The apparel and textile sector training involved presentations from supplier Eskimo Fashion 
Knitwear	(Pvt)	Ltd.	The	aim	of	the	initiative	is	to	first,	introduce	the	concept	of	HREDD	to	a	wide	pool	of	private	
sector stakeholders, and second, to build business capacity to assess and ensure that their business operations are 
not harming the rights of their stakeholders and the environment respectively. The overview of the attendees of the 
trainings (below), reveals that the training was well attended by management as well as other key departments within 
the corporate structure.
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Follow up actions include sustained engagement with the over 130 companies who joined the training, with a particular 
focus on companies exporting to Germany.42
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42	 B+HR	in	Sri	Lanka,	Post	Event	Report	–	Sector	Specific	Training	on	Human	Rights	and	Environmental	Due	Diligence	Trainings.	Available	from:	UNDP Post Evaluation Report [Human Rights and Environment Due 
Diligence].pdf

43 B+HR in Thailand, Signing of the Memorandum of Understanding. Available from: https://globalcompact-th.com/news/detail/1046

44 Media features of B+HR in Thailand:

 — Prachachat News, ‘BHR Academy Launched’. Available from: https://www.prachachat.net/csr-hr/news-1019459

 — Thai Post, ‘Rights Committee agree on BHR Academy’. Available from: https://www.thaipost.net/x-cite-news/198680/

 THAILAND

KEY ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS

 — Engagement of over 1,159 stakeholders, including a 16% increase in private sector participation

 — Sub-national Human Rights Due Diligence Trainings, were held in 10 provinces and attracted participation from 283 
representatives from local government and small to medium-sized enterprises

 — Support was provided to the Rights and Liberties Department of the Ministry of Justice in consolidating comments 
on the draft of the Second Thai National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights.

PROJECT OVERVIEW 

In 2022, BHR programming continued at a quick clip, even as Thailand’s business community faced a depressed 
economic outlook. Thailand’s export sector mostly stumbled during 2022 because of global supply chain bottlenecks, 
rising oil prices and other complications due to the war between Russia and Ukraine. 

Despite these headwinds, UNDP Thailand deepened relationships and extended its reach to new stakeholders, 
including leadership at SMEs, through sub-national activities promoting Human Rights Due Diligence. Complementing 
this,	UNDP	further	conducted	trainings	on	specific	business	and	human	rights	issues,	such	as	ethical	recruitment	and	
decent employment at SMEs. 

Multistakeholder dialogues and consultations involving government, businesses and CSOs contributed to a polished 
draft of the Second National Action Plan (NAP) on Business and Human Rights. In addition, UNDP played a convening 
role in supporting these public consultations and collecting inputs and recommendations from UN agencies in Thailand, 
to present to the government.

PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS

Output 1: Policy and NAP support 

Output 1.1: Dialogue, training and knowledge sharing to encourage policy convergence with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1: Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant policymakers, prominent civil society groups and European and Asian 

business associations on the UNGPs

In August, B+HR Asia signed a Memorandum of Understanding43 with various 
organizations including, Global Compact Network Thailand, the Thailand 
Securities Exchange Commission, the Department of Rights and Liberties 
(Ministry of Justice) and the National Human Rights Commission of Thailand. 
The aim of the MoU is to strengthen discourse around the UNGPs and to 
further institutionalize the Business and Human Rights Academy. The signing 
ceremony gained media attention and was cited in local media outlets 
Prachachat, and ThaiPost.44
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The Academy acts as a vehicle for continued learning and tripartite discussions on BHR throughout the year, with 
conversations culminating in the annual National Dialogue on Business and Human Rights. As part of this framework, 
the B+HR Thailand team held two events, the 2nd	pilot	HRDD	Training	of	Practitioners,	and	the	first	Consultation	on	Thai	
Companies’ Readiness to conduct HRDD, both of which are detailed under Output 3.2 below.

Human Rights Day Campaign and the 6th National Dialogue on BHR

In December 2022, B+HR Thailand co-hosted a series of events to commemorate Human Rights Day. These events were 
bookended by discussions at the National Dialogue on BHR. 

The Human Rights Day event, co-organized in partnership with the National Human Rights Commission of Thailand 
(NHRCT) and OHCHR, explored the interlinkages between domestic violence and the human rights agenda. In 
particular, the B+HR project made presentations on business responsibility to prevent gender-based discrimination 
and violence within its workforce. Attended by 104 people and featured on the Ministry of Justice’s website, the event 
attracted Commissioners of the NHRCT, the Royal Thai Police, the Department of Women’s Affairs, and civil society 
respectively. The event also included the announcement of Human Rights Defenders award and public exhibition to 
raise public awareness on human rights promotion and domestic violence in Thailand. This area of work will continue to 
be explored in 2023.

On 16 December, B+HR Thailand, hosted the 6th National Dialogue on BHR with the theme ‘Strengthening Access to 
Remedy and Grievance Mechanisms for Migrant Workers in Thailand.’ This event was hosted in partnership with the 
Rights Liberty and Protection Division (RLPD) of the Ministry of Justice, Global Compact Network Thailand, OECD and 
IOM. The event was also attended by private sector actors including business associations and chambers of commerce, 
as well as government entities. The aim of discussions was to increase awareness and capacities on access to remedy 
and corporate accountability, and to further serve as a platform to measure progress and share experiences on the 
implementation of the right to effective remedy in all spheres. The workshop received a 90 percent satisfaction rate 
among the 75 attendees, of whom 90 percent were from the private sector. Key outcomes of the workshop included 
increased awareness of the UNGPs, particular on Pillar 3 on the access to remedy.

Output 1.2: Skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or 

other policy instruments is reinforced. 

Activity 1.2.2: Provide technical assistance to government ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National Action Plans 

In 2022, technical assistance focused on preparation and consultation on the second Thai National Action Plan on 
Business and Human Rights (NAP-BHR). B+HR Thailand hosted dialogues to take inputs and address concerns in the 
drafting of the NAP-BHR. UNDP was tasked by the RLPD to consolidate comments from the UN-system and gather 
inputs from civil society. Approximately 20 working days of technical support was provided on this effort. 

One of the key recommendations of UN agencies regarding the second NAP on BHR is on strengthening monitoring 
and evaluation mechanisms with indicators that could capture both qualitative and quantitative elements of planned 
activities. Another key recommendation is on the involvement of SMEs in planned activities. Most activities in the 
second NAP were designed to target large companies with the secondary aim of provoking a cascading impact on 
the	human	rights	performance	of	SMEs.	However,	it	was	agreed	that	a	specific	focus	on	SMEs	was	required,	given	the	
number	of	human	rights	abuses	inflicted	by	SMEs	in	the	past.	It	was	also	noted	that	incentive	schemes	and	initiatives,	
such as tax reduction, trading privilege, etc. should be included for consideration in the second NAP to support SMEs in 
integrating human rights agenda into their operations.45

45 B+HR in Thailand, Consolidated inputs from UN agencies on the second Thailand National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights. Available from: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QdOd5rNlFPeOdfmgkd3R
skSGtZlYCDvP/view?usp=sharing
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Bangkok Business and Human Rights Week46

Bangkok Business and Human Rights Week (BBHR) was held in late May 2022 under the theme, ‘Promoting Responsible 
Business Practice and Human Rights.’ The event was co-hosted by Global Compact Network Thailand, the Department 
of Rights and Liberties Protection, AICHR and UNDP Thailand. The audience—comprised of State-owned enterprises, 
private sector, government, human rights defenders, and civil society—held panel discussions and shared experiences 
on a range of issues including, global trends on BHR, measures to support SOE’s uptake of HRDD practices, access to 
remedy for victims of business-related human rights violations, trade and investment and the nexus between human 
rights and emerging environmental challenges. Notably, representatives from the ministries of Labour, Industry, Social 
Development	and	Human	Security,	and	Natural	Resources	and	Environment	made	submissions	alongside,	the	Office	of	
SME Promotion, Securities and Exchange Commission, the Thai Stock Exchange, the Siam Cement Group, Thai Oil, and 
PTT, among others. The recommendations from this session will be leveraged to inform future programming, notably 
work with SOEs on Human Rights Due Diligence, and exploring the impact of their operations on the environment.
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46 B+HR in Thailand, Bangkok Business and Human Rights Week. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/UNDPThailand/posts/
pfbid0py5uZ5RSE8TMTKgWFhDrKvTAutH7NzwCR6vvNtcLXM1EYPyUW386Fz3K4nZTQXb4l

CSO Consultation on the Second National Action Plan on BHR

In	2022,	Thailand	CSO	stakeholders	reviewed	the	outcomes	of	the	first	National	Action	Plan	(NAP)	on	Business	and	
Human Rights and began a discussion on drafting the country’s second NAP. 

The CSO Consultation held in August 2022, was co-organized by B+HR Thailand, Community Resource Centre 
Foundation, Extraterritorial Obligation Watch Coalition (ETO-Watch), Forum Asia and the International Commission of 
Jurists. Focused on assessing the challenges ahead, participants provided recommendations along the themes of (i) 
Labour, (ii) Land, (iii) Environment and natural resources, (iv) Human Rights Defenders and (v) Criss-Border Investment 
and Multi-national enterprises. The inputs made during this consultation were consolidated and shared with the Ministry 
of	Justice	for	consideration	in	the	drafting	and	finalization	of	the	2nd NAP.
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Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2.2: Produce communication materials to enhance understanding of the UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

Throughout 2022, B+HR Thailand ran a campaign aimed at enhancing understanding of BHR, with topics of human 
rights due diligence, access to remedy, ethical recruitment and labour rights, and the drafting of the second NAP in 
focus. Social media messages received over 22,000 views cumulatively.

The signing of the MoU received the widest media attention, with the following news outlets publishing stories about 
BHR Academy: MGR Online, Prachachat, and ThaiPost to name a few. Other activities such the Sub-National Trainings 
were picked up by provincial news outlets such as SME News Report. The organic reporting of B+HR Thailand activities 
speaks to the relevance and newsworthiness of BHR programming in Thailand. In 2023, efforts will be made to amplify 
this feature through media localization efforts.

Output 3: Access to Remedy 

Output 3.1: Access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts is strengthened through awareness raising and 

rights provision

Activity 3.1.1 Provide grants to civil society actors working with human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 

innovative approaches 

The CRC Foundation received a grant to conduct a baseline assessment of harassment of human rights defenders in 
Rayong, Loei and Songkla provinces, and launch access to remedy interventions. These three selected locations were 
chosen based on ongoing business human rights cases, including: (i) the case on impact of the East Economic Corridor 
(EEC) in Rayong, (ii) the gold mining case in Loei; and (iii) the Industrial Model City project in Chana district, Songkhla. 

The grant was designed to promote access to information, access to justice and effective remedies for groups and 
individuals adversely impacted by infrastructure development and other business-related activities. The initiative 
reached	96	beneficiaries	in	pilot	communities.	

The outcomes of dialogues and consultations under this initiative were used to develop a summary report which 
includes recommendations for affected communities, business actors and government agencies on addressing gaps in 
access to remedy. 
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In September 2022, B+HR in Thailand provided grants to three additional CSOs that work in the food and agriculture 
sectors to enhance responsible business practices and human rights in all provinces of Thailand. The grants were 
designed to raise awareness of human rights issues, develop mitigating measures (including hosting dialogues between 
communities and business) and build capacity of agri-food businesses on responsible business practices. The period of 
implementation of the CSO activities will continue in 2023. Grants were awarded to:

 — Sansaicisco, Ltd., Co. – Awareness raising and capacity building of Aka and Lahu ethnic communities on the right to 
food and sustainable consumption in Chiang Rai province

 — Labour	Protection	Network	(LPN)	Foundation	–	The	project	on	Risk	Mitigation	and	Human	Trafficking	Prevention	in	
Small-scale Agi-businesses in Mae Sot District, Tak province

 — HOST International Thailand Foundation – REFresh Farm, Urban Refugee Agriculture and Social Enterprise Project 
with Jarai refugees in Nonthaburi province

Summary of Series of Trainings on Fair & Ethical Recruitment and Decent Employment of Migrant Workers

165
Private sector representatives reached through trainings

89%
Average Satisfaction Rate

5 companies
Shared Best-Practices

Activity 3.1.2: Convene discussions and conduct trainings on the adverse impacts faced by vulnerable groups in the context of business 

operations, and potential remedies and prevention strategies

In collaboration with IOM and the ministries of justice and labour respectively, B+HR Thailand hosted a series of training 
on fair and ethical recruitment and decent employment for migrant workers. The trainings were delivered in Rayong, 
Samut Sakhon and Bangkok, with the aim of raising awareness of the stages of labour migration, and the risks and 
vulnerabilities experienced by migrant workers. In addition, the trainings equip private sector with practical guidance on 
how to manage migrant labour forces across their supply chain with a view of their responsibility under the UNGPs. 

Presentations were provided on national laws and policies, and the intersection of these with post-COVID-19 internal 
and regional migration rates. Presentations were made by various government agencies including: the Department 
of Employment at the Ministry of Labour, and the RLPD at the Ministry of Justice. The presentations provided 
private	sector	companies	an	opportunity	to	reflect	on	some	of	the	challenges	they	face	in	mitigating	migrant-labour	
related risks across their supply chains. Prominent private sector companies made up of 165 respective company 
representatives attended the sessions and provided inputs on how they manage the risks of their global brands. 
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Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance 

mechanisms

Sub-National Human Rights Due Diligence Training for SMEs

Ten HRDD trainings were held in collaboration with the Ministry of Justice, drawing participation from small businesses 
and provincial government representatives, as per the graph below. The aim of the training was to enhance awareness 
of the UNGPs, and further raise awareness on how smaller companies can identify, prioritize, address, and track human 
rights risks within their operations. Approximately 96% if the attendees reported that the training was relevant to their 
business operations, and 95% committed to making use of HRDD practices in their respective institutions. This training 
was particularly important as SMEs make up over 99% of all enterprises in Thailand.47 Training in this area might be 
scaled up to register greater levels of engagement with SMEs.

47 https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/financing-smes-and-entrepreneurs-2022_b854dc2c-en	
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Building on the success of the sub-national trainings and leveraging the MoU establishing joint work on the Business 
and Human Rights Academy, B+HR Asia held a 2nd Pilot Course Training for HRDD Practitioners in August 2022. This 
was followed by the 1st Business Consultation for Exploring Thai Companies’ Readiness to incorporate Human Rights 
Due Diligence.

Business Consultation: Thai Companies’ Readiness 

Held	as	a	hybrid	event,	the	consultation	was	conducted	to	reflect	on	a	preliminary	study	written	by	Sal-Forest	on	
company	readiness	for	wide-scale	adoption	of	HRDD.	Briefly	stated,	the	event	sought	to	assess	the	readiness	of	Thai	
companies to meet the terms of emerging regulations from the EU on corporate sustainability due diligence, and 
mandatory ESG Reporting for Thai Listed Companies. The outcomes of this discussion have been incorporated into the 
Readiness Study to be published in mid-2023.

Second Pilot Course Training for HRDD Practitioners

Finally, noting how trainings in HRDD are failing to keep up with demand due to a lack of trained practitioners, B+HR 
Thailand delivered a training-of-trainers course (3 from government, and 8 private sector representatives) as part of 
the Business and Human Rights Academy. Participants in this course are expected to serve as focal points on HRDD 
processes in their respective organizations.

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of 

business operations

Taking up lessons-learned from the first	training	of	the	Ministry	of	Justice	in	September	2021, B+HR Thailand hosted 
the second online training of MOJ staff members in March 2022. Attended by 51 members of the Rights and Liberties 
Protection Department, the session provided an in-depth analysis of access to remedy challenges and gaps, with a 
focus	on	HRDD.	The	training	further	provided	an	opportunity	for	the	project	to	share	lessons	from	the	field	and	reflect	
on HRDD practices by companies in Thailand. 
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 REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

PROGRESS TOWARDS OUTPUTS

Output 2: Communication and Research

Output 2.1: Development of communication products

Activity 2.1: Produce communication products including to enhance the understanding of UNGPs, and trade and human rights nexus

Thematic Social Media Campaign: BHR + Environment

In 2022, thematic campaigns were conducted on multiple social media platforms corresponding to the launch of the 
‘Asia in Focus’ series. In total, campaigns were comprised of 97 posts and received approximately 86K impressions on 
Twitter	and	LinkedIn	platforms.	Engagement	resulted	in	a	significant	growth	in	the	number	of	followers	on	YouTube.48 
The campaigns also positioned the EU and UNDP as thought leaders on the environment and human rights nexus, 
opening up space for deeper programming and partnerships. 

48 B+HR Asia, Asia in Focus webcast series:

 — Clean Air and the Business and Human Rights Agenda. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUghBSNwVHo

 — Water Pollution and the Business and Human Rights Agenda. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnR1uga6xL4&t=375s

 — Climate Change and the Business and Human Rights Agenda. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UT-YE5S10vY&t=5s

 — Biodiversity and the Business and Human Rights Agenda. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEtXnhfNLTI&t=8s
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Quarterly Newsletter

Program newsletters were sent to subscribers in 2022 on a quarterly basis (See the following versions online: 2022 Q2, 
2022 Q3, 2022 Q4). The newsletter enjoys an average opening rate of 32.6% compared to 31% in 2021 exceeding the 
benchmark	for	not-for-profit	organizations	(21.6%)	by	a	wide	margin.	In	2022,	a	strong,	above	average	open	rate	of	our	
newsletter signaled the continued relevance of our agenda among stakeholders. 

Through	its	data-driven	approach	to	communication,	the	B+HR	Asia	team	identified	the	most	popular	BHR	sub-topics	
based on click rates. Content related to country-level activities were found to have triggered the highest open rates, 
relative to regional stories. 

In 2023, the program newsletter will utilize segmentation features and strengthen content coordination with country 
project teams.49	Instead	of	mass	emails	to	stakeholders,	communications	can	now	be	tailored	to	our	audience	reflecting	
specific	country	interests	and	language	familiar	to	different	sectors.	

Trending in Asia50

Trending in Asia: Business and Human Rights is a summary of the top-trending English language news stories on 
Business and Human Rights across Asia, with a special focus on India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Sri 
Lanka,	and	Thailand.	The	newsletter	is	shared	with	subscribers	at	the	end	of	every	month	and	drove	significant	traffic	to	
our project and programme website. 

Trending in Asia deploys an “AI bot,” that scans the internet for the month’s top-trending stories based on words and 
phrases related to Business and Human Rights in Asia. The B+HR Asia Bot is also engaged in continuous learning to 
improve	its	results	based	on	the	feedback	from	end-users	and	UNDP	BHR	Specialists.	The	initiative	has	been	identified	
as a helpful tool for knowledge sharing and product promotion with a high, average open rate of 38%. B+HR Asia 
registered 977 downloads of the 2021 Progress Report following click-throughs to the Trending in Asia newsletter. The 
2021 Progress Report was ranked in the top 15 of downloads for UNDP Bangkok Regional Hub in 2022.

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2: Develop knowledge-based products on to enhance the understanding of the UNGPs and promote the broader BHR agenda

Updated HRDD Training Facilitation Guide and online HRDD Self-Assessment Training Tool

The Human Rights Training Facilitation Guide (Training Guide) and online HRDD Self-Assessment Training Tool were 
designed as easily accessible tools to help BHR Specialists and outside trainers advise companies on the steps required 
to conduct HRDD. The popularity of the Training Guide has exceeded all expectations. 

The	latest	figures	show	that	in	the	first	half	of	2022	the	Training	Guide	was	among	the	top	five	most	downloaded	
documents	for	UNDP	Asia	Pacific,	reflecting	impressive	staying	power	for	a	document	launched	in	Q2	of	2021.	Over	
the 12 months of 2022, the Training Guide was downloaded 1,641 times. Business and business association actors 
have applauded its practical and plain-spoken approach. The guide has now been translated into multiple languages, 
including into Japanese by the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and continues to serve as an inspiration for the 
elaboration of other trainings elsewhere. The training guide was also translated with non-EU funds into Mongolian, 
Russian, Spanish, Thai, and Vietnamese. Efforts are underway to translate guide into Arabic. Most recently, the product 
was used by Pakistan Institute of Corporate Governance, and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) Japan 
on mandatory trainings for companies. More details can be found in the section below on Communication and Visibility. 
Arguably, the B+HR Asia HRDD Training Facilitation Guide has become the world’s go-to guidance on HRDD. 

49 B+HR Asia, Quarterly Newsletter Campaigns:

 — Q1 Newsletter. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/c442aa919b40/updates-from-business-and-human-rights-in-asia?e=[UNIQID]

 — Q2 Newsletter. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/676d49879c08/updates-from-business-and-human-rights-in-asia-11825065?e=[UNIQID]

 — Q3 Newsletter. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/undp/updates-from-business-and-human-rights-in-asia-12136201?e=[UNIQID]

 — Q4 Newsletter. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/undp/updates-from-business-and-human-rights-in-asia-13371179?e=[UNIQID]

50 B+HR Asia, Trending in Asia: June, July, August, September, October, and November
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In	2022,	the	Online	Training	Tool’s	website	was	regularly	maintained	and	updated	to	manage	a	significant	growth	in	
users. In 2022, the tool enjoyed 7,348 new individual users and 14,148 page views. This is nearly a three-fold increase in 
the number of views last year (5,395 page views in 2021). Among programming countries, the largest number of users 
visiting the site were from India, Malaysia and Thailand in descending order of users.

Understanding	the	profile	of	users	of	the	project’s	HRDD	tools	is	crucial	to	optimizing	the	HRSA	platform.	A	scan	
of the users who have signed up to use the HRSA Tool reveals that most were from Agriculture, Manufacturing and 
Extractives industries respectively. These data sets will continue to be monitored through 2023 with a view of enhancing 
sustainability and relevance of the platform amongst its users.
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New Proposals and Emerging Practices: A Discussion between Europe and Asia on EHRDD

On 23 February 2022, the European Commission (EC) adopted a proposal for a Directive on corporate sustainability 
due diligence (CSDDD) to foster sustainable and responsible corporate behavior throughout global value chains.51 
In April 2022, UNDP B+HR Asia, in partnership with the EU, hosted a discussion with EC representatives and Asian 
policy makers and experts, to understand the most important features of the proposed directive and how it may shape 
complementary Human Rights and Environmental Due Diligence (HERDD) efforts underway in the region.

51 B+HR Asia, ‘Livestream: New Proposals and Emerging Practices – A Discussion between Europe and Asia on Environmental and Human Rights Due Diligence’. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=h5MPOl33qP0
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Alexandra	Kuxova,	Policy	Officer	at	European	Commission-DG	GROW,	delivered	opening	remarks	and	provided	
an overview of the proposed CSDDD. Kuxova’s remarks were followed by insights from Ruenvadee Suwanmonkol, 
Secretary General of the Securities and Exchange Commission Thailand. The recorded video on HREDD was uploaded 
to YouTube and has been viewed over 96K times, due in part to a robust B+HR Asia communication campaign. The 
EU-Asia dialogue event was promoted through a social media campaign comprised of 10 posts on the project’s social 
media accounts and was attended by 329 participants. 

2022 RBHR Forum Session: Asia and the Future of Globalization: Business and Human Rights in Perspective 

At the 2022 Responsible Business and Human Rights (RBHR) Forum, B+HR Asia organized a session “Asia and the Future 
of Globalization: Business and Human Rights in Perspective,” to better assess the implications of responsible business 
practice in Asia’s supply chains.52 The panel was formed by Dr. Seree Nonthasoot from the Committee on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights, together with other leading voices on trade and sustainable development from the region, 
including Stephen Olson from the Hinrich Foundation, Phang Oy Cheng at KPMG and Amfori’s Regional Director Joyce 
Chau. The session was recorded and uploaded to B+HR Asia YouTube channel to reach a wider audience. 

B+HR Asia also hosted a session at the RBHR Forum on Asia’s environmental priorities, which is described under the 
relevant section below.

Activity 4.1 Create knowledge products on topics addressing the intersection of human rights, environmental degradation, climate 

change, and related priorities in Asia

Asia in Focus Series – Reports and Digital Platform

According to the outcomes of the BHR + Environment survey and validation event conducted in 2021, air pollution, 
climate change, water pollution and biodiversity are Asia’s most pressing environmental concerns, in descending order 
of	priority.	In	2022,	B+HR	Asia	focused	on	Asia’s	first	environmental	priority,	air	pollution,	launching	a	extensive	report	
with Economist Impact titled, Clean Air and the Business and Human Rights Agenda. The report, launched on 4 August, 
garnered 697 downloads as of 31 December. The report highlighted the scale of the air pollution problem in Asia, 
spotlighted the sources of the problem and the necessary trade-offs in reducing air pollution, while underscoring the 
utility of the UNGPs to environmental discussions.53 A digital platform was also created out of the report, garnering over 
11,000 views. The report and web product set the stage for discussions with policy makers in 2023.54

Coinciding	with	COP27	in	Egypt,	the	B+HR	Asia	team	also	produced	a	Briefing	Note	on	Climate	Change	and	the	
Business and Human Rights Agenda, in collaboration with Economist Impact. The publication, launched on 11 
November,	summarized	the	preliminary	findings	from	research	done	for	a	much	larger	product,	a	“white	paper”,	to	be	
launched on Earth Day, 2023.55

Activity 4.2 Engage in multi-stakeholder dialogue on the impact of business operations and supply chains on the environment and climate 

2022 RBHR Forum Session. Asia’s Environmental Priorities and the Business and Human Rights Agenda

In April of 2022, the UN Human Rights Council passed a resolution recognizing the right to a clean, healthy, and 
sustainable environment. In October, the UN General Assembly then passed a nearly identical resolution, recognizing the 
same. Many observers referred to the quick passage of these “twin-resolutions” as an historic milestone. Environmental 
degradation	and	climate	change	were	identified	by	the	international	community	as	human	rights	violations.

52 B+HR Asia, ‘2022 RBHR Forum: Asia and the Future of Globalization Business and Human Rights in Perspective’. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E3fFFlA7688&t=2454s

53 B+HR Asia, ‘Asia in Focus: Clean Air and the Business and Human Rights Agenda’. Available from: https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/publications/asia-focus-clean-air-and-business-and-human-rights-agenda

54 B+HR Asia, ‘Platform – Asia in Focus, Clean Air and the Business and Human Rights Agenda’. Available from: https://bhr.cleanairinasia.org/

55	 B+HR	Asia,	‘Briefing	Note	–	Asia	in	Focus,	Climate	Change	and	the	Business	and	Human	Rights	Agenda’.	Available	from:	https://www.undp.org/publications/climate-change-and-business-and-human-rights-
agenda
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But whether these twin resolutions would have an impact in Asia was subject to a debate among regional experts during 
a session hosted at the 2022 RBHR Forum: Asia’s Environmental Priorities and the Business and Human Rights Agenda 
on 21 September. Among other issues raised was whether Asia, as the region most vulnerable to climate change and as 
the	source	of	over	50%	of	greenhouse	gas	emissions	should	be	the	focus	of	specific	attention	in	global	climate	change	
debates. Questions related to accountability, and the place of lawsuits and other enforcement action against business 
for environmental rights violations rounded out the conversation.56

Activity 4.3 Develop communication products to raise public awareness of the interlinkages between business, the environment, and 

human rights 

In 2022, B+HR Asia launched a webcast series, ‘Asia in Focus,’ to ask how the right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable 
environment might be used to address Asia’s environmental priorities. Eschewing the traditional webinar format, Asia 
in Focus sought to enhance viewership and longevity of this web-product by shooting in a high production studio 
environment. The Asia in Focus webcasts also promoted B+HR Asia research products on air pollution and climate 
change, which were launched around the same time. 

Asia in Focus webcast: Clean Air and the Business and Human Rights Agenda

Air pollution is considered among the most pressing environmental and public health challenges in Asia. An incredible 
49 of the top 50 cities most affected by air pollution are found in the region. To unpack the drivers of air pollution and 
explore potential solutions, B+HR Asia produced the webcast, Asia in Focus: Clean Air and the Business and Human 
Rights Agenda, which premiered on YouTube on 28 July 2022 and received 1,187 views by 31 December. The webcast 
supplemented the launch of the report by the same name. 

Asia in Focus webcast: Clean Water and the Business and Human Rights Agenda

Eight of the 10 rivers most polluted by plastic waste are found in Asia. In Indonesia, the Citarum River is considered by 
some experts to be the most polluted river in the world. In the webcast, Asia in Focus: Clean Water and the Business 
and Human Rights Agenda, we discussed the causes, impacts, tradeoffs, and solutions involved in achieving clean water 
in the region. The webcast premiered on 23 August and received 941 views by 31 December. 

Asia in Focus webcast: Climate Change and the Business and Human Rights Agenda

The impact of climate change on people and planet is leading to increased demands for governments and business to 
act.	At	play	are	difficult	policy	choices	that	may	involve	painful	trade-offs	between	short	term	and	long-term	growth,	
sustainability, and recovery. In the webcast, Climate Change and the Business and Human Rights Agenda, we asked 
whether current approaches are up to the task and whether the UNGPs can play a role in framing solutions? The 
webcast premiered on 8 September and received 915 views by 31 December.

Asia in Focus webcast: Biodiversity and the Business and Human Rights Agenda

Ahead	of	COP15,	businesses	and	financial	institutions	from	over	50	countries	have	asked	to	make	nature	assessment	and	
disclosure mandatory. The recognition of the role they must play in addressing their impacts is essential to the delivery of 
global biodiversity framework. In the webcast, Biodiversity and the Business and Human Rights Agenda, guests covered 
topics from the impact of the upcoming EU deforestation regulation on Asian business, and the role of environmental 
justice to combat biodiversity loss in Asia. The webcast premiered on 7 December and received 403 views by 31 
December.

56 B+HR Asia, ‘2022 RBHR Forum: Asia’s Environmental Priorities and the Business and Human Rights Agenda’. Available from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oophCC6hhKo
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Blogs on business, environment, and human rights

In the leadup to two important Conference of Parties in 2022, B+HR Asia produced two blog posts which highlighted 
how climate change and biodiversity agreements were linked to the BHR agenda. 

Blog: COP27 and the Business and Human Rights Agenda

On 3 November, the B+HR Asia project manager, Sean Lees, published a blog titled, COP27 and the Business and 
Human Rights Agenda and asked a series of controversial questions, including whether Asia should be the focus of 
the global climate change conversation, given its contributions to greenhouse gas emissions and its vulnerabilities to 
extreme	weather	events.	He	also	asked	whether	loss	and	damage	provisions	might	prove	more	difficult	to	implement	
where industries in vulnerable countries where implicated in deforestation, mangrove destruction and other climate-
unfriendly practices. The blog attracted 449 views within two months after posting. 

Blog: COP15 Biodiversity and the Business and Human Rights Agenda 

On 1 December, Sean Lees and Doley Tshering, senior technical advisor on biodiversity at UNDP, wrote a blog titled, 
COP15 and Beyond: Biodiversity, Human Rights and the role of Business. The authors pointed to deforestation 
regulations being developed by the EU, and to the viability of the “degrowth” movement. The authors also noted 
the importance of assessment and disclosure provisions in the draft Framework for Biodiversity being negotiated in 
Montreal. To date, the blog has been viewed 226 times.
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IV. GENDER
Despite high hopes to close the widening gap of gender inequality in the 
post-COVID recovery period, harmful gender norms persist in the workplace. 
According to the Gender Social Norms Index, Human Development 
Report, for 2021-2022, 52.8% of men exhibited clear bias on women’s 
right to a job, and in promotions to executive positions. These perceptions 
impact on women’s rights to self-determination, and in some cases their 
physical autonomy. The B+HR Asia project took up issues facing women 
in the workplace and remained mindful of women’s participation in our 
programming activities throughout the year. 

REGIONAL OVERVIEW
In	2022,	55%	of	participants	in	B+HR	Asia	programming	identified	as	women,	
33%	identified	as	men,	and	12%	preferred	not	to	disclose	their	gender	
identity. The rates of women’s participation in events tracked closely with 
rates of engagement on social media posts, on the HRDD self-assessment 
software tool, and on other knowledge products. Of the 21 civil society grants 
provided	from	the	beginning	of	implementation	to	date,	five	consisted	of	one	
or	more	gender-specific	activities	and/or	research.

High rates of engagement in B+HR Asia programming from women might 
reflect	their	increased	awareness	of	their	right	to	gender	equality	in	the	
workplace, or may signal that more women are entering the corporate 
workforce through the sustainability profession. B+HR Asia will continue 
to mainstream gender, creating spaces for dialogue on the intersectional 
challenges faced by women workers, while engaging with private sector 
actors to enhance access to remedy options for gender-based discrimination 
(some examples shared below).

B+HR Asia Stakeholders (2019-2022) 
Disaggregated by Gender
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INDONESIA
Building on previous collaborations with the Ministry of Women’s 
Empowerment and Child Protection (MoWECP), B+HR Indonesia embarked 
on the development of a set of Guidelines on Gender and Infrastructure 
Development, to be launched in 2023. As part of the International Women’s 
Day global campaign, UNDP Indonesia also launched short animation 
videos detailing the importance of gender inclusive practices at all stages of 
infrastructure development. Advocacy efforts such as these will continue to be 
rolled up culminating in the production of a Policy Guidance Note on Gender 
and Infrastructure Development in Indonesia.

SRI LANKA
B+HR	Sri	Lanka	embarked	on	several	gender-specific	initiatives	including	
civil	society	grants	which	addressed	unlawful	micro-financing	practices	and	
its impact on women, and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on women 
garment workers in Free-Trade Zones.

Research: The Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Women Garment Workers 
in Free-Trade Zones

Published in April 2022 in collaboration with CSO partner, Women’s Centre, 
the research product included insights from interviews with 180 women 
respondents	from	the	five	Free	Trade	Zones	across	Sri	Lanka.	The	research	
was supported by the release of a promotional webpage detailing the stories 
of three women workers in the apparel industry and their experiences during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. In December 2022, the Women’s Centre presented 
an award to B+HR Asia, recognizing the “invaluable support” provided during 
a time of intersecting human rights crises.
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CSO Grant: Gender-Analysis of Unregulated Micro-Financing Practices on 
Women in Sri Lanka

B+HR in Sri Lanka provided a small grant to the Centre for Policy Alternatives 
to	unpack	systemic	issues	of	unlawful	micro-financing	abuses	and	its	impact	
on women at the sub-national level. To date the initiative has mobilized 
57 women’s networks consisting of over 400 women entrepreneurs in 
Trincomalee, Batticaloa and Nuwaraeliya districts, and sought support from 
local	authorities	to	draft	a	by-law	regulating	microfinance	institutions.	The	
outcomes of the combination of upstream approaches through formalizing 
of the by-law in partnership with local authorities, and the bottom-up 
approaches through continued community awareness sessions will continue to 
be monitored in 2023.

THAILAND
On 13 December, the National Human Rights Commission of Thailand in 
collaboration with B+HR Asia and OHCHR, held a Human Rights Day event 
under the theme ‘eliminating domestic violence’. This event was held in the 
context of Human Rights Day celebrations, and in commemoration of the 16 
Days of activism to end violence again women and girls.
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V. PARTNERSHIPS
In 2022, B+HR programming included a stronger focus on stakeholder 
engagement and partnership building. In 2022, partnerships were 
strengthened with EU delegations, civil society organizations, business 
associations and multilateral institutions. New engagements were also 
explored with non-regular partners.

Cooperation with relevant governmental bodies is strengthened and new 
partnerships are explored

In Indonesia, the project maintained its engagement with all relevant 
ministries on NAP development. In 2022, a partnership with the Ministry of 
Women’s Empowerment and Children’s welfare was renewed, resulting in the 
development of a policy note on Gender Mainstreaming in Priority Issues 
during G20. Also, a new partnership was developed with the Ministry of 
Maritime and Investment Affairs. Work with this ministry will involve human 
rights impacts of water pollution. 

In Malaysia, the project deepened its partnership with the Legal Affairs 
Division of the Prime Minister’s Department (BHRUU), through B+HR Malaysia 
support	to	the	country’s	first	National	Baseline	Assessment.	Furthermore,	
UNDP invited more UN entities to the process, and thereby strengthened 
partnerships with ILO, IOM and UNICEF, among others.

Country-level private sector engagement evolves and includes new formats

In India, technical-level partnership was provided to private sector apart from 
capacity building activities. B+HR India held advanced discussions with TATA 
Group, a leading multinational company in the country, to develop a training 
module on HRDD. 

In Mongolia, the project strengthened its relationships with the country’s 
leading extractives companies to conduct HRDD in the sphere of labor 
relations. Upcoming work includes a joint campaign to raise awareness 
of business and human rights in the private sector and to showcase good 
practices. 

In Thailand, the project held a consultation to assess Thai companies’ 
readiness	for	wide-scale	adoption	of	HRDD	practice.	Briefly	stated,	the	
engagement sought to set the assessment of Thai readiness within the 
context of global trends including, emerging regulations from Germany and 
the EU on corporate sustainability due diligence, and Thai mandatory ESG 
Reporting for Thai Listed Companies. The outcomes of this discussion have 
been incorporated into a “Readiness Study” to be published in mid-2023.
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Expanding programmatic reach through partnerships with civil society

In India, partnerships were deepened with civil society organizations working 
across a variety of contexts. Interventions were made contributing to greater 
rights awareness and enhancing access to remedy for vulnerable populations 
affected by iron ore mining operations by businesses.

In	Sri	Lanka,	partnerships	are	diversified	through	cooperating	with	local	CSOs,	
media institutions, and the non-regular donor community. The team engaged 
with the Women’s Centre and Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA). B+HR 
Sri Lanka also explored cooperation with GIZ to deliver technical training to 
businesses. 
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VI. PROJECT RISKS 
AND ISSUES

# Risk Type Description
Time of Identification 
+ Submitted by / 
Updated by

Impact / 
Priority

Countermeasure / Management Response Status and Notes

1 Political Shifting levels of 
political will leads 
to delays in the 
implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles 
or related action.

Project document 
/ Updated 2022 
December

M Project activities will be implemented 
through the UN Country Teams and 
advice will be sought from the UN 
Resident Coordinators and their Peace 
and Development Advisers so as to 
calibrate the approach to any changes in 
leadership or structure following elections. 
The Bangkok Regional Hub Advisory 
Board will provide high-level advice and 
recommendations, including appropriate 
measures to be taken when project 
deliverables are delayed due to unforeseen 
political circumstances.

In the post-COVID-19 pandemic context, 
many countries are beginning to reopen, 
and in person activities are taking place 
in line with country-specific public health 
guidance. However, priorities have shifted 
in some countries towards urgent economic 
considerations related to a looming global 
recession, including heightened inflation. 
Efforts are being made to reinvigorate 
previously delayed NAP processes by 
repositioning BHR as a pathway towards 
economic growth. The project will also 
articulate the business case for BHR by 
giving even greater prominence in its 
activities to regulations emerging from the 
EU that are directly and indirectly related to 
trade, for example the CSDDD and the EU 
Deforestation Directive.

Developments in Myanmar continue to 
be monitored closely with risk mitigation 
efforts taken for each activity at the country 
level.

Sri Lanka’s political trajectory is remains 
a cause for concern and will be watched 
closely.

2 Political Election cycles in 
target countries might 
delay implementation.

Project document/ 
Updated 2022 
December

M Project activities will be implemented 
through the UN Country Teams and 
advice will be sought from the UN 
Resident Coordinators and their Peace 
and Development Advisers so as to 
calibrate the approach to any changes in 
leadership or structure following elections. 
The Bangkok Regional Hub Advisory 
Board will provide high-level advice and 
recommendations, including appropriate 
measures to be taken when project 
deliverables are delayed due to unforeseen 
political circumstances.

By-elections and legislative assembly 
elections took place in India with no 
demonstrable impact on programming. 
The cabinet reshuffle in Mongolia (August 
2022), did not impact programme activities, 
and may have contributed to accelerated 
implementation of activities. 

National-level elections Malaysia also did 
not have a significant impact on work on 
the NAP. However, the project will continue 
to monitor progress closely. After a period 
of brief political turmoil, Sri Lanka is 
settling into a new political dispensation. 
Nevertheless, given the surrounding 
circumstances surrounding the Interim 
Government, the project will continue 
to monitor impact of electoral processes 
closely.
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# Risk Type Description
Time of Identification 
+ Submitted by / 
Updated by

Impact / 
Priority

Countermeasure / Management Response Status and Notes

3 Organizational Engaging with private 
sector actors can 
prove difficult if a 
‘business case’ is 
not fully developed. 
Moreover, certain 
reputational risks 
exist with regards to 
“blue-washing”.

Project document M The project will work with credible business 
associations which may include the 
Global Compact Networks, national and 
international chambers of commerce, and 
industry-specific bodies to create interest 
in sustained actions and investments. 
UNDP will organize events and invite 
private sector champions to help showcase 
the progress of private sector actors to 
reward and validate their efforts. UNDP 
will host knowledge-sharing labs and 
other events, made up of NHRIs, CSOs, 
UN-system actors and business champions 
which will encourage heightened business 
participation and ownership in support of 
behavioral change in the business sector. 
UNDP will keep its base of business 
partners as broad as possible and yet 
explore the need to develop a sustainable-
business partner programme to qualify 
engagement.

UNDP is working with credible business 
associations, which are increasingly eager 
to engage on BHR due to a tightening 
regulatory environment in Europe, North 
America and Japan. The risk of business 
disengagement is diminishing.

However, the risk of blue washing still 
exists. UNDP continues to apply due-
diligence principles for appropriate 
activities.

4 Operational Government uses 
the NAP process 
and engagement 
with the UN for 
public relations 
purposes without 
the real intention of 
implementation. NAP 
is of poor-quality 
owing to lack of 
seriousness put to 
NAP development.

Project document M UNDP will take appropriate measures, 
including the possibility of disengagement 
or support, to help ensure that government 
commitments under the BHR agenda 
are not merely for public relations 
purposes, and that processes, content 
and implementation meet international 
standards. UNDP will build on the expertise 
of OHCHR and the UN Working Group on 
Business and Human Rights to ensure the 
quality of NAPs through advocacy missions 
and dialogue, training and roundtables that 
include policy makers at regional meetings. 
UNDP will also deploy its own technical 
capacities and CSO partner expertise where 
necessary. It will convene stakeholder 
consultations and validation exercises. It 
will bring human rights and environmental 
rights defenders to the table to voice 
their challenges in a safe space. UNDP will 
leverage the Universal Periodic Review 
process, and international fora such as the 
UN Forum on BHR, to facilitate review of 
NAPs by recognised authorities and peers. 
UNDP will also encourage at the early stage 
of development that countries request 
the UN Working Group on BHR to plan an 
official country visit. UNDP will facilitate 
CSO participation in all review events.

UNDP continues to provide the best 
possible expert advice, and couch 
NAP processes in multi-stakeholder 
consultations. Civil society engagement 
and partnerships with multiple ministries 
is leveraged to maintain credibility and 
legitimacy of NAP development processes.

5 Operational NHRI commissioners 
rotate according to 
laws which mandate 
their composition 
and governance 
structure. Current 
commissioners which 
show interest in BHR 
will over time rotate 
out, and a focal point 
within an NHRI will 
be lost.

Project document/ 
Updated 2022 
December

L UNDP will actively deploy technical 
assistance and advice to help relevant 
NHRIs to monitor, report, and investigate 
human rights abuses more effectively and 
in a timely manner. This will also ensure 
that more than one commissioner will have 
the capacity and interest in continuing 
work as others rotate out reduce the 
risk of downgrading. Further, UNDP will 
also provide strengthen support to the 
secretariat function, including the secretary-
generals of the NHRIs to ensure continuity 
of engagement on BHR.

NHRIs are being engaged in NAP 
processes, and awareness raising events 
in all project countries: India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, 
and Thailand.
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# Risk Type Description
Time of Identification 
+ Submitted by / 
Updated by

Impact / 
Priority

Countermeasure / Management Response Status and Notes

6 Political Human rights and 
environmental rights 
defenders, and 
victims of abuses may 
be placed in danger 
by the project’s 
support to CSOs and 
community-based 
organizations leading 
to an increase in 
conflicts or security 
risks.

Project document M The project will continuously assess 
security risks and revise project activities 
accordingly.

Conflict analyses routinely developed by 
UNDP Country Offices will be used to 
inform the implementation of the activities 
and ensure conflict sensitivity and do-no-
harm approaches.

The project continuously reflects on the 
dangers it poses to HRDs. HRDs are 
being engaged in dialogues and research 
consultations but they are not the direct 
beneficiaries of programming at this time.

7 Organizational Delay in establishing 
appropriate platforms 
for discussions and 
knowledge sharing 
internally and 
externally, due to 
events outside project 
control.

Project document/ 
Updated 2022 
December

L The activities are designed to be 
flexible and should be revised based on 
achievements in years prior. Focus on 
forward planning will mitigate risks of 
delays. 

Even in the face of civil strife as in Myanmar 
and Sri Lanka, the project has found space 
to move forward through communications 
work and online conferencing. Where 
necessary, the project will apply web-based 
conference solutions for conducting 
meetings, provide for CSO grants and 
establish front-line partnerships.
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VII. LESSONS 
LEARNED
Advancing national policy dialogue on BHR

The year 2022 was another challenging year for policy programming in Asia, 
given the specter of economic fragmentation and the threat of a global 
recession. In this context, a reversal of gains made on BHR might have been 
expected as articulated in the introduction to this Progress Report. However, 
wider	international	developments	in	the	sustainability	field	kept	the	BHR	
agenda on a medium to high boil. UNDP was able to ensure discussions 
taking place at the international levels were brought to the regional level and 
translated through business, government, and civil society channels. In this 
regard, the EU/UNDP joint action served as an essential bridge between the 
international business and economic policy world, and important stakeholders 
from Asia’s subregions. 

Lesson learned: The responsible business agenda is advanced by 
connecting international developments to the regional levels. More 
engagement from EU experts, multilateral organizations, and large multi-
national enterprises helps to amplify messages on business and human rights 
at the regional level. More attention might be paid to the leaders in the ESG 
field	going	forward.	Regular	newsletters,	monthly	media	updates	and	strong	
communications outputs, also ensures BHR issues remain on the radars of a 
multitude of stakeholders. 

COVID-19 recovery and the impact of in person meetings 

In-person events and meetings matter, but only up to a point. Short missions 
and a variety of high-level events at the country level were key to overcoming 
hesitations to advance policy initiatives in places like Indonesia, Malaysia 
and	Mongolia.	Still,	in-person	appeals	from	regional	offices	and	senior	
management	at	country	office	level	have	made	no	demonstrable	impact	on	
policy makers in India. 

Lesson learned: In-person meetings and high-level events enhance buy-in 
and accelerate action but mostly where stakeholders are already inclined 
to embrace and take forward the BHR agenda. As countries emerge 
fully from lock downs and embrace in-person participation, action, and 
involvement on BHR ambitions may increase in frequency. However, this does 
not necessarily mean an increase in policy output.

Lessons learned: In some contexts, investing and reinvesting in the same 
ministries may be a losing proposition.	In	both	2021	and	2022,	significant	
hours were spent encouraging and cajoling policy makers to take action in 
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furtherance of policy outputs. This took substantial time and attention away 
from delivery in other important areas. In 2023, B+HR Asia will continue 
to widen its partnership base and go beyond ministry focal points and 
invest in building new ecosystems of support. B+HR Asia will explore new 
programming opportunities and new government partnerships to ensure 
programming gains are made, even where it experiences blockages.

Leveraging communications and partnerships

The B+HR Asia team has registered increased engagement on BHR 
programming from business professionals, but the numbers of stakeholders 
seized of our programming from government, civil society and academia 
has stayed steady or dropped slightly. This may be because the numbers of 
stakeholders	in	these	latter	two	categories	are	fixed,	or	our	approach	is	not	
inspiring larger rounds of engagement. 

Lesson learned: B+HR Asia may need to look beyond the BHR community 
to grow a critical mass of government and civil society stakeholders 
seized of our agenda in order to accelerate movement on policy and 
practice. Engagement on environment and its link to BHR may increase 
attention and engagement from other people outside the BHR community 
and thereby deepen the political thrust of our work. Now is an opportune 
time to make a push into the human rights and environment space with the 
newly passed resolutions on the right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable 
environment. 

Lessons learned: B+HR Asia has been too narrow in its thinking 
about communications, relying only on UNDP’s large but still siloed 
communication channels. In 2023, the B+HR Asia team intends to diversify its 
partnership	profile	to	reach	larger	audiences.	B+HR	Asia	will	seek	out	partners	
with the largest communications potential to help us amplify our messages 
and reach new constituencies. B+HR Asia will employ too, an eco-systems 
approach to communications too, where each communication, web-based 
platform	and	knowledge	product	enhances	the	profile	of	the	other.	There	
is a need expand on various platforms, going beyond twitter and embrace 
LinkedIn and Facebook.

Lessons learned: To continue to grow our audience the B+HR Asia 
team will tailor messages on BHR to the intended audience, noting 
government, private sector and civil society respond to different 
messages, differently.	B+HR	Asia	has	up	to	now,	taken	a	one-size	fits	all	
approach to communications. To reach more deeply into the hearts and minds 
of stakeholders and potential new stakeholders, it is key to align messages 
to sectors and the incentives at play in those sectors. Segmentation of 
communications will occur in email and on social media.
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Enhancing impact through stronger monitoring and evaluation

B+HR Asia has made monitoring and evaluation, including data analysis, 
priority number one in 2022. According to the project’s mid-term evaluation, 
“Through the use of modern analytical methods and tools the project is able 
to capture additional data to inform its planning and future programming.” 
However, getting external partners – in particular civil society grantees – to 
embrace our approach has been an uphill battle, leading to serious drains in 
time and energy, and in some cases, lost opportunities to understand impact. 

Lessons learned: Civil society organizations can leverage unique 
relationships with beneficiaries to ensure impact on the ground, but the 
attention to M&E is not a strong point for many CSO partners. In 2023, 
B+HR Asia will employ “data collection guidelines” and trainings to ensure 
greater integrity in monitoring, enhance our understanding of impact and 
give	a	greater	profile	to	CSO	efforts.	

In 2022, B+HR Asia employed a “digital data impact assessment” to better 
understand the return on investment in communications, as a supplement of 
this report. 

Realizing new programming efficiencies

In 2021, UNDP struggled to launch civil society grants in some settings, 
leading to delayed dispersals of funding to CSOs. Still, the number of grants 
issued	was	remarkably	higher	than	the	first	year	of	programming.	

Lessons learned: Earlier engagement in the programming year on civil 
society grants ensures that grants are received, and impact is recorded 
by the end of the programming year. In 2022, early focus on CSO grant 
provision ensured robust outputs under Outcome 3. The same approach will 
be taken in 2023. 
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VIII. SOUTH-
SOUTH 
COOPERATION
South-south cooperation fosters policy making and knowledge-sharing, and, 
for B+HR Asia, helps accelerate uptake of the UNGPs and implementation of 
the business and human rights agenda.

Examples of this work in 2022 can be found at the corporate policy-level, 
through intergovernmental exchanges, and overall awareness raising 
activities. At the regional level, the New Proposals and Emerging Practices 
webinar enabled a sharing of experiences between Thailand, Mongolia, and 
Malaysia on human and environmental rights due diligence practices. As a 
follow up to this action, B+HR Asia sponsored the participation of industry 
leaders from Mongolia’s extractives, food, and textile industries respectively 
to	participate	in	the	Asia-Pacific	Regional	Business	and	Human	Rights	Forum.	
An investment which encouraged peer-exchanges during the business 
roundtables on some of the opportunities and challenges corporates face 
when adopting human rights practices. At the intergovernmental level, 
closed-door discussions between Thailand’s Ministry of Justice, and India’s 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs to share lessons learned from the drafting and 
adoption	of	Thailand’s	first	National	Action	Plan	on	Business	and	Human	
Rights.
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IX. COMMUNICATIONS 
AND VISIBILITY
In 2022, strategic communications were vital in pushing project outputs 
towards the achievement of the project’s theory of change. The section below 
provides a landscape of key developments and activities on communication 
throughout the year. 

Key Developments on Communications and Knowledge Management

Data Driven Approach

With the support of a data analyst, B+HR Asia adopted data-driven approach 
to its communication activities by strengthening its capacity for data 
monitoring and analysis. A social media monitoring dashboard was developed 
for every project team member to track the performance of social media 
posts regularly. To better understand the primary audience, the regional team 
trialed email marketing segmentation strategies for campaigns on BHR and 
the environment involving 8,697 email subscribers. In doing so, the team aims 
to improve audience engagement and deliver timely, responsive, and highly 
personalized messages.

Communication Localization

In 2022, B+HR Asia made more efforts at “localization”, which aims to raise 
the number of people at country-levels seized of the BHR agenda. B+HR Asia 
is achieving localization in two ways:

Contextualize messages to the local context and translate products and tools

Examples include translating UN Guiding Principles in Hindi and Tamil for 
wider local communities in India. In close collaboration with our sister project 
supported by the Government of Japan (JSB), the UNDP Human Rights Due 
Diligence Training Facilitation Guide was translated into multiple languages. 
This high-utility tool has been used across and beyond project programming 
countries.

Forge partnerships with local media outlets

In close collaboration with ROAR, a South Asia based digital media outlet, Sri 
Lanka	Country	Office	developed	an	in-depth	feature	story	on	human	rights	
abuses	in	the	context	of	private	debt,	focusing	specifically	on	individual	and	
household loans offered by a range of lending actors, whether operating in 
formal	or	informal	settings.	The	final	product	will	be	released	in	early	2023.	
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As radio is one of the most powerful communication tools in Indonesia, the 
B+HR Indonesia team worked with a local radio station Global Radio 88.4 
FM to enhance public awareness of the role of business in protecting human 
rights and the nature.

Partnership driven campaigns

In 2022, B+HR Asia conducted campaigns with more deliberation in partnership 
with the EU, UN agencies, INGOs as well as CSOs from selected programming 
countries. The campaigns involved experts from partnered institutions to share 
insights at webcast series and collaboration with communication focal points to 
cross-promote through social media channels. The efforts were also extended 
to cross-program collaboration within UNDP, including joined-up campaigns 
with UNDP’s Climate, Nature, and Energy team. 

Supplementing this, communications and visibility efforts were aligned with 
requirements under the partnership with the EU. This involved updating 
relevant digital platforms and corresponding branding guidelines with country 
offices.

Digital Presence

In 2022, the B+HR Asia team hired a data analyst to provide insights into 
B+HR Asia’s impact and reach in the digital space. See impact assessment for 
details.	Some	of	the	key	findings	from	the	study	are	provided	below.

B+HR Asia global program website 

Throughout the year, the B+HR Asia website has been regularly updated and 
maintained. The site gained 5,306 new users and witnessed 14,650 page 
views in total. According to the statistics from google analytics, the website 
was accessed from 141 countries, 36 more than in 2020, which suggests a 
diversifying audience. Five out of seven programing countries appear among 
the top 20 locations from where the website was accessed, resulting from our 
investments in communication and awareness raising activities at the national 
level.

In the middle of 2022, the B+HR Asia regional program website was migrated 
to a new system which affected our ability to track users. The following is a 
picture	of	website	visits	by	country	for	the	first	two	weeks	of	January	2023,	
which otherwise demonstrates the pattern experienced throughout the year.
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EU – UNDP B+HR Asia Project Page

At the beginning of 2022, the EU-UNDP B+HR Asia project page was 
renovated with updated programming information, new visual assets, as well 
as a sub-section highlighting the BHR and environment nexus. To date, the 
page has enjoyed 1,193 views. Top countries for views include Laos, Chile and 
Mongolia. 

Updated EU-UNDP B+HR Asia Project Page is being launched

Social Media Channels

In 2022, B+HR Asia engaged enthusiastically with social media channels to 
promote the B+HR Asia joint action. B+HR Asia kept our audiences engaged, 
attracted new viewers, primarily through project events as well as knowledge 
products. As noted by our mid-term evaluation, “The project has succeeded 
in	raising	the	profile	of	BHR	substantially	as	well	as	the	project’s	visibility,	in	
particular through the use of social media platforms.” 

In	2023,	the	project	will	expand	its	profile	to	LinkedIn	and	experiment	
with new types of social media content relevant to local and global level 
audiences. Apart from maintaining a high number of impressions, more efforts 
are made in audience engagement through campaigns on Business, Human 
Rights, and Environment (BHR+E) initiatives.

Twitter

Twitter	is	identified	as	the	most	effective	social	media	tool	to	engage	with	
active actors and key stakeholders including policymakers, diplomats, 
international organization professionals, journalists as well as business leaders 
for the B+HR Asia project. 

During the reporting period, the B+HR Asia account had 3,468 followers 
and generated a total of 282.6K impressions, 1,218 mentions, and gained 
606 new followers which equates to a 22 percent increase in the account’s 
followers. While the data suggests a strong upward trend in the growth of 
followers – the increasing percentage is not as high as last year. Based on 
a	profiling	exercise	done	internally,	the	B+HR	Asia	team	learned	that	most	
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followers	engaged	in	the	first	two	implementation	years	are	from	the	business	
and human rights sector. (See above section on Lessons Learned). As the 
project enters its third year of implementation, to maintain its growth, new 
groups	of	audiences	need	to	be	identified	and	reached	out	to.

LinkedIn

In 2022, B+HR Asia started a LinkedIn Page to create more opportunities for 
gathering sophisticated data and for reaching a wider group of audience from 
the private sector. Within two months, the newly established page gained 533 
followers and generated 2,834 organic impressions. 

The Digital Data Assessment shows that 38% of our audience comes from the 
business	sector.	Today,	in	Asia	Pacific,	there	are	251.3	million	LinkedIn	users,	
followed by Europe, with 184.3 million; the readership levels align well with 
the project’s strategic goals of awareness building among targeted audiences. 
Communication and advocacy activities planned for 2023 are expected to 
increase audience.

YouTube

Throughout the year, the B+HR Asia account gained 450 new subscribers on 
its YouTube account, tripling the numbers of people receiving regular updates 
on our webcast programming schedule. Notably, our Asia in Focus webcast 
series on Air and Water Pollution, Climate Change, and Biodiversity garnered 
over 3,421 views total, and the webinar on Environmental and Human Rights 
Due Diligence surpassed 96,000 views.

Creating synergies inside UNDP to expand reach

In 2022, regional-level communication activities attracted more engagement 
with UNDP’s senior management and stakeholders which enhanced reach. In 
2023, the project will continue to leverage UNDP’s internal communications 
channels to promote B+HR Asia activities. 
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X. FUTURE 
PLANS
B+HR Asia is happy to report that in 2022, we lived by our forward-looking 
commitments, articulated in our Progress Report 2021, and realized three 
of four goals. These goals included: 1) increasing the volume of work on the 
intersections of business, human rights and the environment; 2) expanding 
our work on access to remedy and human rights due diligence and; 3) deep-
diving into data-analytics to better understand our audience and grow our 
list of stakeholders. The B+HR Asia project fell short of its ambitions on trade 
and investment policy work, in part because of a lack of traction at the country 
level on this sensitive subject. Still, in pursuing this tricky sub-heading, B+HR 
Asia hosted a dialogue on the Future of Globalization: Business and Human 
Rights in Perspective, at the RBHR Forum in September. 

In	its	final	year	of	programming,	B+HR	Asia	will	again	take	these	themes	
forward, adding thrust to work that is proving to generate enthusiasm and 
uptake of our multifaceted agenda. 

However, in 2023, B+HR Asia will also host a regional event on BHR and the 
environment, bringing in experts, advocates, policy makers and business 
leaders to speak to the four priorities covered in 2022, namely, air pollution, 
water pollution, climate change and biodiversity. 

Interest in climate change has given substantial lift to the responsible business 
agenda more widely. B+HR Asia has articulated a BHR perspective on the 
issue of climate change making recommendations for action that target 
both government policy makers and business leaders. In 2023, we will give 
additional lift to our work on climate change through events and dialogue, 
but also produce new knowledge products on the fastest area of interest 
under the environmental heading, biodiversity. 

Also	in	2023,	we	intend	to	give	more	specific	treatment	to	access	to	remedy	
and HRDD. Our work on gender and access to remedy in particular, will be 
consolidated and reviewed to understand what impact we have made or fell 
short of making, to guide future programming. CSO grants will be made a 
larger piece of our portfolio, both in size and ambition. 

B+HR	Asia	anticipates	that	the	finalization	of	the	proposed	Directive	on	
Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence will occur sometime in 2023 and 
will at that moment spark enormous interest in HRDD practice in Asia. The 
B+HR Asia joint action will be well-placed to meet the increase in demand for 
trainings that will likely follow, providing both basic trainings on HRDD and 
more	sophisticated	sector	specific,	deep	dive	trainings.	We	will	also	explore	
updating the HRDD Training Facilitation Guide to include guidance on the 
newly recognized right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable environment.
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Programming on trade and investment matters may be better placed at the 
regional level where the broad outlines of these politically sensitive issues can 
be articulated with more openness and with fewer implications at the national 
level. Regional discussions on the intersection of human rights and economic 
policy, including sustainable trade and investment, can be linked to the 
South Asia Forum on BHR and the RBHR Forum, hosted by our sister project 
supported by the Government of Sweden. 

Lessons and recommendations from the Digital Data Assessment will be 
reviewed and taken on, to guide programming throughout 2023. Importantly, 
a survey will be conducted in the third quarter of 2023 to gauge stakeholder 
sentiment and ask important questions with regards to any impact felt and 
improvements that could be made in any future phases of the project. 
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ANNEX 1: WORKSHOP 
AND EVENTS

Name of the event
Number 
of events

Event type
Number of 
participants

Key partners engaged / organising parties Date Country

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Workshop for Business

1 Training 88 
(64m:24f)

Amfori, Indo-German Chamber of 
Commerce, Private Sector, Industry 
Associations and Civil Society

5 April 2022 India

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Workshop for the Textile 
Industry

3 Training Series 30 
(25m:5f)

Amfori, Indo-German Chamber of 
Commerce, Private Sector, Industry 
Associations and Civil Society

7, 12 and 19 April 
2022

India

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Workshop for Construction and 
Real Estate Industries

3 Training Series 29 
(25m:4f)

Amfori, Indo-German Chamber of 
Commerce, Private Sector, Industry 
Associations and Civil Society

22, 26 and 28 
April 2022

India

Launch	of	Research:	Artificial	
Intelligence and Potential 
Impacts on Human Rights in 
India

1 Workshop 66 
(23m: 35f: 8 
Prefer not to say)

Aapti Institute, Academia, Private Sector 
and Civil Society

7 July 2022 India

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Workshop for the Automotive 
Industry

3 Training Series 25 
(16m:9f)

Confederation of Indian Industry, Private 
Sector, and Industry Associations

9, 10, 11 August 
2022

India

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Workshop for the Extractives 
Industry

3 Training Series 25 
(16m:9f)

Confederation of Indian Industry, Private 
Sector, and Industry Associations

17, 18, 19 August 
2022

India

Launch of CSO Grant Initiative: 
Environmental and Human 
Rights Due Diligence in the 
Iron-Ore Mining Industry

1 Workshop 45 
(27m:12f: 6 Prefer 
not to say)

Environics 21 November 
2022

India

Subnational Taskforce on 
Business and Human Rights 
Consultations

1 Consultation 
Series

162 
(77m:85f)

Ministry of Law and Human Rights, and 
UNICEF

14-17 June, 4-7 
July, and 18 -22 
July 2022

Indonesia

National Taskforce on Business 
and Human Rights Workshop

1 Workshop 26 
(11m:15f)

Ministry of Law and Human Rights 16 – 18 
November 2022

Indonesia

Focus Group Discussion: 
Mapping Study on 
Environmental and Human 
Rights Due Diligence Along the 
Citarum River

1 Focus-Group 
Discussion

11 
(4m:7f)

Coordinating Ministry of Maritime 
Investments and Fisheries

18 November 
2022

Indonesia

Judicial Colloquium 1 Event 162 
(75m: 87f)

Ministry of Justice 31 October 2022 Malaysia

Forum on access to Remedy 
and Strategic Litigation Against 
Public Participation (SLAPPs) in 
Malaysia

1 Event 35 
(8m:24f:3 Prefer 
not to say)

Centre for Applied Realism (CALR) 7 October 2022 Malaysia

National Baseline Assessment 
on Business and Human Rights

9 Consultations 301 NAPBHR Working Group, Swizz Embassy, 
SMCC Malaysia, Business Council for 
Sustainable Development, Federation of 
Malaysian Manufacturers, private sector and 
civil society

June to 
December 2022

Malaysia

Press Launch of Business and 
Human Rights Mural

1 Event 8 
(3m:5f)

EU Delegation to Malaysia, Human Rights 
Commission of Malaysia (SUHAKAM), UNDP 
Malaysia

9 December 2022 Malaysia

National Forum on Business and 
Human Rights

1 Event 260 
(103m:157f)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Office of the 
Cabinet Secretary, and National Committee 
for Human Rights

18 November 
2022

Mongolia

Regional Consultations on the 
National Baseline Assessment 
and the National Action Plan on 
Business and Human Rights

1 Consultation 143 
(53m:88f:2 Prefer 
not to say)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 11 March 2022 Mongolia
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Name of the event
Number 
of events

Event type
Number of 
participants

Key partners engaged / organising parties Date Country

Consultation on Strengthening 
the Remedy Mechanism for 
violated rights caused by 
business operations

1 Consultation 37 
(10m:27f)

UNDP Mongolia 6 May 2022 Mongolia

Meeting with Executive 
Committee Members on the 
National Baseline Assessment

1 Meeting 11 
(2m:9f)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the 
Executive Committee on Business and 
Human Rights

4 July 2022 Mongolia

National Action Plan on 
Business and Human Rights 
Working Group Meeting

1 Meeting 20 
(4m:16f)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the 
Executive Committee on Business and 
Human Rights

1 November 2022 Mongolia

B+HR Awareness-Raising 
Event with Youth as part of 
International Women’s Day 
Celebrations

1 Event 190 
(95m:95f)

Business School of the National University 7 March 2022 Mongolia

B+HR Awareness-Raising Event 
as part of EU Day

1 Event 389 
(149m:139f:9 
prefer not to say)

EU Delegation to Mongolia 20 May 2022 Mongolia

Follow up: Civil Society 
Engagement Programme

1 Event 35 
(3m:32f)

UNDP Mongolia 13 June 2022 Mongolia

Meeting to discuss Human 
Rights Due Diligence Initiative 
with the Three Business 
Associations

1 Meeting 20 
(2m:18f)

UNDP Mongolia 26 January 2022 Mongolia

Launch of Human Rights Due 
Diligence Initiative with the 
Three Business Associations

1 Event 38 
(8m:28f:2 Prefer 
not to say)

UNDP Mongolia 4 May 2022 Mongolia

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Training for the Textile and 
Cashmere Sectors

1 Training 81 
(30m:51f)

Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association February – 
November 2022

Mongolia

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Consultation Series for the 
Textile and Cashmere Sectors

1 Consultation 42 
(10m:32f)

Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association February – 
November 2022

Mongolia

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Training for the Extractives 
Sector

1 Training 463 Women’s Association of Mining Sector February – 
November 2022

Mongolia

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Consultation Series for the 
Extractives Sector

1 Consultation 166 
(106m:60f)

Women’s Association of Mining Sector February – 
November 2022

Mongolia

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Training for the Food Sector

1 Training 70 Mongolian Food Industry Association February – 
November 2022

Mongolia

Human Rights Due Diligence 
Consultation Series for the 
Food Sector

1 Training 80 Mongolian Food Industry Association February – 
November 2022

Mongolia

HRDD Training for Companies

Module I: Developing a Human 
Rights Policy

1 Training 193 
(90m:101f:2 
Prefer not to say)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

15 July 2022 Myanmar

HRDD Training for Companies

Module II: Putting a Human 
Rights Policy into Practice

1 Training 134 
(56m:75f:2 Prefer 
not to say)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

26 August 2022 Myanmar

HRDD Training for Companies

Module III: Conducting 
Heightened	HRDD	in	a	Conflict	
Context

1 Training 74 
(37m:35f:3 Prefer 
not to say)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

27 September 
2022

Myanmar

HRDD Training for Companies

Module IV: Operational 
Grievance Mechanisms

1 Training 115 
(61m:50f:4 Prefer 
not to say)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

27 October 2022 Myanmar

HRDD Training for Companies 

Module V: Heightened Human 
Rights Due Diligence – lessons 
from	the	field

1 Training 97 
(43m:50f:4 Prefer 
not to say)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

16 November 
2022

Myanmar
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Name of the event
Number 
of events

Event type
Number of 
participants

Key partners engaged / organising parties Date Country

HRDD Training for Companies 

Module VI: Global Trends and 
Recent Developments in Human 
Rights Due Diligence

1 Training 124 
(59m:63f:2 Prefer 
not to say)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

1 December 2022 Myanmar

Community of Practice – 
Understanding Business and 
Human Rights and the role of 
CSOs in Myanmar

1 Event 41 
(16m:25f)

Yever, Myanmar Centre for Responsible 
Business

5 December 2022 Myanmar

Community Awareness Raising 
Sessions on Employment and 
Labour Laws

174 Sessions 1,008 
(359m:520f:129 
Prefer not to say)

Legal Clinic Myanmar February to 
December 2022

Myanmar

Labour Rights Working Group 
Meeting

4 Meeting 85 
(29m:56f)

Legal Clinic Myanmar February to 
December 2022

Myanmar

Community Paralegal Trainings 
on Employment and Labour 
Laws

1 Training 32 
(12m:20f)

Legal Clinic Myanmar February to 
December 2022

Myanmar

Environmental and Human 
Rights Due Diligence for the 
Agri-Foods Sector

1 Training 134 
(24m:17f:93 
Prefer not to say)

Delegation of German Industry and 
Commerce in Sri Lanka (AHK), and Löning

28 June 2022 Sri Lanka

Environmental and Human 
Rights Due Diligence for the 
Apparel and Textile Sectors

1 Training 57 
(7m:10f:40 Prefer 
not to say)

Delegation of German Industry and 
Commerce in Sri Lanka (AHK), and Löning

27 July 2022 Sri Lanka

Consultation with Global 
Compact Network Sri Lanka

1 Consultations 17 
(4m:12f: 1 Prefer 
not to say)

Global Compact Network Sri Lanka February 2022 Sri Lanka

Centre for Policy Alternatives 
Awareness Raising Campaign 
and Series Events

60 Event Series 380 
(12m:368f)

Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) March – October 
2022

Sri Lanka

Centre for Policy Alternatives 
Series of Advocacy Meetings 
on Access to Remedy

2 Event Series 38 
(26m:12f)

Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) March – October 
2022

Sri Lanka

Centre for Policy Alternatives 
Women Entrepreneurs’ 
Network Meetings

45 Meeting 440 
(440f)

Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) March – October 
2022

Sri Lanka

Women’s Centre Community 
Consultations on Business and 
Human Rights

2 Consultations 109 
(66m:39f:4 Prefer 
not to say)

Women’s Development Centre (WDC) March – October 
2022

Sri Lanka

Bangkok Business and Human 
Rights Week

3 Event 318 
(109m: 209f)

Department of Rights and Liberties 
Protection, ASEAN Intergovernmental 
Commission on Human Rights (AICHR), and 
Global Compact Network Thailand

30 May – 1 June 
2022

Thailand

Training of Ministry of Justice 
Staff

1 Training 51 
(16m:33f:2 Prefer 
not to say)

Department of Rights and Liberties 
Protection

17 March 2022 Thailand

Subnational Human Rights Due 
Diligence Training

10 Training Series 283 
(150m: 133f)

Department of Rights and Liberties 
Protection

18 July – 16 
August 2022

Thailand

Signing of Memorandum 
of Understanding on the 
establishment of the B+HR 
Academy

1 Event 60 
(28m:38f)

Department of Rights and Liberties 
Protection, Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Thailand, National Human 
Rights Commission of Thailand, and Global 
Compact Network Thailand

4 August 2022 Thailand

Civil Society Consultation 
on the Second Thai National 
Action Plan

1 Consultation 77 
(35m:36f:6 Prefer 
not to say)

Community Resource Centre Foundation, 
Extraterritorial Obligation Watch Coalition 
(ETO-Watch), Forum Asia, and International 
Commission of Jurists (ICJ)

18-19 August 
2022

Thailand

Second Pilot Course Training for 
Human Rights Due Diligence 
Practitioners

1 Training 11 
(2m:9f)

Department of Rights and Liberties 
Protection

29-31 August 
2022

Thailand

First Business Consultation 
exploring Thai Companies’ 
Readiness on Human Rights 
Due Diligence

1 Consultation 40 
(11m:29f)

Salforest 28 October 2022 Thailand
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Name of the event
Number 
of events

Event type
Number of 
participants

Key partners engaged / organising parties Date Country

First Training for the Private 
Sector on Fair and Ethical 
Recruitment and Decent 
Employment of Migrant 
Workers

1 Training 34 
(14m:20f)

Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Labour, and 
IOM

11 November 
2022

Thailand

Second Training for the Private 
Sector on Fair and Ethical 
Recruitment and Decent 
Employment of Migrant 
Workers

1 Training 65 
(31m:34f)

Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Labour, and 
IOM

13 December 
2022

Thailand

Human Rights Day Celebration 1 Event 104 
(48m:56f)

National Human Rights Commission of 
Thailand, and OHCHR

13 December 
2022

Thailand

Sixth National Dialogue on 
Business and Human Rights

1 Event 75 
(27m:48f)

Department of Rights and Liberties 
Protection, Global Compact Network 
Thailand, OECD, and IOM

16 December 
2022

Thailand

New Proposals and Emerging 
Practices: A Dialogue between 
Europe and Asia on EHRDD

1 Event 329 
(102m:214f:13 
Prefer not to say)

EU-FPI 23 March 2022 Regional

RBHR Forum Session: Asia’s 
Environmental Priorities and 
the Business and Human Rights 
Agenda

1 Session 204 
(55m:114f:35 
Prefer not to say)

Private Sector, Civil Society, and UN 
agencies

21 September 
2022

Regional

RBHR Forum Session: Asia and 
the Future of Globalization – 
Business and Human Rights in 
Perspective

1 Session 138 
(47m:73f:18 
Prefer not to say)

Private Sector, Civil Society, and UN 
agencies

22 September 
2022

Regional

TOTAL 350 
events

7,754 
participants
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ANNEX 2: PARTNERS 
ENGAGED

Partner Country

Amfori IND 

Environics Trust IND 

Confederation of Indian Industry IND 

Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs IND 

Indo German Chambers of Commerce IND

Ministry of Law and Human Rights IDN

Coordinating Ministry of Maritime and Investment Affairs IDN

Ministry of Women Empowerment and Child Protection IDN

Ministry of Foreign Affairs IDN

Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises IDN

Foundation for International Human Rights Reporting Standard (FIHRRST) IDN

Indonesia Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN) IDN

Legal Affairs Division, Prime Minister's Department MYS

Human Rights Commission of Malaysia (SUHAKAM) MYS

Collective of Applied Law and Legal Realism (CALR) MYS

Human Rights Center for Citizens NGO MNG

Mongolia National Federation of the Blind NGO MNG

Women’s Association in Mining Sector NGO MNG

International Women's Federation of Commerce and Industry MNG

Mongolian Food Industry Association MNG

Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association MNG

Mongolian National Chamber of Commerce and Industry MNG

National Human Rights Commission of Mongolia MNG

National Legal Institute MNG

Ministry of Foreign Affairs MNG

Myanmar Centre for Responsible Business MMR

Yever MMR
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Partner Country

Legal Clinic Myanmar MMR

Loening (think tank) LKA 

Centre for Policy Alternatives LKA 

Women's Centre LKA 

Center for Environmental Justice LKA 

German Chamber of Industry and Commerce in Sri Lanka LKA

UN Global Compact Network Sri Lanka LKA 

The Rights and Liberties protection Department, Ministry of Justice THA

Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand (SEC) THA

Global Compact Network of Thailand THA

The Thai Listed Company Association THA

National Human Rights Commission of Thailand THA

Community Resources Foundation THA

Sal Forest THA

IOM Thailand THA

Eastern Economic Corridor (EEC) THA

Federation of Thai SMEs THA

CIFOR-ICRAF BKK

Stockholm Environment Institute Asia BKK

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) BKK

Asian Research Institute for Environmental Law BKK

Hinrich Foundation BKK

Economist Impact BKK

KPMG Malaysia BKK

Clifford Chance BKK

UN Global Compact Network Working Group on Business and Human Rights BKK

Thailand Clean Air Network BKK
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ANNEX 3: POLICY AND 
KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS 
PRODUCED
Name of the event Country Event type

Key partners 
engaged / 
organising 
parties

Date Country

Artificial Intelligence and Potential impacts on Human Rights in India India Research Yes Published 2022

Environmental Laws Application & Efficacy in the context of Business 
& Human Rights and COVID-19 Pandemic

India Research/Policy 
Analysis

Yes Published 2022

Labour Laws Application & Efficacy in the context of Business & 
Human Rights and COVID-19 Pandemic

India Research/Policy 
Analysis

No In progress 2022

Hindi Translation: The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights

India Translation Yes Published 2022

Hindi Translation: Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting 
Framework

India Translation Yes Published 2022

Tamil Translation: Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting 
Framework

India Translation Yes Published 2022

Tamil Translation: The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human 
Rights

India Translation Yes Published 2022

Introducing Human Rights Due Diligence to the Private Sector in India: 
An Analysis

India Report Yes Published 2022

Human Rights Due Diligence Training for the Private Sector India Report Yes Published 2022

Policy Review on Omnibus Bill Indonesia Policy Analysis No In progress 2022

Research on Trade and Investment and UNGPs Indonesia Research No In progress 2022

Research on Infrastructure Development and Gender Dimensions Indonesia Research No In progress 2022

Mongolian Translation: Human Rights Due Diligence Training 
Facilitation Guide

Mongolia Translation Yes Published 2022

Privacy and Data Protection Guide for Business Mongolia Issue Brief No In progress 2023

Training for Companies on Conducting Human Rights Due Diligence 
in Myanmar

Myanmar Online Course Yes Published 2022

A survey on the impact C19 has had on the SME sector as well as the 
implication on Human Rights and recommendations to address their 
needs

Sri Lanka Report No In progress 2022

Legal Gaps analysis (the legislative gaps in the context of BHR in SL) Sri Lanka Research No In progress 2022

Legal Gaps analysis (environment management and climate actions) Sri Lanka Research No In progress 2022

The Impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on Women workers in Free 
Trade Zones and Garment factories in Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka Research Yes Published 2022

Study on the Protection of Human Rights Defenders Thailand Research No In progress 2022

Study on Anti-SLAPP laws and measures Thailand Research No In progress 2022

Asia in Focus: Clean Air and the Business and Human Rights Agenda Regional Report Yes Published 2022

Briefing Note: Asia in Focus Climate Change and the Business and 
Human Rights Agenda

Regional Briefing Note Yes Published 2022

Asia in Focus: Climate Change and the Business and Human Rights 
Agenda

Regional Report No In progress 2023
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ANNEX 4: CSO GRANTS 
AWARDED IN 2022
Country

No. of 
Grant

Name 
of Grant 
recipient 

Title of grant
Amount 
of grant 
(USD)

Beneficiaries Description
Contract duration 
(dd/mm/yy –  
dd/mm/yy)

India 1 Environics 
Trust

Legal Awareness 
and aid provision 
for communities 
in India’s Iron Ore 
Mining Areas

39,300 Communities, individuals, human 
rights defenders impacted by 
iron ore mining operations in the 
State of Jharkhand

1) To set up actions relating to greater 
awareness (particularly legal) and access 
to remedies for communities adversely 
affected by mining operations (iron ore 
focus) on key priority issues related to 
land acquisition, environmental concerns 
and participation in public processes as 
part of social and environment impact 
assessments; 2) To establish mechanisms 
and provisions for effective legal advice 
and aid to individuals and communities 
impacted adversely by mining operations by 
businesses; and 3) To strengthen capacities 
of paralegal volunteers, human rights 
defenders, activists and lawyers to address 
human rights abuses in the context of 
mining operations with particular focus on 
laws and legal processes including (but not 
limited to) land rights, environmental rights, 
health and public participation in social 
Impact Assessment (SIA) and Environment 
Impact Assessments (EIA)

8 months 
(15 September 
2022 to 15 May 
2023)

Malaysia 1 Collective of 
Applied Law 
and Legal 
Realism 
(CALR)

Grassroots Forum 
on Access to 
Remedy and 
Awareness on 
Strategic Lawsuits 
Against Public 
Participation 
(SLAPP)

20,000 The Forum will bring together 
a network of CSOs, human 
rights defenders, journalists, 
researchers, academicians and 
practitioners (for example, the 
Judiciary) across peninsular 
Malaysia and the Borneo States. 
The forum will be held in hybrid 
mode and will be made open 
to the public, with an expected 
turnout of 35 to 40.

The overall objective of CALR in pursuing 
this initiative is to mobilize Civil Society 
Organizations (CSOs) on the ground and 
move towards establishing a strategic 
coalition. CALR aims to gather resource 
persons and experts, and ultimately 
establish a network of civil society actors 
and human rights defenders to promote 
state and business accountability and 
provide a platform to non-state actors on 
Malaysia’s BHR agenda. With this grant, 
CALR would be able to establish a coalition 
of CSOs to continuously dissect and identify 
emerging issues and challenges in order 
to provide up-to-date and comprehensive 
recommendations from civil society. 

As part of these coalition-building efforts, 
CALR would like to conduct a forum on 
the topic of SLAPP, which aims to provide 
a platform for relevant stakeholders to 
dive deeper into the pressing issues and 
challenges around the business imperative 
to resort to using legal mechanisms to 
“silence” human rights defenders. The 
forum will explore, instead, existing non-
judicial mechanisms and where necessary, 
the need to design improved mechanisms 
that would ensure protection against human 
rights abuses by businesses before and 
after the fact.

2 months 
(17 August to 7 
October 2022)
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Country
No. of 
Grant

Name 
of Grant 
recipient 

Title of grant
Amount 
of grant 
(USD)

Beneficiaries Description
Contract duration 
(dd/mm/yy –  
dd/mm/yy)

Mongolia 1 Human 
Rights 
Center for 
Citizens

Review of access 
to remedy 
for business-
related human 
rights abuses in 
Mongolia

8,000 Employees in private sector; 
businesses

Monitor and evaluate the current practice 
of access to remedy for business-related 
human rights abuses and develop a set 
of recommendations for businesses to 
put in place operational level grievance 
mechanism

7 Months 
(16 May to 16 
December 2022)

Mongolia 1 Mongolian 
National 
Federation 
of the Blind

Capacity building 
for disability-
friendly work 
environment

8,000 7000 people with visual 
impairment; businesses

Raising awareness on labour rights for 
people with visual impairment; training 
for company management and human 
resources (100 people) on disability and 
labour rights; model disability policy for 
companies

7 Months 
(16 May to 16 
December 2022)

Myanmar 1 Legal Clinic 
Myanmar

Protection of 
Migrant Workers 
and Access to 
Justice

47,229 Current or former workers 
of industrial and production 
sectors and their families, with 
a focus on the poor and most 
vulnerable individuals and groups 
in any township and location in 
Yangon, Mandalay, Rakhine, and 
Ayeyarwady.

“1. Raise legal awareness of workers, 
focusing on migrants, vulnerable groups and 
their families in Yangon, Mandalay, Rakhine, 
and Ayeyarwady.

2. Train paralegals, CSOs, and lawyers 
on labour laws and related legal areas 
in Yangon, Mandalay, Rakhine, and 
Ayeyarwady

3. Provide legal assistance to current or 
former workers, focusing on migrants, 
vulnerable groups and their families 
in Yangon, Mandalay, Rakhine, and 
Ayeyarwady”

12 months 
(1 January 2022 to 
31 January 2023)

Sri Lanka 1 Centre 
for Policy 
Alternatives

Promoting access 
to justice and 
remedy of women 
entrepreneurs 
affected by 
the COVID 19 
pandemic.

28,000 The target beneficiaries 
included over 600+ rural and 
marginalized self-employed 
women engaged in micro and 
small-scale businesses who have 
lost their income in addition 
to debt-trap rural women in 
the Kantale and Kabalagamuva 
Divisional Secretariats of 
Trincomalee district and Passara, 
Banadarawela and Haliella 
Divisional Secretariats of Badulla 
districts.

“01. Improved advocacy capacities of 
women entrepreneurs and women’s groups 
with enhanced knowledge on procedures 
of legal referrals for remedies to resolve 
violations of social and economic rights.

02. Improved understanding on effective 
use of the right to information among 
women entrepreneurs and women’s groups 
making informed and evidence-based 
arguments.”

7 months 
(May 2022 to 
January 2023)

Sri Lanka 1 Women’s 
Centre

Ensuring the 
Human Rights of 
Female Workers 
in the Free Trade 
Zones & Garment 
Factory Areas 
during and after 
the COVID-19 
pandemic

28,900 Primary Beneficiaries- The 
proposed action will target a 
total of 225 women, 75 Female 
workers in each location 
{Katunayake Free Trade Zone 
in Gampaha district (Western 
Province) Koggala FTZ in Galle 
District and Garment factory 
areas in Mulathive, Kilinochchi, 
and Vavuniya districts (Northern 
Province) 

Secondary beneficiaries- 50 
Members of civil society 
organizations, Government 
officials including policymakers, 
employers, and 1000 people of 
the wider public through the 
other interventions of the project. 

 — Empower women workers on their rights 
under international human rights law, 
the UNGPs, and applicable business and 
human rights frameworks and grievance 
mechanisms at the national level to 
develop their capacities, and to access 
grievance mechanisms.

 — Improved & increased awareness of the 
need for a decent working environment 
in the Free Trade Zone & garment 
factories through advocacy. 

7 months 
(June 2022 to 
February 2023)

Thailand 1 Community 
Resource 
Center (CRC) 
Foundation

Promoting Access 
to Remedy

43,000 Affected communities in three 
pilot provinces, namely Loei, 
Rayong and Songkla

To launch innovative access to remedy 
interventions in communities that are 
subjected to impact of business-related 
human rights abuses in Rayong, Loei and 
Songkla provinces.

12 months 
(15 January to 31 
December 2022)
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Country
No. of 
Grant

Name 
of Grant 
recipient 

Title of grant
Amount 
of grant 
(USD)

Beneficiaries Description
Contract duration 
(dd/mm/yy –  
dd/mm/yy)

Thailand 1 Sansaicisco Awareness 
raising and 
capacity building 
of local ethnic 
communities on 
sustainable food 
production and 
consumption

9,653 Aka and Lahu ethnic 
communities, including women 
and youth in Chiang Rai

 — The objective of the project is to 
maintain the identity of the ethnic 
minorities, promote use of natural seeds 
and organic farming with a view to 
reducing environmental degradation. 
In addition, the project aims to 
promote different sources of food in 
the pilot communities for a sustainable 
consumption and enhancing a better 
economy of the whole communities 
through growing tourism which is one 
of the main sources of the communities’ 
income.

 — The ethnic minorities included in this 
project are Aka and Lahu. 

10 months 
(9 September 2022 
to 15 July 2023)

Thailand 1 Labour 
Protection 
Network 
(LPN)

Risk Mitigation 
and Human 
Trafficking 
Prevention in 
Small-scale Agi-
businesses in Mae 
Sot District

10,000 Mae Sot District, Tak Province 
which is a significant area for 
many migrants from Myanmar.

 — The objective of the project is to create 
a change in practices of businesses 
in agricultural sector through raising 
awareness of human rights issues, 
establishing mitigating measures and 
building capacity of agri-food businesses 
on responsible business practice.

 — This project intends to identify and 
respond to risks faced by migrant 
workers in agricultural sector in the 
border province, especially in the small/
medium business. 

12 months 
(1 October 2022 
to 30 September 
2023)

Thailand 1 HOST 
International 
Thailand 
Foundation

REFresh Farm, 
Urban Refugee 
Agriculture and 
Social Enterprise 
Project

10,000 Jarai refugees in Nonthaburi 
province (same Montagnard 
ethnic group who used to live 
in the highland in Vietnam and 
Cambodia)

 — The objective of the project is to 
increase refugee self-reliance through 
capacity building and setting up 
social enterprises with refugees and 
enhance the possibilities of refugees 
reaching durable solution through local 
integration, resettlement, or migration in 
the long run.

 — The project also aims at increasing 
the opportunity for refugee to access 
self-grown food. Leaning skill to become 
self-reliable and self-sustaining. 

9 months 
(1 September 2022 
to 30 June 2023)

TOTAL 11 
CSO 
grants

252,082
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ANNEX 5: COUNTRY 
CONTEXT
INDIA

COVID-19 CONTEXT

India	experienced	an	overall	decline	in	COVID-19	cases	in	2022	allowing	for	an	opening	up	of	government	offices	and	
businesses. In late December 2021 to early 2022, several parts of the country witnessed a surge in COVID-19 cases due 
to the Omicron variant. The trend continued until mid-February 2022 but then dissipated. In March 2022, India resumed 
regular	international	flight	operations.	As	of	5	December,	India’s	COVID-19	vaccination	coverage	stood	at	2.2	billion.	A	
total of 530,663 deaths related to COVID-19 have been registered in India since the pandemic’s outbreak. 

ECONOMY

With close to 10 million jobs lost and a 97 percent decline in household incomes during the second wave of COVID-19 
(April-June	2021),	economic	recovery	in	India	has	been	supported	by	a	broad	range	of	fiscal,	monetary	and	health	
responses to the crisis. Resultantly, India’s economy witnessed one of the strongest GDP rebounds in the latter half of 
2021 and early 2022, with an expansion of 8.2 percent. 

For	the	financial	year	2022-23,	India’s	GDP	is	projected	to	grow	at	a	lower	rate	(i.e.,	at	6.9	per	cent,	and	at	6.2	percent	
in	financial	year	2023-24)	as	inflationary	pressures	remain	elevated	due	to	rising	global	energy	and	food	prices.	Further,	
the Indian Rupee depreciated in the fourth quarter by 8.9 percent against the US dollar due to a multitude of factors 
including the raising of interest rates by the US Federal Reserve. Despite these factors, International Monetary Fund’s 
(IMF) assessment released in September 2022, forecasts that India’s economy will grow by 7% in 2022, making it the 
fifth	largest	economy	in	the	world.

Finally, in December 2022, India assumed the G20 presidency under the theme ‘One Earth, One Family, One Future’. 
The theme spotlights LiFE (Lifestyle for Environment), a national initiative associated with environmentally sustainable 
and responsible choices, at the level of individual lifestyles and national development, leading to just and equitable 
growth. This resonates with B+HR’s responsible business agenda with focus on environmental protection and circularity.

LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

Changes to the labour and environmental laws of the country have been heavily criticized as being pro-business, 
leading to a direct dilution of the environment and labour rights in the country. New legislation has been met with 
widespread protests from impacted constituencies including trade unions, civil society and tribal communities. 
According to observers, changes are set to weaken freedom of association, collective bargaining, free prior informed 
consent and public consultation in land acquisition for industrial and infrastructural projects. 

The Energy Conservation (Amendment) Act, 2022 came into force on January 1, 2023 is set to provide impetus to 
India’s	efforts	to	go	for	greener	sources	of	energy	and	aimed	at	helping	India	fulfil	its	COP-26	commitments.	
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Meanwhile in 2022, India also witnessed shrinking civic space for human rights activism. Laws were introduced that 
restrict foreign contributions to civil society organizations. Arbitrary and otherwise unreasonable legal actions were also 
taken against non-governmental organizations and human rights and environmental defenders. Many independent 
media organizations also faced increased levels of government scrutiny and oversight, limiting space for independent 
press and journalism in India.

INDONESIA

COVID-19 RECOVERY

Indonesia	experienced	high	cases	of	Omicron	in	the	first	quarter	of	2022	which	resulted	in	restrictions	on	social	
engagement and business operations, particularly within urban centers of Java and Bali. Midway through the year, 1,000 
new daily COVID-19 cases were recorded as Omicron subvariants BA.4 and BA.5 entered Indonesia. By September, the 
health ministry reported 2,720 daily COVID-19 cases bringing the number of the total active cases to 49,662 cases.57 
Still, the Indonesian Medical Association’s (IDI) COVID-19 task force stated that Indonesia is on the track of entering the 
COVID-19 endemic stage, due in part to increasing vaccination rates.58 After a bump in November, there were only 488 
new COVID cases recorded by the end of December. All measures to control the spread of COVID were lifted on 30 
December. In total, the Indonesian government registered 6.72 million cases and 161,000 deaths. 

ECONOMY

Indonesia enjoyed strong economic tailwinds for most of the year. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) kept 
Indonesia’s 2023 growth forecast at 6 percent and noted that Indonesia was recovering quickly from the impacts of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.59	By	June,	Indonesia	fiscal	deficit	was	expected	to	be	within	a	respectable	range	of	4-4.5%	
of GDP.60	The	Ministry	of	Finance	announced	that	Indonesia	has	recorded	a	9	billion	USD	budget/fiscal	surplus.	This	
forecast is partially attributed to the decrease in government spending combined with high commodity prices and 
overall improvement of the domestic economy.

However, in early September 2022, the Government of Indonesia decided to raise the price of fuel by about 30% and 
to	cut	fuel	subsidies	to	prevent	a	significant	budget	overrun,	as	a	result	of	the	continuous	rising	global	oil	prices	and	the	
weakening of Indonesian Rupiah.61 The decision sparked many protests from various circles of society including student 
groups and labor unions.

The third quarter was considered a robust period of growth, but by November, forecasts predicted that the Indonesian 
economy	would	be	weighed	down	in	2023	by	lower	commodity	prices,	tighter	monetary	policy	and	elevated	inflation	
levels. 

LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

In the lead up to the G20, hosted by Indonesia in 2022, Indonesia’s parliament approved the country’s membership 
in the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) trade pact. The trade pact is expected to boost 
economic recovery and will eliminate up to 90 percent of the tariffs on imports between its signatories over the next 

57 Indonesia Logs 2,720 New Covid-19 Cases on September 22 - News En.tempo.co

58 Indonesia posed to reach COVID-19 endemic stage: IDI - ANTARA News

59 https://www.thejakartapost.com/paper/2022/03/24/imf-downgrades-indonesias-2022-gdp-growth-to-5-4-percent.html

60 https://www.channelnewsasia.com/business/indonesia-fiscal-deficit-2022-seen-range-4-45-gdp-official-2766056

61 Protests Erupt in Indonesia Over Fuel Price Rises – The Diplomat
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20 years. Signing the trade pact were the 10 ASEAN member states, China, Japan, South Korea, Australia, and New 
Zealand. Indonesia’s management of the G20 and B20 meetings were largely seen as a success. The Bali Declaration 
demonstrated	the	G-20’s	commitment	to	addressing	common	global	challenges	through	agile	and	flexible	macro-
economic policy, secure global trade and supply chains, support for inclusive, green and just energy transitions, 
promotion	of	food	and	energy	security,	innovative	financing	and	accelerating	progress	toward	Sustainable	Development	
Goals.

After nearly six years of procedural delays62, the Indonesia parliament passed the long-awaited Personal Data 
Protection Bill (UU PDP) in September.63	This	Bill	includes	corporate	fines	and	up	to	six	years	imprisonment	for	crimes	of	
mishandling data. Data experts believe that the Bill will compel companies to improve their data protection system. 

To improve investment climate, Indonesia has also released emergency regulation in lieu of law (Perppu) on Job 
Creation in December 2022. The Perppu on Job Creation replaced the controversial Job Creation Law (Omnibus Law) 
which	was	ruled	as	flawed	by	the	court	in	November	2021	due	to	inadequate	public	consultations.	The	emergency	
regulation introduces some changes to the law including limiting outsourcing to certain sectors and reformulating 
minimum wage component to considering purchasing power. The new regulation aimed as a catalyst to improve 
business climate to healthier investment growth.

MALAYSIA

COVID-19 RECOVERY

Similar	to	Mongolia,	the	Malaysian	government’s	aggressive	inoculation	programme	resulted	in	a	significant	rates	of	
vaccination	in	the	first	few	months	of	2022.	By	April,	Malaysia	had	reopened	its	borders	to	international	visitors	and	
waived quarantined requirements for those who are vaccinated. On 1 May and then again on 15 May, COVID-19 virus 
restrictions were relaxed in line with the country’s transition to the endemic phase.64 By the third quarter of 2022, the 
Malaysia government had encouraged a return to all economic and social activities. Due to a high vaccination rate, a 
resurgence of cases of infections of the Omicron variant in the second quarter had little impact on the healthcare system 
and domestic economy.

ECONOMY

At the beginning of the year, Malaysia anticipated a GDP growth rate of 5.3 to 6.3% in 202265, up from 3.6% twelve 
months	earlier.	This	estimate	would	be	eclipsed	by	significant	upward	revisions	by	the	end	of	the	year.	Manufacturing	
output and private consumption continue to fuel economic growth, underpinned by external demand, liberalization of 
containment measures, reopening of international borders and further improvement in labour market conditions. 

Bank	Negara	Malaysia	reported	that	the	Malaysian	economy	expanded	by	9.3	percent	in	the	first	three	quarters	of	2022.	
It projected the overall GDP growth will be between 6.5 to 7 percent.66 While external demand could face headwinds 
from slower global growth, the Malaysian economy is expected to expand further for the remainder of the year 
supported	by	firm	domestic	demand.	Malaysia	continues	to	monitor	developments	in	the	exchange	rate	–	the	Ringgit	
depreciated by 4.6% against the US dollar in the second quarter. This follows from aggressive US monetary policy 
tightening	and	risk	aversion	by	investors	in	the	aftermath	of	the	ongoing	conflict	in	the	Ukraine.	The	economic	fallout	
is expected to be broadly contained, supported by the country’s healthy external position and strong banking system. 
Overall, analysts forecast growth in retail trade at 17 percent for 2022, driven by pent-up domestic demand.

62 https://www.thejakartapost.com/indonesia/2022/06/26/personal-data-protection-bill-faces-further-delay-despite-progress.html 

63 Indonesia parliament passes long-awaited data protection Bill - CNA (channelnewsasia.com)

64 https://www.who.int/malaysia/emergencies/covid-19-in-malaysia/situation-reports

65 Bank Negara: Malaysia’s 2022 GDP expected to grow 5.3-6.3pct (malaysiakini.com)

66 Roundup: Malaysia economy recovers with expectations to deepen cooperation with China | The Star
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Malaysia’s labour shortages impacted on the economy especially in the plantation sector due to slow government 
approvals, post-recruitment freezes and ongoing consultations over worker protections. Due to these and other reasons, 
companies were unable to fully capitalize on the peak harvest season between August and November, forgoing a boost 
of growth from recent rains. Malaysia’s palm oil output, the world’s second-largest producer, is forecast to decline, or at 
best remain unchanged, from last year’s 18.1 million tons.

LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

In	March	2022,	Malaysia	formally	ratified	the	International	Labour	Organization’s	Protocol	29	on	the	elimination	of	forced	
labour. Malaysia is only the second country in ASEAN, alongside Viet Nam, to do so. Still, the country remains under heavy 
scrutiny having been saddled with six ongoing Withhold Release Orders issued by US Customs and Border Protection, as 
well as several cross-border investigations initiated by other trading economies. Norway’s wealth fund placed Malaysian 
glovemaker, Supermax Corp, under observation for a period of two years, citing allegations of human rights abuses. It also 
removed IJM Corp, active in the palm oil sector, from its exclusion list (in 2015) in line with a divestment measure in 2021.67 
Malaysia	also	remained	at	Tier	3,	under	the	US	State	Department’s	Trafficking	in	Person’s	2022	Report.	

Malaysia was elected in 2022 to the United Nations Human Rights Council for the term 2022 – 2024. At around the 
same time, the Malaysian mission to the UN stated that “stakeholders [are to] take necessary steps to ensure that no 
business enterprises are involved in activities linked to human rights violations.” In April, Indonesian President Joko 
Widodo and Malaysian Prime Minister Ismail Sabri Yaakob signed an MoU to improve protection for domestic migrant 
workers following a meeting between the leaders in Jakarta.

Implementation of the Minimum Wages Order 2022 began on the 1st of May 2022, with the government deciding not 
to	allow	any	exceptions	for	specific	sectors	or	types	of	employers.	Ministry	of	Human	Resources	is	facing	continued	
pressure from civil society groups related to the lack of transparency on a Bangladeshi worker recruitment agreement.68 
Responding to questions on a national menstrual leave policy (following legislative updates in Indonesia, Japan and 
South	Korea),	the	Ministry	of	Human	Resources	encouraged	government-linked	and	private	firms	to	implement	internal	
policies without waiting for the government to complete the necessary assessments and consultations.69

In July, Indonesia’s Ambassador to Malaysia criticized the country for the latter’s refusal to adhere to the signed 
Memorandum of Understanding on the placement and protection of domestic workers. Indonesia then imposed a 
temporary freeze on all Indonesian workers entering Malaysia. However, effective from 1 August Indonesian workers 
were subsequently and progressively allowed to enter Malaysia after both countries agreed to integrate the existing 
system to include domestic workers, resulting in Indonesia’s decision to lift the restrictions. 

Amendments to the Employment Act 1955 on reduced working hours from 48-45 hours will be enforced from 1 
September.	The	amendments	aim	to	safeguard	the	welfare	of	workers	and	provide	flexibility	in	working	hours,	in	line	
with ILO Conventions.

Following	a	competitive	and	contentious	election	which	resulted	in	the	country’s	first	hung	Parliament,	Malaysia’s	new	
Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim (Malaysia’s fourth head of state since the start of the pandemic), and his 28 Cabinet 
ministers were sworn in on December 3. The new “unity Cabinet” includes ministers from Anwar’s party and three other 
disparate political groupings and parties. The new cabinet brings sophisticated government experience and investor-
friendly attitudes to the table, which may accelerate Malaysia’s will to advanced economy status by 2030.70

Finally, responding to the EU’s Deforestation-Free Products Regulation, Malaysia has said the country will begin 
discussions	with	Indonesia	on	strategies	and	a	“possible	ban”	on	palm	oil	exports	to	tackle	EU	measures	and	fight	
“discrimination” against the controversial commodity.

67 Norway wealth fund puts Malaysia’s Supermax Corp under observation | Reuters

68 Business group urges police to probe Saravanan over ‘inconsistencies’ regarding Bangladeshi recruitment deal | Malay Mail

69 HR	Ministry	encourages	GLCs,	private	firms	to	introduce	menstrual	leave	policy

70 https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2021/03/16/aiminghighmalaysia
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MONGOLIA

COVID-19 RECOVERY

In	the	first	quarter	of	2022,	92%	of	the	Mongolian	population	had	reportedly	received	two	doses	of	COVID-19	vaccines.	
Restaurants, bars, cafes and educational facilities were permitted to re-open stoking a return to economic activity. 
However,	by	the	end	March,	inflation	had	crept	up	to	14.4	percent	crimping	economic	growth.	In	the	third	quarter,	the	
National	Statistics	Office	reported	that	the	nationwide	inflation	rate	reached	15.7	percent,	with	40	percent	attributed	
to higher food prices. In fact, food prices have increased by 83 percent in the last year. The Mongolian Tugrik also lost 
value against the US Dollar, leading the government to impose limits on banks and exchange agents on the volume of 
currency exchanges leading to a foreign currency shortage. Mongolia raised interest rates four times since 2022 up to 
10 percentage points. However, higher interest rates also reduced housing affordability, pricing prospective buyers out 
of an already tight property market. The Tripartite National Commission for Labor and Social Concession decided to 
increase the minimum wage to MNT 550 thousand. 

ECONOMY

Border checkpoints closed since October 16, 2021, were re-opened in the second quarter, allowing some exports 
to	China	including	mining	and	non-mining	export	products.	According	to	the	National	Statistics	Committee,	in	first	
eight months of 2022, foreign trade turnover was valued at 13.4 billion USD, with exports volumes at 7.8 billion USD, 
and imports at 5.6 billion USD. Coal accounted for 53 percent of goods exported to China and gold accounted for 
99.9 percent of goods exported to Switzerland. The mining sector plays an important role in the Mongolian economy, 
making up 76 percent of foreign direct investment, about 30 percent of state revenue, and 80 to 90 percent of all 
exports.

At the very end of 2021, the Mongolia Parliament approved the Cabinet’s “Revitalisation Policy” which aims to 
strengthen Mongolia’s economic independence. The Revitalisation Policy outlines the government’s commitment to 
maintain 6 percent economic growth, double the national per capita revenue, and increase the employment rate to 65 
percent. 

LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

Separately, revised Labour Law came into effect on 1st of January 2022 and the Law of Mongolia on the Protection 
of Personal Information came into effect on the 1st of May, regulating the collection, processing, use, and security of 
personal data by individuals, legal, and non-legal entities. 

The Cabinet Secretariat of the Government of Mongolia is placing a priority on human rights and by reinstating 2003 
National Human Rights Action Plan and newly establishing a National Committee for Human Rights.

On November 18, the government hosted the National Conference on Business and Human Rights. At this high-level 
event,	the	Cabinet	Secretary	reaffirmed	the	government’s	commitment	to	protecting	rights	in	business	operations.	The	
Ministry of Foreign Affairs began drafting the NAP on BHR at the end of November. 
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MYANMAR

COVID-19 RECOVERY

Like other countries in the region, the overall rate of COVID-19 infections declined substantially in Myanmar in 2022. 
As	of	December,	there	were	633,617	confirmed	COVID-related	cases	and	19,490	deaths.71 On 1 April, the Government 
of Myanmar resumed issuing business visas, and on the 15 April e-Visas for tourists were reintroduced. On the 17 April 
the	ban	on	foreign	visitors	was	formally	lifted,	allowing	international	flights	to	operate.72 A mask mandate for public 
areas was promulgated in July after a small spike in cases which lasted until the end of October. The cost of common 
treatments	for	colds	and	influenza	drugs	increased	by	30%	in	August.	This	country	has	faced	a	shortage	of	medical	
supplies due to customs processes and restrictions on foreign exchange.73

ECONOMY

In January, Total Energies, Chevron, and Australia’s Woodside Petroleum announced that they would withdrawal from 
Myanmar	following	pressure	from	human	rights	groups	to	cut	financial	ties	with	the	junta.	Thai	oil	and	gas	giant	PTT	
Exploration	and	Production	(PTTEP)	announced	that	it	would	take	over	operations	of	the	Yadana	gas	field	following	the	
exit of Total Energies. In December, PTT halted oil transport and storage operations in Myanmar and suspended the 
payment after Norway’s Government Pension Fund Global removed both PTTOR and the parent PTT from its portfolio74. 

In March, Telenor announced that the sale of Telenor Myanmar to Myanmar-based, M1 Group, was completed and 
operations were handed over. In September, Qatari telecom company- Ooredoo agreed to sell its Burma operations to 
the	Singapore-based	Nine	Communications	firm	for	USD	576	million.75 The International Finance Corporation (IFC) has 
divested from Yoma Bank after the business linked with military companies was exposed by Justice for Myanmar (JFM).76

By	November,	the	EU	had	imposed	a	fifth	round	of	restrictive	measures	over	84	individuals	including	government	
ministers and 11 entities, including state-owned enterprises, Mining Enterprise 1 (ME 1) and Myanmar Oil and Gas 
Enterprise (MOGE). The restrictive measure designated are subject to an asset freeze, travel ban, the embargo on 
arms and equipment, export ban on dual-use goods and the prohibition of military training and cooperation with the 
Tatmadaw. The United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada imposed coordinated new sanctions on Myanmar, 
focusing	on	senior	military	officials	and	arms	dealers,	the	US	listed	72	individuals	and	28	entities,	the	UK	listed	16	
individuals and 23 entities, Canada listed 89 individuals and 63 entities. In October, the Financial Action Task Force, a 
global	finance	watchdog,	blacklisted	the	region	for	its	failure	to	combat	money	laundering	and	terrorist	financing.77

Shortages of fuel and rising fuel prices have led to price increases for food and other essential commodities, and power 
outages are adversely affecting the economy. Disruptions to electricity infrastructure have had spillover effects on the 
manufacturing and service sectors. In September, Gold prices reached MMK 3.5 million/tical in the local market and 
the	value	of	the	kyats	depreciated	to	4,000	to	USD	1	in	the	unofficial	foreign	exchange	market,	according	to	a	military	
newspaper.78	The	World	Bank	reported	that	48%	of	firms	reported	negative	impacts	of	kyat	depreciation	against	the	US	
dollar	for	their	business	operations,	and	56%	of	firms	raised	prices.	Firms	operated	at	an	average	of	59%	of	capacity	
according to a World Bank report published in June.79 The Asian Development Bank (ADB) forecasts Myanmar’s GDP 
growth	to	have	contracted	by	2%	in	2022	and	to	increase	by	2.6%	in	2023.	Inflation	was	estimated	to	be	16%	in	2022	
and 8.5% in 2023.80

71 https://www.mohs.gov.mm/

72 https://mizzima.com/article/myanmar-junta-reopen-borders-tourists

73 https://www.frontiermyanmar.net/en/without-a-remedy-junta-policies-spark-medicine-shortage/

74 https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Myanmar-Crisis/Thailand-s-PTT-halts-fuel-storage-project-in-Myanmar-citing-unrest#:~:text=BANGKOK%20%2D%2D%20A%20subsidiary%20under,wealth%20funds%20as%20
an%20investor

75 https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/qatari-telecom-operator-ooredoo-exits-military-ruled-myanmar.html

76 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-12-20/world-bank-s-ifc-divesting-its-stake-in-myanmar-s-yoma-bank

77 https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Myanmar-Crisis/Myanmar-blacklisted-by-FATF-for-terrorism-and-crime-finance

78 https://www.gnlm.com.mm/pure-gold-price-hit-all-time-high-of-k3-5-mln-per-tical-in-domestic-markets/

79 https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099340009192235915/p17700209c034a0fc0a29a0eeda3ebec6ee

80 https://www.adb.org/countries/myanmar/economy
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LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

In	the	first	quarter	of	2022,	Myanmar’s	military	sought	to	adopt	a	new	cybersecurity	law	to	jail	anyone	accessing	banned	
sites via virtual private networks (VPNs) to curb digital freedoms. The regime also amended the taxation law to raise the 
commercial taxes on Internet services from 5% to 15%. The Myanmar military also enacted a new police law to deploy 
police	to	the	front	lines	of	conflict.	The	regime	abolished	the	four	previous	laws	the	Rangoon	Police	Act,	1899;	the	
Police Act 1945; the Karen State Police Act 1959; and the Kayah State Police Act 1959.81

In April, the government in exile, the National Unity Government (NUG), released a new policy on Supporting Business 
for Socially Responsible Disengagement. The policy serves as a guide to businesses for the disengagement with the 
military junta and how to do so responsibly. NUG set out this policy to be consistence with OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises and UNGPs on Business and Human Rights. It encourages completing HRDD and assessing 
the human rights impacts.82

The Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) issued an order that foreign currency earned by locals must be deposited at 
licensed	banks	and	exchanged	for	Myanmar	Kyats	(MMK)	within	one	working	day	in	April	and	adjusted	official	reference	
exchange rate of 2100 MMK in August. If local holders fail to comply with this notice, they will be subject to legal action 
under the Foreign Exchange Management Law. In May, the Central Bank of Myanmar ordered ministries and local 
governments not to use foreign currencies for domestic transactions to help relieve pressure on the MMK.83 The Central 
Bank	issued	the	notification	on	forex	rule	for	exporters,	the	exporters	to	convert	only	65	percent	of	their	earnings	to	
Myanmar	Kyats	within	one	business	day	and	failure	to	comply	with	this	notification	shall	result	in	legal	action	under	the	
Foreign Exchange Management Law.84

In the third quarter of 2022, Myanmar’s military government extended a State of Emergency decree by six months 
in accordance with article 425 of the Myanmar Constitution. The State Administration Council formed the Working 
Committee on Supervision of United Nations Agencies and International Non-Governmental Organization in 
September. The State Administration Council promogulated the Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession by-law in 
November.85 The new Registration of Associations Law enacted on 28 October 2022, repeals the 2014 Registration of 
Associations Law. The State Administration Council (SAC) unilaterally imposed registration compulsory for both national 
and international non-governmental organizations and associations under the Association Law.86

The UN Security Council (UNSC) adopted resolution on Myanmar with 12 votes in favor, with China, Russia, and India 
abstaining to release ‘all arbitrarily detained prisoners’, end ‘all forms of violence,’ respect ‘human rights, fundamental 
freedoms	and	the	rule	of	law,’	and	affirms	the	UN’s	support	for	ASEAN’s	Five-Point	Consensus.87 The US President 
signed the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), which includes the Burma Act to provide non-military aid to the 
National	Unity	Government	(NUG)	and	its	affiliate	organizations,	including	the	National	Unity	Consultative	Council,	the	
People’s Defense Forces (PDF) and ethnic armed organizations (EAO).88

81 https://mlis.gov.mm/

82 https://www.facebook.com/MoPFINUG/posts/321275650104207

83 https://www.myanmaritv.com/news/cbm-announcement-central-bank-myanmar-issues-notification-no-362022

84 https://www.myanmaritv.com/news/cbm-announcement-central-bank-myanmar-issues-notification-no-362022

85	 Notification	(1070/2022)	https://mlis.gov.mm/

86 https://cdn.myanmarseo.com/file/client-cdn/gnlm/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/29_Oct_22_gnlm.pdf

87 UN Security Council Adopts Rare Resolution on Myanmar

88 President Joe Biden signs the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA)
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SRI LANKA

COVID-19 RECOVERY

After falling dramatically starting in February, by mid-July there was a small and short-lived increase in COVID-19 cases. 
Still,	official	statistics	were	treated	with	caution	as	active	cases	are	barely	tracked	and	new	cases	were	largely	ignored	as	
the government fell apart under the weight of protests. COVID-19 and other concerns have dropped in priority in the 
face	of	an	unsustainable	debt	load	and	significant	balance	of	payment	challenges.	COVID	exerted	additional	pressure	
on many sectors in the economy, in particular, economic activities related to tourism and travel, apparel exporters, and 
construction. 

Most of the affected economic activities are dominated by self-employed workers and daily wage earners. COVID-19 
has been especially harsh on the poor, running the risk of widening existing socio-economic inequalities. Food insecurity 
was acute throughout the pandemic. A phone monitoring survey previously showed that 44 percent of households 
were concerned about running out of food, while weak safety nets heightened vulnerability. The government invoked 
emergency regulations to curb speculative practices of traders amid high food prices and shortages of some essential 
commodities.

ECONOMY

At the start of 2022, Sri Lanka was expected to repay US$ 6.9 billion, with only approximately US$ 2.7 billion left as 
foreign reserves to repay the debt. This led the government to restrict imports, impose additional costs on agricultural 
commodities, fuel, and construction materials.

Sri	Lanka’s	trade	deficit	widened	as	a	rising	import	bill	(despite	restrictions	on	non-essential	goods)	offset	the	increase	
in earnings from exports. While remittances showed a declining trend, weak tourism receipts helped widen the current 
account	deficit.

In the aftermath of downgrades in international private markets, Sri Lanka was unable to roll over debt. Instead, it has 
relied	on	direct	hard	currency	financial	support	from	large	developing	countries.	Floating	the	Sri	Lankan	rupee	and	
substantially	slashing	subsidies	pushed	up	inflation	to	unsustainable	heights.	By	the	second	quarter,	fuel	and	gas	prices	
nearly doubled, and general commodity prices increased by 30-35%. Essential medicine prices rose by nearly 30% in 
March. The pace and magnitude of these hikes were a shock to households.

As a consequence, mass protests broke out in Colombo in March 2022. The economy came to a standstill. On 13 July, 
the President of Sri Lanka left the country and the Prime Minister, in his capacity as an acting President, declared a state 
of emergency. On 15 August, President Ranil Wickremesinghe instructed the heads of government agencies to limit 
government expenditure and introduced a fuel rationing system. 

The United States announced a US$ 40 million aid package for Sri Lanka to purchase fertilizer and other key agricultural 
inputs for farmers. On 16 September, the Government of Japan announced that it will provide an additional US$ 3.5 
million for Sri Lanka in response to the deterioration of the humanitarian situation.

On 15 December, the Sri Lankan government reported that the country’s economy shrank 11.8% in the third quarter 
from a year ago, the second-worst quarterly contraction ever for the country.89 Sri Lanka’s central bank estimated that 
the economy would contract by about 8% over the twelve-month period in 2022.

89 Sri Lanka’s economy shrinks 11.8% in second-worst quarterly performance | Reuters
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LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

Legislative	and	policy	developments	relevant	to	the	BHR	agenda	were	few	in	Sri	Lanka	in	2022.	However,	in	the	first	
quarter, the Sri Lanka parliament enacted Data Protection Act aiming to promote a digital economy amid concerns 
raised over the privacy of individuals and adverse impact on media reporting.

In September, the UN report on Sri Lanka’s Human Rights situation was released, acknowledging that Sri Lanka was at 
a critical juncture in its history. The report urged the State to explore further measures targeting those who are credibly 
alleged to have been responsible for gross violations and abuses of international human rights law or serious violations 
of international humanitarian law, among other things.

THAILAND

COVID-19 RECOVERY

In 2022, Thailand did not witness the steep rise in COVID cases as other countries in the region, despite the presence 
of the omicron COVID-19 variant.90	At	the	peak	of	COVID	infections	in	the	first	quarter	in	2022,	there	was	still	capacity	
in the healthcare system to admit patients. As a consequence of developments, the government cancelled the 
requirement for pre-departure RT-PCR tests for international arrivals, effective from 1 April 2022. In July 2022, the 
country	downgraded	COVID-19	to	endemic	status.	As	of	December	2022,	Thailand	suffered	4.7	million	confirmed	
COVID-19 cases and 33,392 deaths. 

ECONOMY

Thailand’s economy has seen growth in its recovery amid the global pandemic but nearly at the rate of Indonesia or 
Malaysia. Mid-year, the SCB Economic Intelligence Center (EIC)91 revised Thailand’s 2022 GDP growth forecast upwards 
from 2.7% to 2.9%. The EIC also projected that Thailand will welcome 7.4 million foreign arrivals in 2022, up from a 
previous estimate of 5.7 million. 

Thailand’s export sector mostly stumbled during 2022 because of global supply chain bottlenecks, rising oil prices and 
other complications due to the war between Russia and Ukraine. As a result, the EIC anticipates Thailand’s tourism and 
service sectors will replace export-oriented manufacturing as a major economic driver in the period ahead.

By the third quarter of the year, Thailand’s gross domestic product was revised down to 2.5% from 3.1% gain. 
Household debt was estimated to be running between 88-90% of GDP in September, a 16-year high. Still, Q3 was the 
third straight quarter of expansion in the GDP and the fastest pace in a year, with private spending picking up, due to 
loosening	COVID-19	restrictions.	Furthermore,	government	fiscal	position	was	improved,	as	healthcare	service	expenses	
levelled off or fell.92 On 14 December, the World Bank forecasted that Thailand’s economy would expand by 3.4 percent 
in 2022 and 3.6 percent in 2023.93

90 https://reliefweb.int/report/thailand/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19-who-thailand-situation-report-225-2-march-2022

91 https://www.scb.co.th/en/about-us/news/jun-2022/eic-2q2022.html

92 https://tradingeconomics.com/thailand/gdp-growth-annual

93 https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2022/12/14/thailand-s-economy-remains-resilient-amid-global-headwinds
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LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

In February 2022, Thailand’s House of Representatives passed a long-awaited bill to criminalize torture and enforced 
disappearances	in	its	final	reading,	with	359	votes	in	favor.	The	draft	bill	will	need	to	be	approved	by	the	Senate	in	the	
next step before it is submitted for royal endorsement, formally announced and then comes into effect.94

Consultations	on	the	controversial	Draft	Act	on	the	Operation	of	Not-for-Profit	Organizations	took	place	in	the	first	two	
quarters of the year. 

In June 2022, the cabinet approved the Civil Partnership Bill, which allows same-sex couples to register their 
partnership,	and	to	enjoy	many	rights	and	privileges	like	heterosexual	couples.	The	bill	defines	civil	partners	as	couples	
born with the same gender. Civil unions will be available to consenting same-sex couples who are at least 17 years 
old as long as at least one is a Thai national. Civil partners will have the same legal rights as married people regarding 
personal and jointly held property, as well as the right to adopt children. In addition, they will have the same inheritance 
rights as conventional married couples under the Civil and Commercial Code.

The National Human Rights Commission of Thailand selected Ms. Supatra Nakapew, a Director of the Foundation for 
AIDS Rights (FAR) to be the last commissioner in May 2022. This selection led to a completion of the 4th batch of the 
commissioners.	The	first	group	of	commissioners	have	been	on	board	since	July	2021.

The	Personal	Data	Protection	Act	(PDPA)	came	into	force	in	June.	The	PDPA	is	Thailand’s	first	law	created	to	govern	
data protection. It sets forth requirements for data controllers and data processors, including both public and private 
entities, on how to receive consent from data subjects before processing, collecting, or disclosing personal data. Data 
subjects also have the right to request access to their personal data and demand for such data to be erased. They also 
have the right to object to the collection, usage, or disclosure of their personal.

Recently, in October 2022, the Ministry of Digital Economy and Society published the	Ministerial	Notification	on	
Procedures	for	the	Notification,	Suppression	of	Dissemination	and	Removal	of	Computer	Data	from	the	Computer	
System B.E. 2022. This is a replacement for a similar decree from 2017. Many criticisms raised after the launch of this 
Ministerial	Notification	as	it	could	further	intensify	state’s	attempt	in	online	censorship	and	therefore	restrict	freedom	of	
expression.	The	Ministerial	Notification	stipulates	that	content	that	is	alleged	by	platform	users	or	the	general	public	as	
violating Section 14 of the Computer Crime Act (CCA) to be removed with 24 hours of receiving the complaints.

94 https://www.thaipbsworld.com/thailands-mps-pass-long-delayed-anti-torture-and-enforced-disappearance-bill-senates-votes-awaited/
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ANNEX 6: DRAFT ANNUAL 
WORKPLANS 2022
BUSINESS & HUMAN RIGHTS IN ASIA  
(JANUARY 2023 – DECEMBER 2023) 

YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – INDIA

Name and contact details

Amit Kumar 
Head Inclusive Growth, UNDP India 
amit.kumar@undp.org

Nusrat Khan 
Business and Human Rights Specialist, UNDP India 
nusrat.khan@undp.org

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement a National Action Plan on 
Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments.

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and 
investment policy. 

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts. 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms.

Project Background 

The B+HR project in India is implemented through UNDP’s Inclusive Growth Unit at UNDP India. 

The Inclusive Growth portfolio at UNDP India focusses on thematic areas of Decent Work, Sustainable Livelihoods, 
Economic Growth and Reducing Inequalities involving work with right holders, including vulnerable occupational groups 
(Farmers, Artisans, Nano/Micro entrepreneurs, Informal workers), youth, women, tribal groups, persons with disabilities, 
LGBTQ, minorities and migrants. The unit adopts a three-pronged approach in achievement of objective through: 1) 
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enhancing outreach and effectiveness of government initiatives through institutional strengthening and policy advocacy; 
2) by enabling private sector investment towards achievement of SDGs and 3) through partnership with civil society 
actors to deliver high-impact solutions. 

Country Context

With close to 10 million jobs lost and a 97 percent decline in household incomes during the second wave of COVID-19 
(April-June	2021),	economic	recovery	in	India	has	been	supported	by	a	broad	range	of	fiscal,	monetary	and	health	
responses to the crisis. Resultantly, India’s economy witnessed one of the strongest GDP rebounds in the latter half of 
2021 and early 2022, with an expansion of 8.2 percent. 

For	the	financial	year	2022-23,	India’s	GDP	is	projected	to	grow	at	a	lower	rate	(i.e.,	at	6.9	per	cent,	and	at	6.2	percent	
in	financial	year	2023-24)	as	inflationary	pressures	remain	elevated	due	to	rising	global	energy	and	food	prices.	Further,	
the Indian Rupee depreciated in the fourth quarter by 8.9 percent against the US dollar due to a multitude of factors 
including the raising of interest rates by the US Federal Reserve. Despite these factors, International Monetary Fund’s 
(IMF) assessment released in September 2022, forecasts that India’s economy will grow by 7% in 2022, making it the 
fifth	largest	economy	in	the	world.	

However, economic growth has not insulated India from losing momentum on its development objectives. Over the past 
two years, increased levels of poverty and unemployment have translated into discriminatory and unequal outcomes, 
leading to further marginalization of India’s most vulnerable populations including women, children, members of 
the schedule castes and tribes. Of particular concern is the rate of women’s participation in the labor market, which 
dropped to 25 percent from 43 per cent in 2004-05. (See India Discrimination Report published by Oxfam in 2022 for 
more details.)

Further, changes to the labour and environmental laws of the country have been heavily criticized as being pro-
business, leading to a direct dilution of the environment and labour rights in the country. New legislation has been met 
with widespread protests from impacted constituencies including trade unions, civil society and tribal communities. 
According to observers, changes are set to weaken freedom of association, collective bargaining, free prior informed 
consent and public consultation in land acquisition for industrial and infrastructural projects. 

In 2022, India also witnessed shrinking civic space for human rights activism. Laws were introduced that restrict 
foreign contributions to civil society organizations. Arbitrary and otherwise unreasonable legal actions were also taken 
against non-governmental organizations and human rights and environmental defenders. Many independent media 
organizations also faced increased levels of government scrutiny and oversight, limiting space for independent press 
and journalism in India. 

Programming in 2022

In 2022, B+HR Asia provided support to the Government of India on the development of India’s National Actional 
Plan on Business and Human Rights (NAP). Alongside this support, UNDP engaged with businesses (across 
multiple sectors) to build awareness and capacity for increased uptake of environment and human rights due 
diligence practices (EHRDD). Lastly, UNDP started work on access to remedy through a civil society grant. UNDP 
focused on legal awareness and making provision for legal aid for communities impacted by iron ore mining operations 
in the central Indian state of Jharkhand.

In March 2022, the B+HR Asia programme facilitated the participation of the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (through 
its Assistant Director) at the 3rd UN South Asia Forum on Business and Human Rights held in Dhaka. A three-person 
delegation from the National Human Rights Commission, India (NHRC) also participated in the forum to exchange 
best practices on how NHRIs can effectively engage with stakeholders and perform their roles in developing and 
implementing NAPs led by governments. 
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Over the last two years, the landscape for corporate non-financial reporting has evolved rapidly in India, adding 
considerable momentum to its business and human rights discourse as well. The Securities Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI),	India’s	market	regulator	has	mandated	the	top	1000	listed	companies	in	India	(by	market	capitalization)	to	file	their	
Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reports	for	the	financial	year	2022-23	and	on	a	voluntary	basis	from	financial	
year 2021-2022. SEBI has also invited listed companies (other than top 1,000) and companies which have listed their 
specified	securities	on	the	Small	and	Medium	Enterprises	(SME)	exchange	to	voluntarily	submit	BRSR	effective	FY2021-22	
onwards. UNDP had contributed towards the development of the BRSR framework, leading to its release in August 2020. 

2023 Strategy

India’s progress on policies and regulatory action related to Business and Human Rights remains positive, albeit uneven. 
The Government of India continues to rely heavily on its National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct to guide 
its	actions	and	commitment	to	the	business	and	human	rights	agenda.	A	near	final	draft NAP on Business and Human 
is also currently under consideration by the government for an impending public release of the document. UNDP 
continues to remain engaged with the government and other national institutions, leading support for the government 
on development and release of the NAP on BHR through technical expertise, facilitating multi-stakeholder consultations 
and south-south dialogues. 

The Business Responsibility and Sustainability Report (BRSR) framework has been increasingly viewed by diverse 
stakeholders as a strong regulatory tool to capture and assess India’s progress on the responsible business practices. 
BRSR	is	a	comprehensive	corporate	non-financial	reporting	framework	to	capture	a	company’s	performance	on	
environmental, social and governance parameters.

1 Given the opportunity that BRSR presents, UNDP will work with stakeholders primarily the private sector and 
regulatory authorities in facilitating a National Dialogue on BHR and Non-Financial Corporate Disclosures in India. 
Conducted in a roundtable format, the dialogue is intended to have participation from approx. 15-20 private sector 
representatives, at the level of CXOs and/or heads of key verticals including sustainability, compliance-legal, human 
resource and procurement. 

2 To continue B+HR support for the civil society, through targeted grants, the programme will support one low value 
grant for a civil society to build awareness around the BRSR framework amongst human and environmental 
rights defenders and communities impacted adversely by business operations. The objective here is to enhance 
transparency and accountability in non-financial reporting. 

Further, the private sector in India has demonstrated substantial interest and appetite for understanding the 
business	and	human	rights	agenda,	UN	Guiding	Principles’	three	pillar	framework,	and	the	significance	and	steps	for	
uptake of EHRDD throughout their value chains. The B+HR Asia programme in India has engaged with some of the 
biggest Indian companies so far, with strong indication and support for continued and enhanced engagement with 
businesses in 2023. 

3 UNDP	B+HR	is	currently	developing	a	35-hour	Certificate	Course	(for	at	least	4	batches	with	up	to	30	companies)	
in Business and Human Rights in collaboration with the Indian Institute for Corporate Affairs (IICA), for public 
and private sector representatives. This course will be embedded and operationalized by IICA through its Centre 
Business and Human Rights.

4 To strengthen B+HR support to the private sector, the programme will develop two knowledge products aimed 
at	enhancing	private	sector	action	on	responsible	business,	transparent	non-financial	reporting,	and	increased	
embedding of human rights due processes in business operations. This would include development of a sector 
specific	template	of	BRSR	(for	one	sector)	and	implementation	of	a	Human	Rights	self-assessment	tool	kit	for	
businesses	deploying	Artificial	Intelligence	technology	(in	two	sectors)	

5 Lastly, India’s upcoming G20 presidency presents an opportunity for engagement with the government and private 
sector to prioritize business and human rights agenda for India. UNDP will explore avenues for engagement 
particularly with the B20 engagement group focusing on action councils/task force for ESG in Business, Inclusive 
GVCs	for	Resilient	Global	Trade	and	Investment	and	Energy,	Climate	Change	and	Resource	Efficiency.	Details	related	
to the extent and scope of participation in the action council/task forces are being crystallized through ongoing 
discussions with the B20 Secretariat for India, Confederation of Indian Industry (CII).
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YEAR 4 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making 

National BHR 
conference

Dialogue focused on private sector and regulatory 
authorities furthering the agenda on BHR and 
Non-Financial Corporate Disclosures in India. 

1 July/August 2023

G20 – B20 support Support to B20 action council/task force related 
to BHR – ESG in Business; Inclusive GVCs for 
Resilient Global Trade and Investment; and 
Energy, Climate Change and Resource Efficiency

3 March – October 2023 

Activity 1.1.2 Conduct training on a range of standard setting 
guidelines including the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and detail linkages 
with trade and investment policy

Activity 1.1.3 Design and develop knowledge products 
that further policy convergence between UNGPs and other 
internationally recognized instruments

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

Project Partner 
Meeting

Hosting bilateral learning events to consolidate 
support for uptake of UNGPs 

Knowledge and experience sharing on 
implementing UNGPs, including from (emerging) 
global standards such as EU’s and EU Member 
States’ legal and policy frameworks 

1 July 2023

Activity 1.2.2 Provide technical assistance to government 
ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National 
Action Plans

Technical support 
to GoI

As per need

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on 
human rights, including women’s rights

Activity 2.1 Produce communication products including 
short-form documentaries, video animations and social media 
promotional materials to enhance understanding of UNGPs, and 
trade and human rights nexus. Link up all communication work 
to EU action on public diplomacy, in particular to all existing and 
future EU action on policy outreach in Asia.

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy

Activity 2.2 Conduct research and publish short think pieces on 
trade and investment issues as they relate to the UNGPs and 
broader Business and Human Rights agenda 

Knowledge 
Product

Pilot the HR self-assessment tool kits produced 
as part of ‘use of AI and HR impacts’ research 
across at least 2 sectors

1 April – August 2023 

Knowledge 
Product

Sector Specific Template of BRSR for one sector 
(from amongst – Energy, Industrial and Materials 
sector)

1 April – September 2023 

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts

Activity 3.1.1 Provide grants to civil society actors working with 
human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 
innovative approaches

CSO grant to 
build capacity of 
communities and 
defenders on non-
financial reporting 
frameworks

Provide grant to build awareness and capacity of 
on ground communities and defenders on BRSR 
reporting framework to enhance transparency 
and accountability in reporting by private sector

1 March – November 2023

Activity 3.1.2 Conduct research and convene discussions on 
the adverse impacts and risks faced by women in the context 
of business operations, and potential remedies and prevention 
strategies

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2.1 Conduct sector-specific training with government 
regulators and business on human rights due diligence, human 
rights impact assessments, grievance mechanisms, and other 
elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

Sector Specific 
trainings

Collaboration with Industry Association to 
conduct three sector specific trainings

3 July – November 2023 

Private sector 
training on BHR 
and HRDD

Collaboration with Indian Institute for Corporate 
Affairs (ongoing)

4 January – September 2023

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations

Activity 3.3.1 Conduct trainings with NHRIs, judiciaries and 
ministries of justice on legal issues linked to the UNGPs, 
including transboundary jurisdictional challenges, among others
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YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – INDONESIA

Name and contact details

Sagita Adesywi  
Sagita.adesywi@undp.org

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on 
Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments 

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms 

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the 
context of business operations 

Country Background

Policy development

A total of 30 countries have published National Action Plans on Business and Human rights. Sixteen other NAPs are 
currently in development. In addition, human rights due diligence (HRDD) guidelines and legislation is being proposed 
or has been implemented in countries such as Australia, France, Germany, Japan and the Netherlands. In Asia, National 
Action Plans have been adopted in Thailand, Pakistan and Japan.

With technical assistance provided by the UNDP B+HR Asia Project since 2019, the Government of Indonesia submitted 
a	final	draft	of	National	Strategy	on	Business	and	Human	Rights	to	the	Ministry	of	State	Secretariat	in	2022.	The	final	
draft was submitted through a fast-track regulatory-issuance request-mechanism for Presidential Decree named Izin 
Prakarsa. Despite the strong commitment and extensive efforts of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights (MoLHR) to 
legalize the National Strategy, the request for a Presidential Decree through Izin Prakarsa was renounced by the Ministry 
of State Secretariat, as it wasn’t considered as a top priority for an immediate legally binding policy instrument in 2022. 

Responding to this, MoLHR and the National Task Force have decided to resubmit the National Strategy through a 
regular-track regulatory-issuance request-mechanism for Presidential Decree named Program Penyusunan/Progsun in 
2023. The National Strategy and its Action Plan will be strengthened to make the case to the State Secretariat.

Water pollution 

Despite a temporary set back to its NAP ambitions, Indonesia’s support to responsible business practice remains strong. 
President Joko Widodo’s Citarum Harum program announced in 2018 aims to improve water quality to drinkable 
levels by 2025. The Citarum River is heavily exposed to industrial waste such as plastics, sewage, harmful chemicals 
and	heavy	metals,	with	a	significant	amount	originating	from	the	textile	industry.	The	polluted	water	as	well	as	factory	
air pollution has impacted individuals, families and communities along the river and in surrounding areas, resulting in 
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health problems like acute respiratory infections, gastrointestinal diseases and skin diseases. Pollution has also indirectly 
destroyed	local	ecosystems	such	as	fish	stocks.	Soil	pollution	has	also	poisoned	or	limited	the	yield	of	crops	of	farmers.	
While	the	program	has	achieved	significant	results	already,	more	collective	actions	by	government,	businesses,	and	civil	
society organizations (CSOs) are needed to reach the desired outcome. 

IUU fishing 

The	fishing	industry	in	Indonesia	is	also	facing	several	challenges.	The	increasingly	complex	supply	chains	in	the	sector,	
lack	of	traceability,	coupled	with	an	increase	of	poorly	managed,	overfished	or	Illegal,	Unreported	and	Unregulated	
(IUU)	fishing,	pose	human	rights	threats,	including	forced	labour	and	human	trafficking.2	Whilst	Indonesia	has	legislation	
in	this	area	including	No.	35/PERMEN-KP/2015,	concerning	human	rights	and	sustainability	certifications	in	fisheries,	
enforcement is still lacking. An Implementation Strategy of the Act will increase a sustainable and responsible practices 
within	the	fishing	industry.	

Infrastructure

As underlined in EUs APAC Regional Multi-annual Indicative Programme for 2021-2027, sustainable economic growth 
in Asia depends on “…sound infrastructure investments, which are environmentally sustainable and ensure responsible, 
transparent and inclusive management of natural resources and land.” On the other hand, infrastructure investments 
carry	significant	human	rights	risks,	because	of	their	direct	impacts	on	the	environment	and	the	social	and	economic	
rights of local communities. It is well documented that poor infrastructure planning disproportionately affects women’s 
economic and productive lives compared to men. Addressing infrastructure gaps may provide an important boost to 
Indonesia’s connectivity and foster the country’s economic development.

Positive outcomes for Indonesian women from infrastructure investments can be achieved through greater attention 
to gender balance in local and national decision-making and planning bodies, and increased women’s participation 
throughout the construction and operational phases. 

Strategy 

The UNDP B+HR Asia Project in Indonesia is supporting the mainstreaming of responsible business practices through 
awareness raising and engagement with government, businesses, civil society organizations (CSOs) and academia. 
Focus areas include policy development, environment and human rights due diligence (HRDD), and gender dimensions. 

To achieve the adoption of the National Strategy in 2023 through the regular-track regulatory-issuance request-
mechanism Program Penyusunan/Progsun,	UNDP	B+HR	Asia	project	will	support	the	National	Task	Force	in	refining	the	
National Strategy and developing Petunjuk Pelaksanaan/Juklak (Implementation Guides) and Petunjuk Teknis/Juknis 
(Technical Guides) of the National Strategy. 

Leveraging the partnership established with the Coordinating Ministry of Maritime and Investment Affairs (Kemenko 
Marves)	and	considering	their	influence	across	other	investment-related	ministries,	the	B+HR	project	will	carry	forward	on	
water pollution and EHRDD by providing one-on-one technical assistance to companies operating in the Citarum River. 
Within this collaboration, B+HR Asia Project will also facilitate a Roundtable Dialogue to formulate an Implementation 
Strategy	of	HRDD	in	Indonesia’s	fisheries	sector	based	around	the	legislative	act	No.	35/PERMEN-KP/2015.	

To integrate a gender responsive approach within the infrastructure sector, the B+HR Project will work with the Ministry 
of Women’s Empowerment and Child Protection (MoWECP) and provide guidelines for government and businesses, 
including access to remedy for impacted right holders. To further integrate the gender lens approach, B+HR Project will 
support MoWECP in formulating a Ministerial Decree concerning the adoption of a gender responsive guideline. 

To strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations, 
B+HR project aims to conduct training on climate and human rights for KOMNAS HAM.
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YEAR 4 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making 

Dialogue on 
Gender Responsive 
Infrastructure 
for Issuance 
of Ministerial 
Regulation 

Seminar to introduce Gender Dimensions in 
UNGPs for Infrastructure Sector to issue a 
Ministerial Regulation to mainstreaming gender 

1 April – September

Activity 1.1.2 Conduct trainings on a range of standard setting 
guidelines including the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and detail linkages 
with trade and investment policy

Activity 1.1.3 Design and develop knowledge products 
that further policy convergence between UNGPs and other 
internationally recognized instruments

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments 

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

Strengthening 
National Strategy 
and National Task 
Force as part of 
the (re)-submission 
to State Secretariat 
through Progsun 
(Program 
Penyusunan)

Facilitating dialogues among National Task Force 
to revise the National Strategy, its Action Plans 
and National Task Force

3 July – September 

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on 
human rights, including women’s rights

Activity 2.1 Produce communication products including 
short-form documentaries, video animations and social media 
promotional materials to enhance understanding of UNGPs, and 
trade and human rights nexus. Link up all communication work 
to EU action on public diplomacy, in particular to all existing and 
future EU action on policy outreach in Asia.

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy 

Activity 2.2.2 Conduct research and publish short think pieces 
on trade and investment issues as they relate to the UNGPs and 
broader Business and Human Rights agenda

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts

Activity 3.1.1 Provide grants to civil society actors working with 
human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 
innovative approaches 

Activity 3.1.2 Conduct research and convene discussions on 
the adverse impacts and risks faced by women in the context 
of business operations, and potential remedies and prevention 
strategies 

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2 Conduct sector-specific trainings with government 
regulators and business on human rights due diligence, human 
rights impact assessments, grievance mechanisms, and other 
elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

Technical 
assistance for 
business on 
human rights 
and environment 
impact assessment 

Providing one-on-one coaching session 
for companies operate in Citarum river in 
undertaking environment and human rights due 
diligence (EHRDD) 

1 May 

Roundtable 
Dialogue on 
Implementation 
Strategy of 
Human Rights Due 
Diligence in the 
Fishery Sector 

Multi-stakeholder Dialogue on the Enforcement 
of Regulation of the Minister of Maritime Affairs 
and Fisheries of the Republic of Indonesia 
Number 35/PERMEN-KP/2015 concerning 
Human Rights System and Certification in 
Fisheries Businesses. 

2 April – August 

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations 

Activity 3.3.1 Conduct trainings with NHRIs, judiciaries and 
ministries of justice on legal issues linked to the UNGPs, 
including transboundary jurisdictional challenges, among others

Training on UNGPs 
and HRDD for 
NHRIs

Training on UNGPs and HRDD for KOMNAS 
HAM

1 August – September 
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YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – MALAYSIA

Name and contact details

Jehan Wan Aziz 
Business and Human Rights National Specialist 
puteri.noor.jehan.wan.abdul.aziz@undp.org

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on 
Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms

Background 

In partnership with the Government of Malaysia, the business community and civil society, the B+HR project in 
Malaysia aims to ensure inclusive economic growth, environmental sustainability, and strengthened human rights 
conditions in business operations and supply chains in Malaysia. B+HR in Malaysia will reach its objectives through 
three (3) component workstreams: 1) awareness raising of the UNGPs and peer-to-peer exchange on lessons learned 
among key stakeholders to build knowledge and political will in furtherance of policy convergence and compliance; 
2) communication and public diplomacy efforts to build public support of business and human rights agenda and; 3) 
promotion of access to remedy to ensure rights-based solutions and prevent future human rights abuses.

The Malaysian government has made important strides towards the development of Malaysia’s NAP for Business and 
Human Rights. In 2015, Malaysia published the Strategic Framework on a National Action Plan on Business and Human 
Rights.	Following	this,	the	Cabinet	officially	agreed	to	place	the	human	rights	agenda	under	the	portfolio	of	the	Minister	
in the Prime Minister’s Department, supported by the Legal Affairs Division (BHEUU). On 24 June 2019, a National High-
Level Dialogue on Business and Human Rights was organized by BHEUU and UNDP as the national level follow-up to 
Malaysia’s participation at the inaugural 2018 UN South Asia Forum on Business and Human Rights. In 2021, a virtual 
National Conference on Business and Human Rights was organised attracting over 500 participants from government, 
business and civil society.

The	B+HR	conversation	in	Malaysia	evolved	rapidly	when	the	COVID-19	pandemic	hit.	Migrant	worker	issues	intensified	
with increased demand for rubber gloves across the world. Communities on the fringe (e.g., low-income groups, 
women, gig workers, stateless populations, LGBTQI+, PWDs) became more vulnerable, facing economic uncertainty 
and	the	lack	of	access	to	remedies.	In	2022,	Malaysia	remains	in	Tier	3	of	the	U.S.	State	Department’s	Trafficking	in	
Persons Report for the second year in a row, and six Malaysian companies were issued Withhold Release Orders (WROs) 
by the U.S. Customs and Border Protection for alleged forced labour practices in the span of 15 months. Adding to 
complications, Malaysia will experience a new change in government by 2023, the third in three years.
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Despite the challenges, Malaysia has progressed along its commitment to develop a National Action Plan on Business 
and Human Rights, through:

 — Conducting a six-month National Baseline Assessment on Business and Human Rights in Malaysia, with 
multistakeholder consultations and focus group discussions on issues of labour, environment and governance;

 — Convening a Judicial Colloquium titled ‘The Role of the Judiciary in Advancing Human Rights through the UN 
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs) and the 2030 Agenda for the Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs)” in March 2022;

 — Providing a low-value grant to a civil society organization focused on the implementation of the UNGPs and 
mainstreaming Business and Human Rights in Malaysia; and

 — Launching a BHR-themed mural in Kuala Lumpur to bring awareness to the public on the BHR agenda in Malaysia.

Strategy

In the fourth year of project implementation, UNDP Malaysia will focus on the final phase of the development of the 
National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights. Leveraging Malaysia’s commitment towards the B+HR agenda, 
UNDP will provide technical support to the Legal Affairs Division of the Prime Minister’s Department, lead ministries 
and the Human Rights Commission of Malaysia (SUHAKAM) towards the drafting of the national document. As part of 
this effort, multistakeholder consultations with relevant government ministries and agencies (federal and state-level), 
regulatory and enforcement bodies, businesses as well as civil society will continue in 2023 to ensure that the challenges 
and	considerations	on	the	ground	are	effectively	reflected	at	the	policy	level.

UNDP will also dedicate resources towards a climate-themed and youth-led dialogue on the issue of air pollution 
and transboundary haze, in coordination with potential partners (such as UNICEF) and environment rights defenders/
climate actors in the region. Given the ongoing developments in Malaysia’s key industries, UNDP also aims to conduct 
trainings to regulatory bodies and SMEs on human rights due diligence, human rights impact assessments, 
grievance mechanisms, and other elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs.

YEAR 4 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making

Multistakeholder 
consultations

Organize multistakeholder consultations to 
support the drafting process with civil society, 
government and business

2-3 March – July

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

Multistakeholder 
session

Convene a roundtable session in the run-up to 
the Responsible Business and Human Rights 
Forum Asia-Pacific

1 August

Activity 1.2.2 Provide technical assistance to government 
ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National 
Action Plans

National Action 
Plan

Provide technical support to develop a National 
Action Plan on BHR (drafting phase)

1 March – September

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations

Climate dialogue Convene a climate-themed and youth-
led dialogue on the issue of air pollution/
transboundary haze and access to justice in 
coordination with EHRDs, climate actors and 
indigenous groups in the region

1 May

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2.1 Conduct sector-specific trainings with 
government regulators and business on human rights due 
diligence, human rights impact assessments, grievance 
mechanisms, and other elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

HRDD trainings Conduct trainings to SMEs and/or regulators on 
HRDD frameworks, including EU legislation on 
HRDD requirements and/or impact assessments

2 February – June
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YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – MYANMAR

Name and contact details

Mir Nadia Nivin 
Head of Private Sector Partnerships Project

Wint Yee Nandar Lwin 
Business and Human Rights Officer

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater 
appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on human rights, including women’s rights 

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms

Background

UNDP Myanmar Programme

After the coup in Myanmar, a UNDP review of the last Country Programme Document (CPD) 2018-2022 was conducted 
and a new strategic pivot to a Community First Programme (CFP) was adopted. The CFP is designed to meet the basic 
needs of the most vulnerable populations and to foster resilience to current and future shocks 

In developing a new medium-term programme, UNDP engaged in extensive discussions with private sector entities, 
particularly MNCs across most major sectors, to explore options, opportunities, and potential areas of partnerships in 
line with the principles of engagement adopted by UNDP (and the UN System) for its work on the ground in Myanmar. 
The Private Sector Partnerships Project have been developed for building MSME resilience, promoting Responsible 
Business Practices, and promoting Business and Human Rights in Myanmar. 

B+HR project in Myanmar

Since 2020, UNDP has implemented B+HR Asia related activities in Myanmar funded through the EU funded UNDP 
regional project. There have been several initiatives already in Myanmar aiming to raise awareness of the UNGPs on 
BHR and the development of a National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights in Myanmar (NAP on BHR). 
After the changing the political environment, UNDP have focused to work with private sector organizations and civil 
society organizations to promote the responsible business practices and access to remedy. Throughout 2022, the 
project has been reached the workers seeking redress for labor rights violations and provided the series of Human 
Rights Due Diligence(HRDD) training to international and local businesses to help companies in Myanmar better 
understand the UNGPs, provide practical guidance and tools to operate the business in a high-risk context and inform 
businesses on how to conduct heightened human rights due diligence according to international standards set by the 
UN	Guiding	Principles	in	Conflict-Affected	and	High-Risk	Areas	(CAHRABuilding	from	an	existing	network	of	UNDP’s	
partners on the ground, 2023 will focus on the following. 

 — Provide	heightened	human	Rights	due	diligence	trainings,	workshops,	and	awareness	with	specific	focus	on	
Myanmar companies in close collaboration with, Yever, local and international business associations 
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 — Develop relevant training focusing on women and youth-led SMEs to be disseminated through the newly developed 
e-learning portal for the awareness raising and capacity building related to business integrity and B+HR. 

 — Develop the curate and customize tools and knowledge products based on globally available responsible business 
practices to enable easy adoption by business operation in Myanmar

 — Provide the relevant training to labour organizations, in close coordination with Eurocham and MADE project.

Strategy

UNDP will continue to work with our partners to promote corporate accountability for human rights violations and 
abuses in Myanmar, including labour rights, environmental rights, etc. Project activities in 2023 are designed to support 
dialogues and discussions with international and local business communities, CSOs, and other respective stakeholders, 
especially on labour rights, promoting responsible business practices and Heightened Human Rights Due Diligence 
(HHRDD) to assess, prevent and mitigate adverse impacts. Knowing and showing is a less aggressive and more 
experimental form of accountability than naming and shaming to investigate their impacts and evaluate human rights 
performance. Therefore, UNDP plans to provide a second round of training series on the HHRDD next year and aims to 
advocate representatives from enterprises leading to corporate social responsibility that grants society and their workers 
by ensuring workers earn a decent working environment and protecting the environment. This time, we will focus on the 
demands of the private sector, emerging issues, and changing the political climate by ensuring the participation of local 
businesses and associations. 

In order to further strengthen MSMEs’ capacity for responsible business practices, UNDP will develop an e-learning 
course on UNDP tailor-made MSME learning portal to understand how the basic principles of human rights apply to 
their business, guides businesses to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for their human rights impacts. This platform 
will provide guidance and outline practical tools such as templates, forms, and checklists to simplify the human rights 
due diligence process, particularly for small businesses.

In 2023, the project will invest in developing curated, customized tools and knowledge products for companies 
operating in Myanmar in line with responsible business practices piloted with relevant companies. This toolkit aims 
to	address	real-life	human	rights	challenges	and	help	companies	fulfill	the	minimum	requirements	by	identifying	the	
warning signs and triggers for businesses to act through engagement with multiple stakeholders. And then, these 
customized	tools	can	benefit	local	and	international	enterprises	to	enable	easy	practices/adoption	in	their	companies’	
policies and access the potential risks and impacts in their operations and business relationships.

Furthermore, UNDP will be collaborated and closely align with Eurocham Myanmar ‘MADE’ initiative to identify a few 
relevant areas of training, based on what emerges from the dialogue that the MADE project will be convening, for 
the	labour	organizations.	For	instance,	record	keeping,	document	drafting	could	be	some	of	the	areas	identified	in	
the bi-partite dialogues as areas where the labour organizations need support. Provide the training on international 
labour rights standards to foster the social dialogue by inviting international retailers, factories, worker representative 
bodies, and business associations to explore the possible way to solve the labour dispute. UNDP aims to create a safe 
space	for	right-holders	and	businesses	to	discuss	labour	rights	issues/disputes	and	find	solutions	to	current	challenges	
faced by employers and employees to improve working conditions. During the economic and social upheaval, the bi-
partite dialogue is a suitable layout to exchange information, collective bargaining, and negotiate without government 
intervention at different levels between the workers’ and employers’ organizations and joint actions involving the two 
sides of the industry.
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YEAR 3 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making

Activity 1.1.2 Conduct trainings on a range of standard setting 
guidelines including the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and detail linkages 
with trade and investment policy

Activity 1.1.3 Design and develop knowledge products 
that further policy convergence between UNGPs and other 
internationally recognized instruments

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on 
human rights, including women’s rights

Activity 2.1 Produce communication products including 
short-form documentaries, video animations and social media 
promotional materials to enhance understanding of UNGPs, and 
trade and human rights nexus. Link up all communication work 
to EU action on public diplomacy, in particular to all existing and 
future EU action on policy outreach in Asia.

Localization of 
international good 
practices 

Curation and customization of tools and products 
in Myanmar context; calibrated to companies 
needs

6 Feb – September

Conduct Dialogue Dialogue on two key emerging issues on 
responsible business practices, business and 
human rights

2 Feb – September

Sub-total Outcome 3 Project Activity

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts

Activity 3.1.1 Provide grants to civil society actors working with 
human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 
innovative approached

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations

Relevant Training 
for Labor 
organizations

2 Relevant Training identified for labor 
organizations in close collaboration with 
Eurocham and MADE project.

2 Feb – September

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2 Conduct sector-specific trainings with government 
regulators and business on human rights due diligence, human 
rights impact assessments, grievance mechanisms, and other 
elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

Develop 
responsible 
business practices 
online course for 
SMEs

Develop e-learning course (responsible business 
practices) for youth, women entrepreneurs 
focusing on business and human rights for small 
businesses.

1 Feb – September

Trainings on 
the UNGPs and 
HHRDD with 
businesses

Training on the UNGPs, HHRDD and other 
standard setting guidelines particularly for local 
businesses similar to those carried out last year 
(by popular demand).

3 Feb – September

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations

Activity 3.3.1 Conduct trainings with NHRIs, judiciaries and 
ministries of justice on legal issues linked to the UNGPs, 
including transboundary jurisdictional challenges, among others
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YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – MONGOLIA

Name and contact details

Zoljargal Gantumur 
Business and Human Rights Specialist, UNDP Mongolia 
zoljargal.gantumur@undp.org

Barkhas Losolsuren 
Programme Officer, UNDP Mongolia 
barkhas.losolsuren@undp.org

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on 
Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments 

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater 
appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on human rights, including women’s rights 

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms 

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the 
context of business operations 

Context

The rapid expansion of the mining industry has been the single most important driving force of the miraculous growth 
of the Mongolian economy since the early 2000s. In 2019, extractives accounted for 23.2% of the GDP and 90.1% of 
exports. The mining sector has transformed Mongolia’s economy from one traditionally dependent on herding and 
agriculture into a booming industrial economy. Labor has shifted from the agricultural sector and nomadic herding to 
the mining, manufacturing, and construction sectors. 

The	impact	of	mining	is	significant	on	vulnerable	communities	and	their	environment,	especially	as	it	concerns	soil	
erosion, degradation of pastoral land, water shortages and pollution. Nomadic herding culture is under threat due to 
mining and agriculture operations. Many herders in mining areas have been forced to leave their traditional lands. 

However, the mining sector is not the only industry in Mongolia that poses risks to human rights. The food and textile 
sectors are present salient issues. Relatedly, the SME sector is one of the most important industries for the Mongolian 
economy. SMEs make up 98% of all enterprises in Mongolia (about 80% of which are microenterprises). They contribute 
roughly 20% to GDP and employ 50% of the workforce. While SMEs hold the key to diversifying the economy, the 
sector was hit hard by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

According	to	the	2021	Enterprise	Census	released	by	the	National	Statistics	Office,	women	make	up	38%	of	business	
owners	in	Mongolia.	The	figure	is	higher	at	60%	in	wool,	cashmere,	and	garment	industries.	The	number	of	female	
employees is also higher in these industries compared to others. However, women are paid 17 percent less than men 
across industries; and female employment is 52% compared to the male employment which is about 68% percent, or 
16	points	lower	according	to	2022	data	by	the	National	Statistics	Office.	Women	are	leading	only	24	companies	out	of	
TOP-100 enterprises of Mongolia as of 2021.
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UNDP Mongolia

The B+HR project in Mongolia is implemented through SDG and Governance Programme at the UNDP Mongolia 
Country	Office.	The	main	national	counterparts	are	the	Ministry	of	Foreign	Affairs	(MFA)	and	the	National	Human	Rights	
Commission of Mongolia (NHRCM) alongside Civil Society and Non-Governmental Organisations, businesses, European 
Chamber of Commerce and the Mongolian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The EU Delegation is consulted at 
every stage. The Cabinet Secretariat of the Government of Mongolia is placing a priority on human rights by reinstating 
2003 National Human Rights Action Plan and newly establishing a National Committee for Human Rights.

Government of Mongolia

The government under the leadership of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is making efforts to develop a National Action 
Plan on Business and Human Rights (NAP) following the recommendations of the Universal Periodic Review of the 
UN Human Rights Council. Supported by the project, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs completed a National Baseline 
Assessment in 2022. A NAP would encourage reforms of Mongolia’s legal and policy framework to ensure that 
businesses respect and safeguard human rights as well as to put in place the appropriate mechanisms for remedial 
actions when human rights violations by businesses occur including redress for land expropriation. According to the 
National Baseline Assessment, the salient human rights issues include lack of living wage, unpaid overtime, safety and 
health hazards, harassment, discrimination based on gender, disability, lack of respect of the freedom of association 
and the right to access to information, social and economic rights, and right to healthy and safe environment of local 
communities in regions with active mining operation. 

In 2021, over 20 consultations to inform the National Baseline Assessment (NBA) were held, including three regional 
consultations bringing together 21 provinces were held jointly with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Mongolian 
National Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The consultations were attended by 1000 participants, made up of 
policy makers, business leaders, civil society advocates and herders. In parallel, UNDP facilitated technical assistance 
alongside the drafting of the NAP, while hosting consultations and conducting surveys to support the NBA. The 
consultations fostered an open and positive attitude from business towards human rights. Local companies stated that 
they were willing to commit to better respect of human rights in their operations. According to the feedback survey 
among regional participants 94.6 percent of respondents said they would be interested in more sessions on BHR topics.

The project implemented a Human Rights Due Diligence Initiative in food and cashmere sectors in 2022 jointly with 
the Mongolian Food Manufacturers’ Association and Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association, and with two 
volunteer companies. The companies have signed and publicly announced human rights policy statements, conducted 
human rights due diligence (HRDD) in their activities, and are developing action plans for improvement. Overall, the 
participating companies and the business associations recognized the importance of human rights due diligence and 
have started making changes following the exercise. Mongolian Food Manufacturers’ Association and Mongolian Wool 
and Cashmere Association started receiving requests from other companies to conduct human rights due diligence.

Consultations with lawyers, CSOs and the National Human Rights Commission under the project demonstrated the 
need to create fair and adequate reparation instruments, training and awareness raising for the judges, capacity 
building for non-judicial mechanisms including development of practical guidelines for operational level grievance 
mechanisms. 
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Strategy

1 Partnership towards adoption of a NAP. UNDP Mongolia provides targeted advisory support and technical assistance 
to	the	MFA	and	its	working	group,	detailing	the	various	steps	of	developing	the	NAP	and	financial	support	for	
formulation of the National Baseline Assessment (NBA). In 2023, the project will continue this strategic direction by 
assisting	the	working	group	in	the	process	of	developing	and	finalizing	the	NAP	through	technical	advisory	support	and	
consultations with various stakeholders.

2 Human Rights Due Diligence Initiative scale up. Building on the experience of 2022, the project will expand the 
HRDD initiative to more businesses particularly those in food and textile sectors to provide them an opportunity 
to integrate human rights principles in their operations and supply chains. The initiatives is based on a learning-
by-doing approach and will encourage selected businesses to conduct HRDD. “Graduates” of the programme 
will be leaders to contribute to the private sector collective BHR learning process by sharing their experiences 
and educating their peers. Sector-wide policy advocacy measures will be planned and implemented based on the 
outcomes of the HRDD initiatives.

3 Dialogues on access to remedy mechanism. With the aim to foster the access to remedy mechanisms through 
training and other tailored activities, the project will continue working with the National Human Rights Commission 
of Mongolia, CSOs, NGOs, justice institutions and human rights defenders. The project will also aim to contribute to 
production of policy, research and knowledge products, low-value grants to further the public discourse on BHR and 
access to remedy. 

The project will contribute to the development of a constructive partnership and dialogue between governmental 
institutions, the public and businesses to ensure the synergy of interventions with ongoing EU programmes and projects. 
The EU/UNDP Technical Assistance to Budget Support for Mongolia Project (TA for Budget Support) contains an 
International Labour Standards component dedicated to promoting the ILO Labour Inspection Conventions No. 81 and 
129	and	introducing	strategic	compliance	for	labour	inspectorates.	In	addition,	UNDP	will	make	sure	that	there	is	a	flow	of	
information and cooperation between the ILO Trade for Decent Work project and that duplication is avoided.

Mongolia	was	granted	GSP	+	status	in	2006	and	has	ratified	all	27	international	conventions	on	human	and	labour	
rights, protection of the environment and good governance. Mongolia is showing a strong engagement in the 
monitoring process of GSP+ compliance, despite challenges in taking full commercial advantage of the unilateral tariff 
preferences of the EU. The GSP+ commitments of Mongolia should be highlighted in the NAP as the two processes are 
arguably interrelated. 
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YEAR 3 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making 

National BHR 
conference

Dialogue focused on private sector and regulatory 
authorities furthering the agenda on BHR and 
Non-Financial Corporate Disclosures in India. 

1 July/August 2023

Activity 1.1.2 Conduct trainings on a range of standard setting 
guidelines including the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and detail linkages 
with trade and investment policy 

Activity 1.1.3 Design and develop knowledge products 
that further policy convergence between UNGPs and other 
internationally recognized instruments 

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

High level 
conference/
consultations

Organize conference on NAP when ready to 
publish, or in support of consultation process 
in cooperation with EU delegation, CSOs and 
EuroChamber 

2 May – June

Activity 1.2.2 Provide technical assistance to government 
ministries responsible for drafting and implementing National 
Action Plans

Technical 
assistance

Conduct workshops, encourage dialogue, reports 
as needed

5 Jan – Nov

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on 
human rights, including women’s rights 

Activity 2.1 Produce communication products including 
short-form documentaries, video animations and social media 
promotional materials to enhance understanding of UNGPs, and 
trade and human rights nexus. Link up all communication work 
to EU action on public diplomacy, in particular to all existing and 
future EU action on policy outreach in Asia

Communications 

Human Rights Day 
communication

Social media contents, articles, and interviews 
for websites

Up 
to 5

Jan – Nov

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy 

Activity 2.2.2 Conduct research and publish short think pieces 
on trade and investment issues as they relate to the UNGPs and 
broader Business and Human Rights agenda

Output 2.2: To set up actions enhancing discussion and awareness of the human rights dimensions of trade and investment policy 

Activity 3.1.1 Provide grants to civil society actors working with 
human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 
innovative approached

Low value grants Human rights defenders and women’s rights 
activists

2 Feb – Nov

Activity 3.1.2 Conduct research and convene discussions on 
the adverse impacts and risks faced by women in the context 
of business operations, and potential remedies and prevention 
strategies 

Consultations Sectoral consultations to promote women’s rights 
in business 

2 Feb – Nov

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2.1 Conduct sector-specific trainings with 
government regulators and business on human rights due 
diligence, human rights impact assessments, grievance 
mechanisms, and other elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

HRDD trainings Training and joint initiatives with businesses on 
HRDD

Min. 
5

Jan – Nov

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations

Activity 3.3.1 Conduct trainings with NHRIs, judiciaries and 
ministries of justice on legal issues linked to the UNGPs, 
including transboundary jurisdictional challenges, among others

Access to remedy 
trainings 

Consultancy to focus on access to remedy 
trainings with courts and the National Human 
Rights Commission of Mongolia and CSOs 

3 Feb – Nov
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YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – SRI LANKA

Name and contact details

Myanthi Peiris 
Business and Human Rights National Specialist 
myanthi.peiris@undp.org

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights 

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on 
Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments 

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts 

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms 

Background 

Country context

Sri	Lanka	is	currently	experiencing	an	economic	crisis	resulting	from	a	persistent	fiscal	and	current	account	deficit,	
mounting debt, and poor governance. Unsurprisingly, the crisis has led to increased levels of poverty. In 2021, around 
2.4 million people (11% of the total population) was living under the $3.20 international poverty line. With the surge in 
prices of essential items, most individuals are unable to afford essential items and meet their basic needs. According to 
a study by Save the Children in June 2022, 59% of families reported not being able to meet all their food needs fully. 
Further,	low	levels	of	foreign	currency	held	in	reserve	has	made	it	difficult	for	the	country	to	import	essential	goods,	
such as food, fuels, fertilizer, medicines, and health items. Populations across the country continue to suffer from power 
cuts caused by the fuel shortages, which are also leading to disruption in public services. Political protests and riots, 
which started in March 2022, resulted in violence and a change in leadership of the county.

At present, the Government has reached out to the IMF and entered into a staff level agreement with the objective 
of restoring macroeconomic stability and debt sustainability, while protecting the poor and vulnerable, safeguarding 
financial	stability,	and	stepping	up	structural	reforms	to	address	corruption	vulnerabilities	and	otherwise	unlock	Sri	
Lanka’s growth potential. Also, the GSP+ concession is under review and the country needs to align to the respect for 
the rule of law, freedom of expression and assembly and have meaningful dialogue among all stakeholders. The UN 
report on the ‘’Situation of human rights in Sri Lanka. Comprehensive Report of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Human Rights, September 2022’’ stressed that the Government should take account of the broad-based demands 
coming from communities for deeper reforms and accountability, recognize and addressed underlying factors which 
have contributed to the economic crisis including human rights violations, economic crimes, and corruption.

BHR Landscape

Against this backdrop, the Business and Human Rights (BHR) landscape in Sri Lanka has continued to evolve and be 
leveraged as a soft entry point to explore a range of human rights issues in the country. The dialogue around BHR 
has been gaining momentum slowly but steadily, even during the toughest period of the pandemic. State, business 
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and civil society actors have come to understand and importance of engaging on this front. The private sector in Sri 
Lanka has emerged as an ally in promoting responsible business practices, while complementing the work of other key 
stakeholders such civil society actors who are advocating for and asking for businesses to put the right holder at the 
centre of decision-making processes. Amidst the C-19 operating context and beyond, the ongoing political, social, 
and economic challenges, the dialogue around BHR continues to evolve creating the conducive environment for key 
stakeholders to take ownership and action.

Strategy

Sri	Lanka	has	yet	to	make	significant	advancements	on	BHR	in	comparison	to	other	countries	in	Asia	who	have	
embraced the UNGPs through the development and roll out of National Action Plans. In the face of unfavorable 
political, economic, and social circumstances, the project has built support and buy in from the business community 
and with civil society actors. In 2021, changes to the composition of various ministries, including the Ministry of Justice, 
meant	many	changes	in	policy	priorities.	Significant	headway	was	made	at	the	beginning	of	the	year	to	engage	
the Ministry of Justice evidenced in part by the participation of the Additional Secretariat Legal Division at the UN 
South Asia Forum on Business and Human Rights in Dhaka Bangladesh. Exposure to this regional forum provided the 
opportunity to hear from other counties on their progress. 

Most	recently,	the	team	reengaged	with	current	Government	officials	at	the	Ministry	of	Justice	and	did	an	introductory	
presentation on the relevance of the BHR agenda and discussed possible areas for collaboration in 2023. A key 
outcome of this discussion was the interest of Ministry to take action to ensure workers and communities are protected 
from business-related human rights abuses through effective policy, regulation, and enforcement mechanisms. The 
team supported the Ministry with the drafting of the legislative amendment to the constitution (Articles 29) which 
demonstrated Sri Lanka’s commitment to ensure right compliance by private sector. This is also in keeping with the 
increasing demand of the need to recognise the legal duties and obligations of corporates to protect fundamental 
rights and freedoms. The current constitutional provisions do not recognise private sector as a legal duty bearer 
and therefore cannot be held accountable for rights violations. Although the amendment submitted did not lead to 
the proposed changes being put in place, it laid the groundwork for moving towards the buy in from Government 
counterparts to put in place policy and legislative reforms aligning to business and human rights.

Additionally, this will also support the Government meet its compliance with the requirements under GSP+ on human 
rights, labour standards, environmental protection and good governance. By aligning to globally accepted principles 
such as the UNGPs will show commitment by the state to protect workers and communities from business-related 
human rights abuses by taking appropriate steps to prevent, investigate and redress human rights abuses through 
effective policies, legislation regulation and enforcement action.

To continue this momentum the project will look to setting up a working group convened under the leadership of 
the Ministry of Justice with the objective of supporting and advocating for the adoption of the UN Guiding Principles 
on Business and Human Rights through, as established mechanisms that will facilitate dialogue and the sharing of 
knowledge	and	reflection	of	BHR	issues	in	the	Sri	Lankan	context.	Further,	to	address	capacity gaps that may exist 
amongst state actors, national human rights institutions, and other relevant actors will be addressed through training 
programmes to build skills and competencies and push this agenda forward.

Per the outcome of that meeting, the project will facilitate a partner meeting at the beginning of 2023 to take stock 
of the BHR agenda in the country. This meeting will provide the opportunity to identify and prioritize issues that can be 
addressed in the short, medium, and long term. Additionally, this will further strengthen the team’s relationship with all 
the partners of the project and provide for the sustainability of actions beyond the time frame of the project. 

With the recent recognition of the right to a clean, healthy, and sustainable environment, there is growing concerns 
that industries in Asia are having an unsustainable impact on the environment with dire and irreversible consequences 
for individuals and society at large. With this comes the need for increased understanding of the interconnectedness 
between human rights, business, and the environment.
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In Sri Lanka, the impact of climate change on people is leading to increased demands for the Government and 
businesses to take action. However, the Business and Human Rights community has remained relatively unmoved. 
Therefore, in 2023 the project will convene Environment justice related dialogues with key stakeholders. These 
dialogues will focus on current and ongoing issues such as air pollution, climate change, water pollution, waste 
management and deforestation.

This further, builds on results achieved in 2020 and 2021 where the project worked in partnership with the Centre for 
Environment Justice, to identify and support vulnerable groups impacted by climate related rights violations, especially 
in the context of COVID-19. Additionally, this bottom-up approach was completed by research, advocacy and outreach 
material developed which looked at areas such as, legislative gaps, a training module to address capacity gaps of 
stakeholders and material spotlighting environment justice related issues in the context of Business and Human Rights. 
In	the	final	year	of	the	project	to	continue	the	momentum	and	dialogue	around	these	issues	will	convene	a	cross	section	
of stakeholders. These multistakeholder discussions will view these issues through the BHR lens and look at the role and 
relevance of the UNGPs in providing a roadmap.

Civil society actors in Sri Lanka have been central to bringing the BHR agenda to life, facilitating consultations with 
local communities and advocating for BHR issues to be taken up with Government and businesses. In the last three 
years the project has worked closely with these actors, drawing attention to business-related human rights abuses 
in the context of the environment, women’s rights and women led small and medium enterprises, while supporting 
communities and providing them with access to legal and non-legal remedies.

Therefore, to strengthen ownership of the BHR agenda among CSO as well as ensure sustainability of past 
engagement the project will provide grant support to further amplify the voice of these actors and to better ensure 
access to remedies.

The project worked closely with a CSO partner, supporting women lead small and medium enterprises, especially 
those	affected	by	illegal	and	unregulated	financial	services.	A	key	result,	capacitating	these	women	in	accessing	and	
submitting formal complaints to national level referral systems such as the Central Bank of Sri Lanka and the Human 
Rights Commission of Sri Lanka on injustices and challenges in accessing justice systems. These women have been 
able	to	file	formal	public	petitions,	articulated	their	issues	and	challenges	and	the	type	of	human	right	violations	
with a greater knowledge and understanding of the legislative and policy background related to their issue. This is a 
considerable achievement in establishing a community driven advocacy initiative. In 2023 the project will work with this 
target	group,	looking	also	to	support	the	uptake	and	formalization	of	a	by	law	to	regulate	finance	institutions	and	the	
sustainability of the information gathering system that has been set up to collect information around this issue.

Further the project will actively explore synergies in facilitating access to remedies through linking with the ongoing 
EIDHR and CSO projects, as well as the broader EU JURE and STRIDE project interventions where possible.

To elaborate further, the BHR project will leverage, JURE work on the mapping of legal aid service providers in the 
country that is ongoing to complement CSO initiative on access to remedy in the form of legal support, specially 
linking to the work already done with women workers in the free trade zones and referrals support provided through 
the	project	CSO	partner.	Also,	victims	of	business-related	human	rights	violations	will	benefit	from	interventions	such	
as modernization through digital transformation including digital court hearings (including remote testimony), digital 
case	flow	management/tracking.	Finally,	also	drawing	linkages	to	the	work	on	Environment	Laws	and	Regulations	in	the	
context of business operations.

The BHR team has already leveraged the local Government Authority relationships built through STRIDE to support the 
work of the CSO grant working with women led small and medium enterprises, addressing right violations that have 
taken	place	by	Micro	finance	institutions.	This	work	is	ongoing	and	will	continue	in	2023	and	work	towards	the	passing	
of	a	by	law	by	Local	Government	Authorities,	to	regulate	all	microfinance	institutions	the	final	objective	being	for	it	to	
be taken up and discussed at the Parliament level.

Additionally, discussions with the project’s long standing CSO partners as well as new CSOs will be convened to hear 
firsthand	the	challenges	as	well	as	opportunities	that	exist	when	working	on	BHR	related	issues,	as	well	as	how	collective	
action and alliances between these actors can be formed to further push the BHR agenda forward.
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Aligning to the EU Commission’s proposed Directive on Mandatory Human Rights Due Diligence and other regulatory 
obligations,	the	project	will	build	on	the	success	of	the	sector	specific	human	rights	and	environment	due	diligence	
trainings.	Additionally,	GSP	+	benefits	to	the	country	are	tied	to	upholding	human	rights	commitments	and	will	serve	as	
a key entry point of engagement with the business community for the project.

To drive attention to the interconnections between business, human rights, and the environment, and to introduce 
possible solutions linked to the implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, the 
project intends to develop a customized tool and provide a training on the human rights risks posed by the Apparel and 
Textile	Sector	of	Sri	Lanka.	This	proposed	intervention	will	complement	the	sector	specific	trainings	done	on	the	apparel	
and	textile	sector	and	address	the	gap	that	exists	for	a	country	specific	human	rights	and	environment	due	diligence	
toolkit that private sector actors in this sector can utilize. The project since initiation has engaged with the apparel and 
textile sector, for many reasons. Namely, the positive impact of this sector in terms of export earnings for the country, 
the number of job opportunities it provides and the need to remain compliant and competitive by aligning to global 
trends and practices, to keep markets specially in the EU. 

Also, to monitor impact of those businesses that have already undergone capacity building programmes, one on one 
consultations will be rolled out with a select few, in partnership with a business association.

Further the project will leverage already existing partnerships with local media institutions, to explore interest on 
working on Business and Human Rights. With the aim of expanding the projects target group and thematic focus, 
utilizing already existing guidelines the project will seek out interest and buy to engage in sensitizing and orienting 
media personnel and institutions to reporting on Business and Human Rights in the Sri Lankan context.

YEAR 4 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making

Working group on 
BHR established

Working group on BHR convened to meet twice 
in the year

2 February 
August

Stakeholders 
Consultation 
(Partner Meeting)

Partners meeting convened 1 March

Activity 1.1.2 Conduct trainings on a range of standard setting 
guidelines including the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD 
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, and detail linkages 
with trade and investment policy

N/A

Activity 1.1.3 Design and develop knowledge products 
that further policy convergence between UNGPs and other 
internationally recognized instruments

N/A

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

Awareness raising 
sessions

Raising awareness on the UNGPs and broader 
B+HR agenda in SL with Govt. counterparts 
through in-person sessions

2 May 
July

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on 
human rights, including women’s rights

Activity 2.1 Produce communication products including 
short-form documentaries, video animations and social media 
promotional materials to enhance understanding of UNGPs, and 
trade and human rights nexus. Link up all communication work 
to EU action on public diplomacy, in particular to all existing and 
future EU action on policy outreach in Asia.

N/A

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts

Activity 3.1.1 Provide grants to civil society actors working with 
human rights defenders and women’s rights activists, seeking 
innovative approached

CSO grant (LVG) Grant to CSO working with workers in the context 
of increased vulnerabilities in times of economic 
and public health crisis.

1 April (grant issued will run 
for a 6-month period)

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations

Partnership 
through a 
Responsible Party 
Agreement

Working together with an institution to 
convene ENV dialogues around giving access to 
information and justice (where possible) for groups 
adversely impacted by business operations

1 June (contract issued for 
6-month period)
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Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2 Conduct sector-specific trainings with government 
regulators and business on human rights due diligence, human 
rights impact assessments, grievance mechanisms, and other 
elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

HREDD Toolkit 
development and 
training

Customization of the Human Rights and 
Environment Due Diligence Toolkit to the Apparel 
and Textile Sector and rolling out of a training

1 March (contract issued for 
a period of 4 months)

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations

Activity 3.3.1 Conduct trainings with NHRIs, judiciaries and 
ministries of justice on legal issues linked to the UNGPs, 
including transboundary jurisdictional challenges, among others

N/A

YEAR 4 WORK PLAN – THAILAND

Name and contact details

Tarinee Suravoranon 
National Specialist on Business and Human Rights 
tarinee.suravoranon@undp.org

Related outputs of the Regional Project

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the 
UN Guiding Principles (UNGPs) on Business and Human Rights

Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on 
Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater 
appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on human rights, including women’s rights

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse 
human rights impacts

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate 
effective grievance mechanisms 

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the 
context of business operations

Background

Country context

In 2022, Thailand experienced a slow recovery from the pandemic period. According to the SCB Economic Intelligence 
Center (EIC), economic growth is expected to fall between 3.0-3.5%, against 0.8% last year and -6.1% in 2020.

As tepid as this recovery may be, business activities have notably increased. As the worst performing currency in SE Asia 
in 2022, Thai companies are expected to seize increased export opportunities. 

Exports of goods and services remain the main driver of Thailand’s growth with an increase of 15% from last year. 
Several foreign companies have entered into joint ventures with Thai companies to produce bio-products. Investment 
incentives are now being granted by the Board of Investment to promote bio, circular, and green (BCG) production and 
services. Despite these positive developments, many businesses, especially those related to tourism, are yet to recover 
to their pre-Covid levels. 
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Thailand’s growth may have also been impacted by political uncertainties this year. Pressure on the Administration 
increased substantially over the opposition parties’ petition to the Constitutional Court regarding the legitimacy of 
Prime Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha’s premiership. There have also been on-going movements against the government, 
such as protests by the Free Youth Movement, Chana Rak Thin group, Free People, among others. However, the 
protests have lost some of their momentum in comparison to 2020-2021 and no longer occur as frequently nor do they 
draw similar numbers of people onto the streets. 

Business and Human Rights Landscape

Key milestones from 2022 include the development of the Second National Action Plan (NAP) on Business and Human 
Rights. A series of consultations with different groups of stakeholders, including business sector, government agencies 
and civil society, at both national and sub-national levels had been organized to inform the substance of the second 
NAP. UNDP Thailand played a convening role in supporting these public consultations and collecting inputs and 
recommendations from UN agencies in Thailand, to present to the government. 

Business responsibilities to human rights were reinforced through the launch of mandatory environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) reporting requirements which includes human rights risks and impacts of each listed company. This 
reporting initiative has been effective since February 2022, imposing a legal obligation for more than 700 companies 
listed in the Thai stock market to undertake human rights responsibilities systematically as part of the reporting 
requirements. To date, there are nearly 200 companies that are early adopters of the UN Guiding Principles on Business 
and Human Rights (UNGPs), leveraging these to improve their ESG ratings on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) 
and on the Stock Exchange of Thailand’s, Thailand Sustainability Investment (THSI) index.

Interest in ESG investing has also led a growing demand of Thai companies toward capacity building on human rights 
in their organizations. In this connection, the Business and Human Rights Academy was formally launched in August 
2022. This initiative was led by the Global Compact Network Thailand (GCNT) together with UNDP, the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, Ministry of Justice, and the National Human Rights Commission of Thailand. The BHR Academy 
is aimed to be a training hub on business and human rights in ASEAN.

In addition to these key milestones, the government is exploring the possibility of introducing new policy and regulation 
on mandatory human rights due diligence (mHRDD) to strengthen Thai companies’ obligations on human rights and to 
help companies comply with overseas laws on mHRDD.

These important developments have contributed to the conducive environment in Thailand for key stakeholders to 
translate their commitment on the UNGPs into action.

Strategy

UNDP will continue supporting the Government on the implementation of the NAP. In 2022, UNDP provided for 
national	and	sub-national	dialogues	between	the	government,	business	sectors	and	civil	society,	on	specific	priority	
areas of the NAP. It also conducted capacity buildings on human rights due diligence (HRDD) for business sectors via 
trainings and tool development, knowledge, and communication products on the NAP and the UNGPs and research 
piece on human rights due diligence requirements for Thai companies. In addition, UNDP Thailand focused on 
engagement with civil society organizations (CSOs). In 2022, three grants were provided to CSOs to build capacity and 
raise awareness of agri-food businesses on responsible business practices.

Program activities in 2023 are designed to support open dialogues and discussions at both national and local levels, 
especially on the promotion of the Second NAP and HRDD practice. A series of workshops on the implementation 
of the Second NAP and HRDD will be organized at least once in each region across the country. UNDP will leverage 
partnerships with local agencies, especially local business associations, to ensure participation of local agencies, 
particularly small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) which account for about 98 percent of total enterprises in 
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Thailand. SMEs still have limited awareness of business and human rights approaches under Pillar 2 of the UNGPs. Thai 
SMEs will continue to be the main target audiences in the sub-national activities regarding the 2nd NAP implementation 
and HRDD.

According	to	a	result	of	the	mid-term	evaluation	of	Thailand’s	first	NAP,	Thai	exporters,	and	Thai	multinational	
companies have least engagement on BHR agenda, leading to a growing number of cases on human rights abuses 
during	the	past	few	years.	Hence,	our	HRDD	trainings	in	2023	will	also	be	designed	to	have	a	specific	focus	on	these	
companies	to	improve	their	human	rights	performance.	Furthermore,	UNDP	will	conduct	HRDD	trainings	for	specific	
sectors that are prone to human rights abuses in their operation and supply chain. These sectors are, for example, 
tourism, construction and agri-food sectors.

To further advocate BHR among the business community, UNDP will support the Ministry of Justice in developing a 
checklist to assess Thai companies’ performance on HRDD. This checklist will be complemented and linked to existing/ 
new BHR incentives, such as BHR award, Thailand Trust Mark, etc. In addition, UNDP and the Ministry will continue 
undertaking the study on HRDD requirements for Thai companies which has been commenced since September 2022. 
The study has involved a series of multistakeholder consultations. The EU’s Proposal for a Directive on Corporate 
Sustainability Due Diligence will be a prominent reference in the discussion in these consultations.

Lastly, to scale up our work on access to remedy, UNDP will work with our CSO partners to convene a series of 
discussions and workshops with individuals and communities that are subjected to business related human rights 
impacts to build a greater awareness on access to remedy. This initiative will have a strong emphasis on climate justice 
by focusing on adverse human rights impacts from current and ongoing environment issues such as air pollution, climate 
change, water pollution, waste management and deforestation.

YEAR 4 Work Plan (January 2023 – December 2023)

Project Activity Budget CO Activity name CO Activity description Unit Month of implementation 

Output 1.1: To set up actions enhancing common understanding and policy convergence with implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights

Activity 1.1.1 Facilitate tripartite discussions involving relevant 
policy makers, prominent civil society groups and European 
and Asian business associations on the UNGPs, with a view to 
expanding the number of actors playing an active role in policy 
making

The launch event 
on Thailand’s 
Second National 
Action Plan (NAP) 
on Business and 
Human Rights

To organize a launch event on the Second NAP 
in Bangkok. The event will be held in a hybrid 
format.

1 January – February

Discussions 
with relevant 
stakeholders at the 
provincial level on 
implementation 
of the UNGP and 
Thai NAP

To organize a series of workshops with national 
and local actors to promote the second NAP 
implementation at both national and sub-national 
levels.

6 April – October

A series of 
consultations with 
key stakeholders 
on future HRDD 
requirements for 
Thai companies.

As part of the study on HRDD Requirements for 
Thai companies in 2022, UNDP will organize a 
series of consultations with key stakeholders to 
present and validate the findings of the study. 
The outcome of the study will help to identify 
possible options for the interventions of the 
HRDD requirements for Thai companies in the 
future. The EU’s Proposal on CSDD will continue 
to be one of prominent references in the 
discussions in these consultations.

2 April – May

Activity 1.1.3 Design and develop knowledge products 
that further policy convergence between UNGPs and other 
internationally recognized instruments

Development of 
HRDD checklist for 
Thai companies

To develop a checklist to assess Thai companies’ 
performance on HRDD. This checklist will be 
linked to existing/ new BHR incentives, such as 
BHR award, Thailand Trust Mark, etc.

1 April – September
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Output 1.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of government to draft and implement National Action Plans on Business and Human Rights or other policy instruments

Activity 1.2.1 Raise awareness of the United Nations Guiding 
Principles (UNGPs) with governments, making the normative 
and business-case for adoption and implementation; host 
and facilitate bi-lateral peer learning events to showcase best 
practices on UNGP implementation

B+HR week A series of B+HR events will be organized 
during B+HR week. The events target 
regional and national audiences with a view to 
creating a platform to share experience and 
knowledge between government agencies, 
state owned enterprises and businesses on the 
implementation of UNGPs and the NAP as well 
as specific business and human rights issues that 
are in their concerns.

1 June

7th National 
Dialogue on 
Business and 
Human Rights

The National Dialogue will have a specific theme 
on business and human rights issues which has 
not yet been confirmed. In 2022 the event theme 
was on promoting access to remedy.

Output 2.1: To support the development of research and policy pieces furthering public discourse and greater appreciation of the UNGPs and its positive impact on 
human rights, including women’s rights

Activity 2.1 Produce communication products including 
short-form documentaries, video animations and social media 
promotional materials to enhance understanding of UNGPs, and 
trade and human rights nexus. Link up all communication work 
to EU action on public diplomacy, to all existing and future EU 
action on policy outreach in Asia.

Produce 
pamphlets, 
handouts and 
short videos on 
UNGPs, Second 
NAP and other 
internationally 
recognized 
instruments related 
to Business and 
Human Rights.

These knowledge products enhance common 
understanding about the UNGPs and other 
international instruments and lead to policy 
convergence between such instruments.

1 April – June

Output 3.1: To set up actions relating to greater awareness and access to remedies for parties subject to adverse human rights impacts

Activity 3.1.3 Develop and convene discussions on innovative 
means of achieving access to information and access to justice 
for groups adversely impacted by business operations

Discussions and 
interventions to 
promote greater 
awareness and 
access to remedies 
for right holders 
subject to adverse 
human rights and 
environmental 
impacts.

To collaborate with the government and 
CSOs to promote greater awareness and 
access to remedies for local communities that 
experienced on-going adverse human rights and 
environmental impacts by businesses.

2 March – September

Output 3.2: To reinforce skills and competencies of businesses to conduct human rights due diligence and operate effective grievance mechanisms

Activity 3.2 Conduct sector-specific trainings with government 
regulators and business on human rights due diligence, human 
rights impact assessments, grievance mechanisms, and other 
elements of Pillar 2 and 3 of the UNGPs

Business and 
Human Rights 
Trainings

To conduct HRDD trainings for Thai exporters. 
This training is part of the planned activity in the 
2nd NAP in the priority area of “ Cross-Border 
Investments and Multinational Enterprises”.

2 April – June

To support the operation of BHR trainings at 
the B+HR Academy, which is an initiative led by 
GCNT, MOJ, SEC and NHRCT and UNDP.

1 February

To conduct HRDD trainings for specific sectors 
that are prone to human rights abuses in their 
operation and supply chain. These sectors are, 
for example, tourism, construction and agri-food 
sectors.

2 April – September

Translation of 
Human Rights 
Self- Assessment 
Training software 
into Thai

The Human Rights Self- Assessment Training is 
currently available in English. UNDP will make 
this tool available in Thai and will use this use for 
the above-mentioned trainings.

1 February

Output 3.3: To set up actions that strengthen capacities of justice institutions to address human rights abuses in the context of business operations

Activity 3.3.1 Conduct trainings with NHRIs, judiciaries and 
ministries of justice on legal issues linked to the UNGPs, 
including transboundary jurisdictional challenges, among others

Trainings on Pillar 
3 in providing 
access to 
remedy, including 
transboundary 
jurisdictional 
challenges

To conduct workshops with judiciaries, public 
prosecutors, and business sector to analyse gaps 
on remedy provision as well as way forward to 
further improve access to remedy for affecting 
rights holders on human rights violation cases.

2 April – September
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ANNEX 8: EVIDENCE
The below endnotes provide links to evidence supporting the narrative of the annual report. Those pieces of evidence that have been shared publicly are directly 
accessible.	Some	of	the	documents,	however,	are	of	a	confidential	nature	(e.g.,	presentations	from	closed-door	meetings,	attendance	sheets,	satisfactions	
surveys, detailed event reports). These documents are stored on UNDP’s document management system and can be shared with evaluators on request.

1 B+HR Asia, ‘Progress Report 2021’. Available from: https://www.undp.org/asia-pacific/bizhumanrights/publications/bhr-asia-%E2%80%93-progress-report-2021

2 According to the explanatory memorandum of the Proposal for a Directive on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence, value chains outside the Union constitute 80-90% of the environmental harm of EU 
production. See Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence and amending Directive 2019/1937, page 7.

3 B+HR in India Quarterly Newsletter:

 — January to March 2022. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/a139f59e7160/undp-india-business-and-human-rights-quarterly-newsletter-6635757?e=d9b9282a98

 — April to June 2022. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/a945174a696f/undp-india-business-and-human-rights-quarterly-update-2022?e=d9b9282a98

 — July to September 2022. Available from: E1_India Newsletter Campaign_July to September 2022.msg

 — October to December 2022. Available from: https://mailchi.mp/aadcae32c670/undp-india-business-and-human-rights-quarterly-update-7279357?e=d9b9282a98

4 UNDP India, United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights Translations:

 — United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Hindi). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/united-nations-guiding-principles-business-and-human-rights-ungp-hindi

 — United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Tamil). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/united-nations-guiding-principles-business-and-human-rights-ungp-tamil

5 UNDP India, National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct Translations:

 — National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct (Hindi). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/national-guidelines-responsible-business-conduct-ngrbc-hindi

 — National Guidelines on Responsible Business Conduct (Tamil). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/national-guidelines-responsible-business-conduct-ngrbc-tamil

6 UNDP India, Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting Framework Translations:

 — Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting Framework (Hindi Translation). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/business-responsibility-and-sustainability-reporting-framework-
hindi-translation

 — Business Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting Framework (Tamil Translation). Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/business-responsibility-and-sustainability-reporting-framework-
tamil-translation

7 UNDP India and CII-ITC, Introducing Human Rights Due Diligence to Private Sector in India: An Analysis. Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/introducing-human-rights-due-diligence-private-
sector-india

8 UNDP India and Amfori, Human Rights Due Diligence Training for the Private Sector. Available from: https://www.undp.org/india/publications/human-rights-due-diligence-training-private-sector

9	 Vidhi	Centre	for	Legal	Policy	and	UNDP	India,	‘Environmental	Laws:	Application	and	Efficacy	in	Business	&	Human	Rights’.	Available	from:	https://www.undp.org/india/publications/environmental-laws-application-
and-efficacy-business-human-rights-0

10	 Aapti	Institute	and	UNDP	India,	Artificial	Intelligence	and	Potential	Impacts	on	Human	Rights	in	India.	Available	from:	https://www.undp.org/india/publications/artificial-intelligence-and-potential-impacts-human-
rights-india

11 Telegraph E-Paper, ‘Delhi NGO project in Iron-Ore-Rich Saranda: Mining Law Training for Tribals’. Available from: https://epaper.telegraphindia.com/textview/421593/173229369/undefined.html

12 The Telegraph India, ‘Mining Law Training for Tribals of Saranda: Delhi NGO Project in Iron-Ore rich area of West Singhbhum’. Available from: https://www.telegraphindia.com/india/mining-law-training-for-tribals-
of-saranda/cid/1909574

13	 B+HR	in	Indonesia	features	on	the	Ministry	of	Law	and	Human	Rights	official	website:

 — Sub-regional consultation in West Sulawesi. Available from: https://sulbar.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/5558-kakanwil-kemenkumham-sulbar-faisol-ali-ikut-mengajak-pelaku-usaha-
ciptakan-usaha-berlandaskan-ham

 — Sub-regional consultation in North Maluku. Available from: https://malut.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/berita-utama/workoshop-bisnis-dan-ham-kanwil-kemenkumham-malut-ikuti-
langsung-di-makassar

 — Sub-regional consultation in Riau Islands. Available from: https://ham.go.id/2022/06/15/di-batam-dirjen-ham-gelorakan-program-pengarusutamaan-bisnis-dan-ham/

14	 B+HR	in	Indonesia	features	on	the	Ministry	of	Law	and	Human	Rights	official	website:

 — Sub-regional consultation in West Sulawesi. Available from: https://sulbar.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/5558-kakanwil-kemenkumham-sulbar-faisol-ali-ikut-mengajak-pelaku-usaha-
ciptakan-usaha-berlandaskan-ham

 — Sub-regional consultation in North Maluku. Available from: https://malut.kemenkumham.go.id/berita-kanwil/berita-utama/workoshop-bisnis-dan-ham-kanwil-kemenkumham-malut-ikuti-
langsung-di-makassar

 — Sub-regional consultation in Riau Islands. Available from: https://ham.go.id/2022/06/15/di-batam-dirjen-ham-gelorakan-program-pengarusutamaan-bisnis-dan-ham/

15 Media features of B+HR in Indonesia:

 — Tribun	Medan,	‘Regional	Human	Rights	Office	North	Sumatra	attend	Business	and	Human	Rights	Workshop’.	Available	from:	https://medan.tribunnews.com/2022/06/20/kanwil-
kemenkumham-sumut-hadiri-di-workshop-bisnis-dan-ham

 — Antara News, ‘Regional Human Rights Workshops on Human Rights’. Available from: https://makassar.antaranews.com/berita/405013/dirjen-ham-ajak-pelaku-usaha-di-indonesia-timur-
terapkan-nilai-ham

16 UNDP Indonesia, ‘Women’s Inclusion in Infrastructure Development’ (audio-visual content). Available from: https://twitter.com/undpindonesia/status/1601396288007847938?s=48&t=FFhpP_fEbFBBlfzVFQIL9Q

17 UNDP Indonesia, ‘Women’s Inclusion in Infrastructure Development Animation’ (audio-visual content). Available from: https://twitter.com/UNDPIndonesia/status/1501109408595849219

18 UNDP Malaysia, ‘National Baseline Assessment Social Media Campaign’. Available from: https://twitter.com/MyUNDP/status/1565970526186586112?cxt=HHwWgICq4bH5uLsrAAAA

19 *Preliminary data. Full set to be compiled in early 2023 with the completion of the NBA

20 Media features of B+HR in Malaysia:

 — The Star Malaysia, ‘Mural Moots Good Business Practices’. Available from: https://www.thestar.com.my/metro/metro-news/2022/12/15/mural-moots-good-business-practices

 — Citizens Journal, ‘UNDP, EU and SUHAKAM launch interactive mural at Bukit Bintang’. Available from: https://cj.my/127107/undp-eu-and-suhakam-launch-interactive-mural-at-bukit-bintang/

 — Head Topics, ‘Mural moots good business practices’. Available from: https://headtopics.com/my/mural-moots-good-business-practices-32895388

21 B+HR in Malaysia, Supporting documents for Access to Remedy and Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPP) Forum. Available from: CSO Low Value Grant - SLAPP Event

22 B+HR in Malaysia, Supporting documents for Judicial Colloquium 2022. Available from: Judicial Colloquium on BHR

23 B+HR in Mongolia, Awareness raising event for Youth at the Business School of the National University of Mongolia. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/undp.mongolia/posts/2183483821801194

24 B+HR in Mongolia, National Forum on Business and Human Rights 2022. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=1514421489030905

25 Media features of B+HR in Mongolia:

 — MNB World, Coverage of the National Forum on Business and Human Rights 2022. Available from: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1475342739609951&ref=sharing

 — Eagle News, Coverage of the National Forum on Business and Human Rights 2022. Available from:

 — Montame News, ’14 NGOs selected to for civil society programme’. Available from: https://montsame.mn/mn/read/298837

 — Peak, ‘Businesses should be leaders in respecting women’s rights in economic and social contexts’. Available from: https://www.peak.mn/news/ediin-zasag-niigmiin-khariltsaand

26 B+HR in Mongolia CSO Report (Human Rights Centre for Citizens). Available from: Mongolia CSO Summary_Progress Report_HRCC.docx

27 B+HR in Mongolia CSO Report (Mongolian National Federation of the Blind). Available from: Mongolia CSO Summary_Progress Report_MNFB.docx

28 B+HR in Mongolia HRDD Food Industry (Mongolian Food Industry Association). Available from: Mongolia_Mongolian Food Industry Association_Food HRDD summary report English.docx

29 B+HR in Mongolia HRDD Textile Industry (Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association). Available from: Mongolia_Mongolian Wool and Cashmere Association_Textile HRDD English -MWCA edited 12.7.22.docx

30 B+HR in Mongolia HRDD Extractives Industry (Women’s Association of Mineral’s Sector). Available from: Mongolia_Women’s Association of Minerals Sector_Extractives HRDD SUMMARY REPORT_WAMS.docx

31 https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/financing-smes-and-entrepreneurs-2022_b854dc2c-en
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